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Belfast <ap> — The Brit-
ish government sought to calm 
Irish Roman Catholics today by 
setting up a court of inquiry 
into the killings Sunday of 13 
civilians in a battle with British 
paratroops in Londonderry, 
Northern Ireland.
The Catholics struck back 
with bomb blasts, fires, strikes, 
demonstrations and torrents of 
abuse.
Barricades made of hijacked 
vehicles blazed in Belfast, and 
clouds, of smoke rose from a 
MTning brewery and saloon.
Mobs tried unsuccessfully 
three times to burn down the 
British embassy in Dublin, capi­
tal of the Irish Republic.
Maintenance men at Shannon, 
Ireland’s major international 
airport, refused to service any 
British aircraft.
Prime Minister Edward 
Heath of Britain announced he 
will ask Parliament to establish 
yt special tribunal with judicial 
^powers to investigate London- 
'derry’s Bloody Sunday. But 
spokesmen for Northern Ire­
land's Catholic minority threat­
ened not to co-operate with any 
commission set up by a govern­
ment which they believe is out
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RCMP'sVIEW
It Was A Nice Try
For New Building
Inflation, Jobless Rate
Stars At Ministers' Meet
JASPER, Alta. (CP) — Infla-lniak accused the federal gov­
tion and unemployment stole ernment of ignoring unemploy- 
the spotlight during the opening ment while Mr. Blakeney said 
session Monday of the two-day unemployment could remain at 
meeting of federal and provin- a high level for another 12 
cial finance ministers. months.
There was even a prediction, Provincial Treasurer W. 
from Premier Allan Blakeney of Darcy McKeough of Ontario 
Saskatchewan, that the two eco- said his province’s economic 
nomic evils could join forces prospects for 1972 are moder- 
during 1972. . ately bright.
However, John Turner, new­
ly-appointed federal finance ' 
minister, told reporters Monday 
night that current economy-ex­
panding policies would reduce 
unemployment while maintain-
ing reasonably stable prices.
Mr. Turner, who took over 
from Edgar Benson in a major 
cabinet shuffle Friday, said he
If Ottawa didn’t apply prema-
ture economic restraints, Ontar­
io’s unemployment level could 
drop below 4.5 per cent of the 
working force by the end of the 
year.
Mr. Me Keough was con­
cerned, however, that the basic 
problems which hurt the econ­
omy could return within two 
years if the provinces were not 
given a say in formulating poli­
cies for economic stabilization.
Hospital Gains Approval
For Re-Zoned Parking Lof
Regional District Declines 
To Share In Construction
"A nice try” was the initial 
reaction of RCMP brass tb 
news that a dead end has been 
reached in efforts to have the 
Central Okanagan Regional 
District participate in the con­
struction of a new police build­
ing.
Superintendent Rod William­
son, of the Kamloops Subdivi­
sion, said Monday he had re­
ceived a letter from Regional 
District Administrator A. T.
Pool Players 
Must Be 16
You still have to be at least
16 years old to play pool in Kei-
to bolster Protestant rule in Uls­
ter.
No action was expected 
against Bernadette Devlin for 
her assault on Home Secretary 
Reginald Maudling in the House 
of Commons Monday, although 
normally she would have to 
apologize or face suspension. In­
furiated because Speaker Sel­
wyn Lloyd would not let her 
question Maudling about the 
killings, the 24-year-old Catholic 
MP from N o r t h e r n Ireland 
called the 54-year-old home sec­
retary a “m u r d ering hypo­
crite,” then charged across the 
floor of the House, hit him in 
the face, pulled his hair and 
clawed him.
Dragged out of the Commons 
chamber, she told reporters, 
"I’m sorry I didn’t get at his 
throat." She added: “Both the 
Provisional and Official wings 
of the IRA have said they will 
each kill 13 paratroops in venge­
ance for those who died on Sun­
day. That is 26 coffins coming 
home to England—and I won’t 
shed a tear for any one of 
them.”
Miss Devlin was in the crowd 
at Londonderry when the firing 
broke out.
Provocation'Was Great'
("NEW- YORK (Reuter) - The 
New York Times describes the 
death of 13 Roman Catholics In 
Londonderry on Sunday in 
clashes involving British troops 
as "awful slaughter” but added 
that the provocation was delib­
erate and great.
The comment by the news- 
paper comes amid a wave of 
‘OMmctlon to the kIHings, rannlng 
Mnn a statement of regret irom 
™HSIW White House to onq from
eh a tor Edward Kennedy
(Dem. Mass.) calling them 
"senseless."
The Times, in an editorial
owna
would like to direct a priority . .. . ... ,
study, on inflation and unem- • application by the Kel- 
ployment. No North American owna General Hospital to have 
country had been able to find a a parcel of land rezoned to pro­
balance between the two. vide a needed parking lot was
He also said the priorities fac-1 approved Monday . . . but the 
ing Canadians are economic in hospital will .have to provide 
nature and his aim was to find I Planted screening before any 
a job for every willing and able bylaw 1S approved.
Canadian, without increasing in- The proposed rezoning of 
flation. seven lots bounded on the north
He felt the ministers gener-| by Royal Avenue and south by 
ally were agreed'.that the econ-| Strathcona- Avenue would pro- 
omy was expanding at a rate vide a packing facility with........ . uui & uuui u l w iiu
City aidermen, m a split vote that would produce employ- ticket spitter opposite the hos- 
1/Tnnrlav rAfnsod +n Inwnr nHalMo day, refuse to lo er the
age limit contained in a city 
bylaw following a written re­
quest by H. L. Sullivan who 
said persons can bowl at any 
age and “I think it’s ridicu­
lous a 15-year-old should have 
to show identification to play a 
game of billiards.”
Voting against lowering the 
age limit were aidermen Wal­
ter Green, Alan Moss and 
Mayor Hilbert Roth who char­
ged “this is just another way of 
getting money from youngs­
ters.” '
Aid. Syd Hodge who favored 
the move, said he agreed the 
city billiard halls are well run 
and could see no reason the age 
limit shouldn't be lowered.
Also voting in favor were ai­
dermen William Kane and 
Gwen Holland. The tie vote, 
under, the Municipal Act, repre­
sented a defeat of the motion. 
Aid. Richard Stewart, whose 
father died Sunday, was not 
present.
dlnnl Conway, called it—an 
awful slaughter.
"In light of the fact that all 
the dead, and nearly all the 
wounded were civilians, the 
British government cannot 
avoid an investigation of the 
conduct of the paratroops in­
volved In the affair," The Times 
says.
"Yet, even the brief clips of 
the Catholic demonstration 
shown qn American television 
prove beyond doubt that the 
provocation for the troops was 
deliberate and great.
headed "Bloody Sunday in 
Derry” says the Incident was 
precisely what the Roman Cath- 
Uc primale of all Ireland, Car
A number of U.S. congress
men were reported to be pre 
paring a resolution in Congress 
asking Britain to withdraw its 
troops from Northern Ireland.
ment. pital.
. Mr. Blakeney, who . also is Challenging the proposal was 
Saskatchewan’s provincial Harry Almond who said he fea- 
treasurer, and Finance Minister lizes the parking is necessary 
Saul C h e r n i a k of Manitoba but complained a chain-link
didn’t see it that way. Mr. Cher- fence was not a proper method 
• of stopping up the lane and 
blocking the lot from property 
owners’ back yards.
Mr. Almond said he and his 
neighbors relied on their back-
More Strikes
Plague CBC
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
yards for enjoyment of their
property and although they 
I aren’t objecting to the parking
CBC technicians in five loca-P0^ itself, he said, "we don’t 
tions, four of them in the corpo-cavalier way it’s being 
ration’s northern network, handled. ..
walked off the job today in the He was referring to various
dealings in the area since 1966 
and suggested there have been 
some irregularities in the meth­
od of property acquisition for 
hospital development.
ACTION DEFENDED
The property owners said 
some of the lots were bought 
and are owned by area doctors, 
one of whom was acting as an 
agent for the hospital board.
Board trustee George Whit­
taker admitted a Dr. O’Neil had 
acted as an agent of the boarc. 
but not in dealings with pro­
perty in that area.
He defended the board’s ac­
tions saying the parking lot 
was badly needed and attempts 
have been made to alleviate a 
dust problem which Mr. Al­
mond said had been prevalent 
and questioned since 1966.
Mr. Whittaker also denied the 
board’s “cards weren’t all on 
the table” in answer to Mr. 
Almond who made the charge 
saying he was concerned at how 
the general development of the 
area had been . taking place 
over the years.
Harrison, addressed to Kelowna 
Staff Sergeant Ken Attree, ex­
plaining that the regional board 
made Rie decision at their last 
meeting.
Supt. Williamson, under 
whose jurisdiction the Kelowna 
detachment falls, said, “We’ve 
had a number of discussions 
with the regional district re­
garding a new public safety 
building . . . and we know that 
policing is not one of the things 
they’re responsible for.”
“I think they’re to be com­
mended for the interest they 
took.”
The future of Kelowna’s 
cramped Police Administration 
Building now lies with the City 
of Kelowna.
“We’re now looking for the 
city’s action,” said Supt. Wil­
liamson,, “and it will probably 
come soon now that municipal 
elections are over with.”
The suggestion has been 
made that private interests
might construct a building 
which the police could use on 
a lease basis.
"That again,” said Supt. Wil­
liamson, “would depend on the 
city.”
He also commented on the 
possibility that an RCM? sub­
division might be located here. 
It doesn’t seem likely in the 
near future, he said, but not 
necessarily because it would 
put a burden on present facil­
ities.
“A subdivision is just a con­
trol centre,” he said, “with 
extra police added when neces­
sary and it seems right now 
that things can be handled from
Kamloops.”
Operation of the Kelowna de­
tachment recently switched to 
a system called Preventive- 
Orientive Policing—POP for 
short—which Supt. Williamson 
says “appears to be working 
very well.”
Quite simply, it means the 
detachment area is divided in- . 
to zones, with policemen and 
cars assigned to specific areas. 
When a call comes in, they no 
longer have io be sent from the 
police office.
The new. system has also 
necessitated a re-shuffling 'of 
paperwork procedure, which, 
although it Caused some confu­
sion in the early stages; has 
made occurence reporting 
much simpler for the man on 
the “beat.”
Lack Of Space Criticized
BILL SCUTTLED
CANADA’S HIGH-LOW
Nanaimo  ............  38
Prince Albert ................-27
7, fan Smith, leader of all 
Rhodesians, hereby declare! ’
latest of a series of rotating
in Windsor, Ont., Whitehorse, Newfoundland Chessboard 
Y.T., Churchill, Man., and the .
Northwest Territories centres of! f !■ a d| a a
Setting For Another Move
Broadcast Employees and Tech- ST. JOHN’S, Nfld. (CP) —, 
nicians, are seeking higher The whims of the members of 
wages and a shorter work week, the next Newfoundland leglsla- 
They have rejected a concilia- ture will decide the fate of the
-
-land seek the party’s leadership 
at a convention here this week
tlon report released Jan. 14. province’s first Progressive
---------------------------------- 7   Conservative government since
A* r jl II Confederation in 1949.
All* COntrOllfirS Premier Frank Moores told a r-ssi vviiiiviiviw news conference Monday a
Al i. All U ... switch in allegiance by twoNOT All HOlinV members earlier in the dayMrri gave the Liberals a numerical
OTTAWA (CP) — Disgruntled advantage, but there was "rea- 
union members plan to demand son to believe there may be peo- 
a vote on the agreement last pie of principle" who might stay 
week that ended an 11-day out of the house or cross the 
strike by air traffic controllers floor to "preserve stability." 
and sent their contract dispute The chessboard of Newfound- 
with the government to an arbl- land politics has seen a shifting 
trator, of advantage between the main
The dissidents claim the exec- players, the PCs and the Liber- 
utivc of the Canadian Air Traf- als, since the general election 
fic Control Association acted un- last Oct. 28 ended In stalemate, 
constitutionally in agreeing to| Court decisions confirmed in 
arbitration. January the election night out­
come of 21 PCs and 20 LiberalsBLUE CHIPS FALL „ „ J(l x
NEW YORK (AP) Blue- "n “’e 42-seat house. The out- chip stock prices dropped today B|?n^ns seat was held by the 
in active trade. Pther mnl°r Player in the game
The noon Dow Jones average I “ToIP 1niir.Kcas.', l®a<l®r tllc 
of 30 industrial stocks was off |^cw Labrador Party.
Mr. Burgess switched his alle 
glance several times in the long 
battle for control of .the govern­
ment before announcing - Mon­
day he would join the Liberals
end.
Mn Burgess was joined in the 
move by Hugh Shea, who qu 
the Conservative caucus a week 
ago to sit as an independent PC 
for St. John’s South. He an­
nounced his intention Monday to 
join the Liberals.
Edward M. Roberts, a major 
contender for the Liberal lead- 
crshlp to be vacated by Joseph 
R. Smallwood Feb. 7, said he 
would not comment for a day or 
two.
If the Liberals accepted the 
defection by Mr. Shea and the 
switch by Mr. Burgess, the 
standing in the house would 
show 21 Liberals, 20 ProgreS' 
slvc Conservatives and one va- 
cancy.
A byelection to fill the va- 
cancy, created by the resigna 
tlon of an elected Liberal mem
City council decided Monday 
night to approach the Central 
Okanagan Regional District 
for use of its research fund for 
a study into . projected needs 
for city and district police ac­
commodation.
The move follows rejection by 
regional board directors at 
their last meeting of possible 
participation in construction o. 
a new police building in the 
Kelowna area.
Mayor Hilbert Roth, a re­
gional director, voted against 
the move,
At present, policing is not 
the responsibility of the region­
al district and the city is res­
ponsible only for that part of 
the Kelowna detachment which 
deals with the city. Complaints 
are increasing about the lack 
of space in the present building 
on Doyle Avenue, which also 
houses district members and 
the highway patrol.
Aid. William Kane questioned 
whether the city could use re­
gional funds for the study,
since it has already been det­
ermined that C.O.R.D. is not 
interested in helping provide a 
new building and right now 
have no obligation to provide 
police protection.
Aid. Allan Moss said, "We 
contribute 40 to 49 per cent of 
the C.O.R.D. research fund and . 
I feel we should be entitled to 
have a say in what It should be 
used for. Although police is not 
a regional district function, sur­
ely they can research what 
might amount to a proposed 
function."
He added, "The city should 
not be forced into a situation 
where we have to provide ac­
commodation for a force other 
than a city force.” '
Aidermen agreed to his rec­
ommendation that ’ letters ba: 
sent to Superintendent Rod Wil­
liamson, of the RCMP subdivi­
sion in Kamloops, Under whose 
jurisdiction the Kelowna de­
tachment falls, and to the pro­
vincial government, outlining 
council’s present position and 
the problems involved.
Swiss Seek Author's Arrest
After Hughes Book Allegations
ZURICH (AP) - The Swiss
government has ■ issued arrest 
warrants for author Clifford Irv­
ing and his wife but says it has 
not decided whether to seek 
their extradition.
ber, is expected to be called District Attorney Peter Vcleff revealed Monday night that the
Mr. Moores said It now was
difficult to tell how any member
of the house would vote from
day to day. For this reason "the
house is the only place that the 
position can be clarified
(Continued on page 2)
See: NEWFOUNDLAND
No Women s Lib For This Briton news in a minute
LONDON (CP) — A Tory MP 
who scuttled a parliamentary
archy—had quoted Bell durihg
warrants were Issued Friday on
suspicion of falsification of do- 
c u m e n t a and on "urgent
grounds of suspicion” that the 
couple was involved in a 
scheme to pocket $650,000 In 
McGraw-Hill cheques meant to
pay billionaire Howard Hughes 
for his purported autobiogra­
phy.
Velcff said Swiss authorities
have Impounded $422,707 in a 
Zurich bank account in the 
name of Hannah Rosenkram
MU to Improve the status of 
wSncn by outlawing sex dis­
crimination says he sees noth­
ing wrong in discriminating on 
any ground—age, sex, color or 
national origin,
Ronald Bell, 57-year-okl Ml’ 
for South Buckinghamshire and
father of (our—Including two 
daughters—was tabbed by one 
newspaper columnist as a' can­
didate for "male chauvinist pig 
of the week” on account of his
parliamentary tactics nnd re­
marks about women.
j JBell filibustered an antl-dis- 
Amination bill into oblivion 
Friday before It could be moved
Its second reading. The bin’s 
author. Labor MP Will | a W
the debate as . saying women
silly relationship for a man. nation, ,now goes to the bottom
were "Inferior, second-class cit
lzcns>and ought to be treated as
Rell maintains he said It In a
"My wife does the cooking 
and the household duties, unless 
she is ill, when any man would
lighthearted way—and his wife
Audrey backs him up. Rut in an 
Interview published Monday, 
Hie crusty Conservative, a bar­
rister by profession, said he
wants to be able to discriminate
SAYS HF. DISCRIMINATES
Noting that he once wrote a
letter to The Times saying he 
personally 
against everyone he met on
discriminated
grounds of age, sex, size, color
and national origin. Bell added:
help. It is not only natural, |t is 
an inherent biological function."
He claims Ite docs hot really 
think women inferior; hut ho
views them ns having a “dainti­
ness of approach—it makes 
them good al fashion, things 
like thal."
Meanwhile, the bill's spon­
sors, battered but unbowed, re- 
main confident Ihe uproar over
the parliamentary defeat will 
strengthen their case by arous­
ing public opinion.
BURIED FOR NOW
The bill Itself, which sought to
Hamilton—famous for his at "If I want a scnctary 1 want 
on the cost ol the mou-la girl, not a man. Lt would be a
make set dlscrltnlnatfon Illegal
In jobs and education on the
tame basis as racial discern!-
Hearing Set In Alleged $5 Million Fraud
session MONTREAL (CP)—Stephen I. Schwartz and Andrew h-
Women MPs on both sides of! McNaughton, both of Montreal, were ordered today to 
the Commons shouty "Shpme , “PPear preliminary hearing Feb. 8 on charges arising 
nnd "Disgraceful” Friday whenl ’rom an alleged.$5 million stock fraud involving Pan Ameri­
can Mines Ltd. They were arraigned flan. 28 on charges of 
fraud, forgery and conspiracy.
of the parliamentary heap and 
Is unlikely to surface again tills
Bell Insisted on speaking as the 
last seconds of debating time
and that this probably was a 
pseudonym for Mrs. Irving.
He said $201,249 was deposited 
In the account shortly after It 
was opened May 27 and that the 
money was "partly used by the 
alleged Hannah Rosenkranz for 
the purchase, of securities," lie 
said the rest of the $422,707 was
CLIFFORD IRVING
, extradition?
ran out, leaving Hamilton un-i . . , , .
Tb. Wl SW'Sl Electronics Employees May Strike
every British women's organiza OTTAWA (CP)—About 2.200 electronic employees of the 
tlon and spokesmen any that Hi 
parliamentary fate will i . 
them pressing for its speedy re
able to move a
not stop
federal government have empowered their union leaders
to call p strike, says BUI Andrccf, president of Local 2228,
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers.
introduction. .
another sponsor,' said the Isam || B.C. Hydro Staff In Protest Walkout 
has aroused the Interest of ai
amazingly large number o 
women In this country, and the* 
arc not going to he content will
jUM keeping quiet now."
VANCOUVER (CP)-AlxMit 1,200 office employees of the
British Columbia Hydro nnd Power Authority remained off 
Ihe job today In n protest over an efficiency study they fear 
could lend to staff reductions.'
deposited later. , 
McGraw-Hill Book Co. gave
(he three cheques totalling 
$050,000 to Irving for delivery to 
Hughes, and Mrs. Irving has ad 
rnlttcd that she deposited them 
in, a hank account In another 
Zurich hank and then withdrew
allst, Is in New York for ap­
pearances before state and fed 




Irving, who convinced Me 
Graiv-IHII and Life magazine 
that his Hughes autobiography 
vas based on extensive Inter­
views with ihe recluse induatn
Irving refused to comment on 
the Swiss warrants. Nor was 
any s i a t e m e n t forthcoming 
from his wife, who has said that 
ahowas acting according to In 
ittriiclionx from Howard Hughes 
when she funnelled the cheques 
through' a Swiss account that 
she opened In the name of 
Helga R. Hughes, using a false 
passport she said was supplied 
by Hughes.
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NAMES IN THE NEWS Strike On West U.S. Docks KOSYGIN PROTEST
Critics Of Ulster Policv Subject f°' More Debate
Wil ■ ' VlWww.l, ■ Vllwj SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — a 1,000-mlle overland jc
Toronto Police Accused'
Know Nothing First Hand'
A Northern Ireland govern­
ment minister has denounced 
United States congressional 
critics of British policy in Ul­
ster, implying it was imprudent 
to comment on a situation they 
did not know first hand. BasU 
Mclvor, minister for commun­
ity relations, mentioned only 
Senator Edward Kennedy 
(Dem. Mass.) at a Washington 
Eress conference Monday night 
efore returning to Belfast.
King Mahendra, who brought 
modem ways to Nepal, died 
Monday and his son, Birendra, 
a 26-ycar-old paratrooper and 
painter, ascended the world’s 
only Hindu throne as a divine- 
right monarch. Mahendra Bir 
Bikram Shah Dev died in south­
ern Bharatpur 24 hours after 
suffering a heart attack, his 
second in four years. He was 
51. Radio Nepal said Queen 
Ratna, his second wife, was at 
his bedside.
Dudley Little (SC-Skeena) 
told the Victoria legislature 
Monday that people in his 
northern British Columbia rid­
ing are not in favor of a crack­
down “at this time” on topless 
and bottomless dancers. He 
said the people in his riding 
feel the government often gets 
off on some “queer” projects 
but the recent attack by Attor- 
ney-Genferal Leslie Peterson on 
such dancing was the limit.
More than 450 Quebec phy­
siotherapists, occupational ther­
apists and dieticians were to 
Walk off their jobs today for a 
day-long study session. Reine 
Thibault, an executive of the 
therapists* union, said the 
walkout is to protest the sus­
pension last Friday of 10 phy- 
siotherapists at St. Luc’s Hos­
pital who had refused to supply 
statistics on their patients.
Actress Sandy Duncan, star 
. of TV’s Funny Face, now is
KING MAHENDRA 
... modernizer
permanently blind in her 
eye, but the last person to
Talks have resumed in the
ourney on
retired insurance man, was 
lord provost between 1963 and 
1966. Lady Weatherstone, whom
he married in 1968, was 
second wife.
In Brisbane, Australia. 




bomber pilot who once survived 
an 8,000-foot fall holding onto 
the legs of another airman on 
a parachute, was on crutches 
Monday after falling over a 
garden hose and breaking his 
right leg.
United States West Coast dock 
strike, but were recessed after 
a 1%-hour meeting with no word 
of progress.
Negotiators said they will 
meet again today.
Despite administration pleas 
in Washington, Congress ap­
peared in no hurry to enact leg­
islation requested by President 
Nixon to halt a longshoremen’s 
walkout that resumed Jan. 17, 
closing 24 ports. The ports had 
been reopened Oct. 6 by a Taft- 
Hartley back-to-work injunction 
after a 10(Way strike. ■
As bargaining was renewed 
Monday, the International Long­
shoremen’s and , Warehouse­
men’s Union came to the table 
with most of the leaks plugged 
through which employers had 
been bringing to the United 
States cargo unloaded at Cana­
dian and Mexican ports.
Since last Saturday, Canadian
flat cars and only 168 containers
had arrived, by Monday night. 
Most fully-adapted ships can 
carry up to 1,000 containers.
In Washington, President 
Nixon, who asked in his State of 
the Union message for legisla­
tion to end the ddek strike, 
meets today with Govs. Ronald 
Reagan of California and Dan 
Evans of Washington state.
Both states have been hit 
hard by the strike.
The employers* Pacific Mari­
time Association has said final 
settlement hinges solely upon 
one major issue—how to finance 
a work-or-pay guarantee .of 36 
hours a week for the 13,000 long-
TORONTO (CP) — Metropoli­
tan Toronto police used obscene 
language and refused to call an 
ambulance as a girl lay injured 
during a demonstration last Oct. 
25 in front of the Ontario Sci­
ence Centre, a university pro­
fessor told a provincial inquiry 
Monday.
Danylo Struk, who took part 
in the demonstration protesting 
the visit of Soviet Premier 
Alexei Kosygin; said the girl 
had been hit on the head.
"I didn’t see any blood, but 
she was crying," said the 
Ukrainian-born lecturer at the 
University ot Toronto.
Mr. Struk said lawyer Y. K.
•All three described'the actions, demonstrators who were hit.”, 
of the mounted unit as charging Dr. Kus Kp eta, said the 
or galloping while its members mounted officers formed up and
rode through the crowd. Their then charged into the crowd, 
testimony sharply differed with
evidence last week from police 
and news reporters who said the 
horses entered the crowd at a 
slow walk or trot.
left 
feel
sorry about it is Sandy Duncan. 
"It's no big deal, really, it 
doesn’t affect anything," she 
said. Miss Duncan underwent a 
10-hour operation Nov. 1 at the 
University of California Medical 
Centre in Los Angeles to re­
move a benign tumor from be­
hind her left eye. Because the 
surgery was through the top of 
her head there are no visible 
scars.
Sir Duncan Weatherstone, 73, 
a former lord provost mayor of 
Edinburgh, and his 29-year-old 
wife were found dead in their 
home Monday just before court 
officials were to start a forced 
sale of their belongings to meet 
a £1,428 bill from a dress shop. 
Police did not make public the 
cause of the deaths pending an 
official report. They said only 
that there were "no suspicious 
circumstances.” Sir Duncan, a
John Thomas Barnes, 54, of 
no fixed address, Monday was 
sentenced in Vancouver to one 
year in jail and placed on two 
year's probation after he was
convicted in provincial court of 
bilking a city woman of $15,000. 
Barnes, also known as John J. 
Holland, who posed as a New 
York millionaire when he met 
and married the widow of three 
years, disappeared June 19, 
1971 after returning with the 
woman from a honeymoon in 
the United States. He was the 
object of a police search 
throughout North America and 
was finally arrested in Toronto 
Sept. 9, 1971.
Comedian Pat Paulsen is an 
h o n e s t-to-goodness candidate 
for the presidency, says the 
Federal Communications Com­
mission in Washington. The 
FCC announced Monday that it 
considers Paulsen a bona fide 
candidate for the Republican 
presidential nomination because 
he has entered the New Hamp­
shire primary election.
dock workers have refused to 
handle cargo destined for U.S. 
consignees. The British Colum­
bia Supreme Court refused Mon­
day to enjoin the boycott.
PICKETS STOP TRUCKS
At the Mexican border, ILWU 
and Teamsters Union pickets 
have stopped trucks from enter­
ing California from Esenada. a 
small port 60 miles south of the 
border.
At Calexico, 120 miles from 
the coast, shipping containers 
began arriving Monday from 
Mazatlan. However this entailed
shoremen involved.
This issue involves a jurisdic­
tional dispute between the 
ILWU and the Teamsters over 
handling of container cargo. To 
meet an ILWU claim that this is 
traditional ILWU work,, the 
PMA has agreed to pay royalty 
of SI a ton on all container 
goods not handled by ILWU 
m e m b e rs in warehouses of 
freight stations within 50 miles 
of the docks.
The PMA wants these royal­
ties used to finance the $5.2-mil- 
lion cost of the' work-or-pay 
guarantee, but the ILWU con­
tends the PMA container royalty 
should be used only after the 
$5.2 million is exhausted. Until 
that time, it wants container 
royalties to be used to improve 
pension and other fringe bene­
fits. ■ ■
Botiuk, who has been attending 
the inquiry as deputy counsel 
for the Ukrainian-Canadian
committee which organized the 
demonstration, ran to police 
lines and asked a policeman to 
call an ambulance for the girl.
He said the officers used ob­
scene language and told Mr. Bo- 
tiuk to get his own ambulance. 
He said h^and Mr. Botiuk tried 
to get a woman in a nearby 
apartment building to call one.
IDENTIFIES GIRL
Mr. Struk. who lectures in 
Ukrainian and Russian Jan-
Dr. Kushpeta, an economist 
and real estate salesman, said 
hd was struck, knocked down 
and cursed by a policeman on 
foot. He said that a few minutes 
later, one of the mounted offi­
cers attacked him with a four- 
foot riding crop, hitting him 
across the arm, back and shoul­
ders.
CALLS IT'CHARGE*
The mounted officers, he said, 
were in tlie crowd chasing peo­
ple around for 10 to 15 minutes 
and “1 saw maybe five or six
"They galloped from a stand- 
ing start into tlie crowd, I didn't 
expect it. There was panic, gen­
eral panic. The crowd started to 
scatter, There were some 
screams. 1 saw one young lady,, 
go down."
Father'Denischuk, questioned^ 
by commission counsel W. J. 
Smith about his use of the word 
"charge,” replied: ‘‘A charge is 
to ride upon the people and that 
Is what they were doing."
The horses, he -said, we,re 
moving slowly, but he still re­
garded it as a charge by the 
mounted unit.
The inquiry, before Judge An­
thony Vann ini of Sault SIM. 
Marie, continues today. ^r
MOVIE GUIDE
Some B.C. Laminated Beams 
'Defective', Claim Officials
In Agana, Guam, Shoichi 
Yokoi, the Japanese army ser­
geant who spent 28 years hid­
ing in the Guam jungle, said 
Monday he never contemplated 
surrender. “My cave would be 
my grave,” said the man who 
lived in a cave during most of 
his years in hiding.
TODAY'S STOCK QUOTATIONS
Submitted by Pemberton Securities 
1654 Ellis SL
TORONTO (CP) — Gold is­
sues on the Toronto stock mar­
ket moved higher while prices 
in all other major sectors 
dropped in moderate mid-morn­
ing trading today.
i The industrial index was down 
.17 to 197.08, base metals .09 
85.99 and western oils .08 . to 
220.07. Golds were up .61 to 
175.95.
Volume by 11 a.m. was 756,000 
shares compared with 805,000 at 
the same time Monday.
। However, advances held a 
slim lead over declines, 135 to 
122, with 209 issues unchanged.
Beverage, industrial mining, 
steel, pipeline, chemical and 
paper and forest issues moved 
lower. Banking, merchandising, 
communications, o i 1 refining 
and general manufacturing is­
sues edged fractionally higher,
Petrofina dropped % to $23%, 
Dofasco % to $25%, Inco % to 
$31%, Tara % to $15%, United 
Canso 15 cents to 4.80 and 
Sherritt % to $14.
Molson A was down % to 
$22%, Hudson Bay Mining % to 
$21, Bell % to $45% and Trans­
Canada PipeLincs % to $39%.
Canadian Vickers was up % 
to $13, Oshawa A % to $13'4, 
Imperial Oil % to $33%, Ranger 
% to $17, Zellers % to $16% and 






















STARTS WEDNESDAY — Adult |
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Production »’a3
In everyone^ life therels a
, SUMMER OF’42
' ' S *3 from Warner Rrw
\ 9 AKweyLtteureSenrto^
TECHNICOLOR®
WARNING: A lot of swearing. 
R. McDonald, B.C. Director. »
guage and literature, identified 
the girl injured when police on 
horseback entered the crowd as 
Zirka Radi, 19, a student at the 
Ontario College of Art.
Miss Radj has not, yet testi­
fied at the inquiry, but she said 
in an affidavit sworn a few days 
after the incident that she and 
her 16-year-old sister were run 
down and trampled by a police 
horse.
She said in the affidavit—part 
of a brief submitted to Attor­
ney-General Allan Lawrence by 
the committee late last fall— 
that she eventually was taken to 
hospital in a police cruiser after 
waiting almost 45 minutes.
She was one of a dozen dem­
onstrators and policemen in­
jured /when the Metro police 
mounted unit entered the crowd 
across the street from the sci­
ence centre, where Mr. Kosygin 
was addressing a Canadian 
Manufacturers’ Association ban-! 
qiiet. Twenty demonstrators 
were arrested.
SAYS WOMAN HIT
ENDS TONIGHT — 7:30 p.m.
BIG DOLL HOUSE & STUDENT NURSES
WHmfBRb WARNING — Some swearing and coarse 
language, many nude scenes.
R. McDonald, B.C. Director
PARAMOUNT
tell how many of the 
could be defective.
VANCOUVER (CP) — The 
federal forestry service is warn­
ing all provincial governments 
to regularly inspect structures 
built with laminated beams pro­
duced by Glulam Products Ltd. 
of British Columbia.
The warning is based on a 
report by the government’s 
forest products laboratory in 
Vancouver (hat found that faults 
in some beams caused coilapse 
or structural weakening in sev­
eral B.C. buildings.
Federal forestry officials, 
however, stress there is no need 
for serious concern.
P. L. Northcott of the Cana­
dian Forest Service headquar­
ters in Ottawa said in a tele­
phone interview Monday that as 
many as 400 structures in B.C. 
could have Glulam beams. But 
he added .it’s not possible to
beams
Serving Kelowna — 
Every Day at
261 Bernard Ave. 762-3111
Among structures using the 
Glulam beams are arenas, 
schools and two bridges on the 
Pacific Great Eastern Railway 
line in northern B.C.
The beams most likely to wea-. 
ken are those in external struc­
tures, such as bridges, that are 
exposed to the weather, forestry 
officials said.
Glulam beams were sold as 
far east as Newfoundland for 
structures there before Glulam 
went into receivership last 
spring.
The ice rink at. the Thunder­
bird Winter Sports Centre at 
the University of B.C. was 
closed. last winter when a 
cracked Glulam beam was 
discovered.
KOKO CLUB
Phone 762-2956 or 763-3407275 Leon Ave.Mr. Struk said he also saw a 
mounted officer hitting a; 
woman with a riding crop as J 
she lay behind a billboard near' 
the science centre. i
“All I saw was a woman lying 
on the ground, the horse’s legs 
and the policeman leaning over 
lashing back and forth on her,” 
he said.
He said he became so infuri­
ated he hurled a candle at the 
police.
“I was so angry I yelled ‘Go 
away’ and a few other nice I 
things, and I threw it. I don’t' 
like being ridden over by a1 
horse or seeing someone else 
run over by a horse."
TESTIMONY DIFFERS
Mr. Struk was one of three 
Ukrainian-Can adians who took 
the stand Monday, as tlie inquiry 
entered its second week. The 
others wer<? Dr. Nicholas Kush­
peta, a past president of the 
committee which organized the 
demonstration, and -Rev. Joseph 
Denischuk, assistant pastor at a 
Ukrainian Catholic church in 
Toronto.
FEATURING KELOWNA’S 
BIGGEST ENTERTAINMENT LINEUP 
12:00 noon - 1:30 p.m. — BUSINESSMEN’S 
LUNCHEONS featuring ASMARA (belly 































8 8:00 p.m.—Dine and Dance to the music of WALLY 
ZAYONCE and THE CANADIAN PACIFIC 
plus two floor shows nightly featuring 







































withdrew from the project or 
repaid advances of $24 million 
from a $30 million loan obtained 
in West Germany in December 
on the province’s credit.
SEES VINDICATION
Mr. Moores said his decision 
not to appoint either of the two 
men to his cabinet “has been 
more than vindicated by their 
kick of concern and responsibil­
ity.”
“It is unbelievable that the 
affairs of the province should be 
in danger because two men act 
in this manner when stability Is 
needed now as never before," 
Mr. Moores said.
It was not clear what would 
happen if the government fell in 
the house. Mr. Moores could ask 
for dissolution or resign, or the 
lieutenant-governor could call 
on the new Liberal leader to 
attempt to form a government.
There was no definite word on 
whether the Liberals would try 
to bring the government down 
in tlie legislature immediately.
Sources close to Mr. Roberts 
had said previously a new 
leader would need several 
months to reorganize the party 
before seeking an election.
(Continued from page 1)
NOTES TIMING
The premier said it was unu­
sual that Mr. Burgess and Mr. 
Shea decided to change labels 
at a time when his govern­
ment’s investigation of a liner­
board mill project at Stephen­
ville was reaching a critical 
stage. ■
“To me, John C. Doyle is 
very much involved," Mr. 
Moores said of an industrial 
promoter who entered into an 
agreement with the previous 
Liberal government in 1967 to 
build the mill.
Mr. Burgess said Monday 
night he would take Mr. Moores 
to court if the premier made 
any further insinuations about a
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government would take over the 
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dinner roll, coffee or
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—TV in every room
—Free parking
COFFEE SHOP — DINING ROOM 
BANQUET ROOM — “CYRANO’S GRILL”
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to Members holding 1971 Memberships, and there­





FISH AND GAME CLUB
YEAR’S EXPORTS
Australia cxjxirtcd goods in 
1971 worth $5,485.5 million.
Hiding, Car pets A 
Home "A" 
Hudson Bay Oil 
Husky Oil
at 6:00 p.m.
Advance Sale of tickets from
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Nor. Ctl Gas 
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VANCOUVER (CP) — Prices 
were up with fairly active trad­
ing at the opening of the Van­
couver Stock Exchange today 
with volume of 819,993.
In the industrials, Imperial 
Marine was, unchanged at $3.25 
on volume o( 11,100,
In the oils, Plains Pete was 
unchanged at .32 on volume of 
23,500.
In the mines, Fortune Chan­
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1 Dress or 1 Coat 
or 1 Suit. . .
B.C. Opposition 
'Behind Times'
VICTORIA (CP) — Phil 
Gaglardi, minister of rehabili­
tation and social improvement, 
told the British Columbia legis­
lature Monday the provincial 
opposition party lacks the abil­
ity to keep up with the times.
Mr. Gaglardi said the New 
Democratic Party’s charges 
that the government Is aging 
and growing tired are the same 
old charges ’ the opposition 
MLAs have been making for 
years,
Ho said It is the New Demo­
cratic Party that is tired and 
aging because It has not come 
up with a new idea or a pro­
posal for the last 20 years.
He said (ho NDP Is getting 
“lax and stereotype,"
The 1‘nlnistcr called for the 
continuation of the government 
“which never grows old."
Doctors Spurn 
Ontario Move
TORONTO (CP) — Doctors 
rejected by a hospital board for 
appointments to staff should be 
able to appeal to an impartial 
review board, an inquiry com­
mittee has recommended to the 
Ontaro government,
The committee, headed by To­
ronto lawyer Samuel Grange; 
was appointed last July follow­
ing complaints by Dr. Claude 
Macdonald, a surgeon, and Dr. 
J. E. Sherllon, an obstetrician, 
that they had been unfairly de­
nied privileges nt North York 
General Hospital.
After release of the report 
Monday both doctors said they 
thought It was fair.
“If they sot up the appeal 
board, I shall bo the. first to 
appeal," said Dr. Sherlton.
• 'Ilie • report recommended an 
appeal board of three doctors, a 
lawyer and a layman.
MLA Suggests 
A Youth Office
VICTORIA (CP) — A New 
Democratic Party member of 
the British Columbia legislature 
suggested Monday a department 
of youth bq established in the 
province to study the problems 
of young people and to channel 
their energies to helping people.
Surrey MLA Ernie Hall said 
it is obvious that young people 
have a conviction to serve and 
help people, and a legislative 
committee should be set up to 
find out where the youths’ prob­
lems lie and “who we should 
be concerned about,"
He also asked the house to 
revive the legislative commit­
tee on drugs so that it can 
start collecting information on 
ghie sniffing.
WON’T WITHDRAW
VANCOUVER (CP) - Trevor 
Armstrong, recently nominated 
as , Progressive Conservative 
candidate in Fraser Valley West 
for the next federal election, 
said Monday he will not wltlh 
draw In order to allow Robert 
Thompson, former national So­
cial Credit leader, now Conser­
vative MP for Red Deer, Alta,, 
to contest the election in the 
riding. There wore earlier rep­
orts that Mr. Thompson was 
interested in running .in British 
Columbia. Mr. Thompson now 
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KELOWNA WORKSHOP MONDAYPIANIST MAREK JABLONSKI AT
Students Attend CITY PAGE
Tuesday, February 1, 1972
Community Needs Heard
Recreation Is A Priority
Another suggestion that resi­
dents of the Regional District 
of Central Okanagan should 
pay for recreation facilities in 
Kelowna came Monday.
During a discussion bn social 
needs, Jack Brow, city recrea­
tion department program dir­
ector and school trustee, said 
that, although the city .is part 
of the regional district, and city 
facilities are used by district 
residents,- city taxpayers pay 
the full cost of these facilities.
The discussion, which lasted 
more than an hour, was held 
during the fourth annual meet­
ing of the Central Okanagan 
Social Planning Council, which 
drew some 50 people to Kel­
owna Secondary School. Moder­
ator was D. E. Jabour.
istratians at the Kelowna War 
Memorial Arena be limited for 
the first two weeks of a three- 
week period to youths.resident 
within the city, and 1970-71 par­
ticipants only, and'that regis­
trations for youths not resident 
in the city be not ^permitted 
after the 1974-75 season unless 
a new ice surface is under con­
struction by that time.”.
He suggested district resi­
dents should pay for a roof on 
swimming pools to be opened 
this year in the Spall Road 
area, next to a community cen­
tre. The pools are the centen­
nial project of the city and two 
areas of the regional district.
Original plans were to have 
the pools heated and covered.
The suggestion about the re­
gional district paying towards 
city facilities has been made 
several times by city council. 
The regional district has not yet 
adopted a policy bn recreation.
Mr. Brow pointed out the city 
paid about $90,000 last year to 
operate the Memorial Arena, 
which was built by city and dis­
trict residents.
Last year city council, on the 
advice of the area advisory 
commission, passed a resolu­
tion “that the 1971-72 minor 
I hockey and figure skating reg-
However, roofing was found to i and bearing children, husbands
be too expensive, so it was de­
cided to install footings now 
and, possibly, roof the pool lat-
YOUTH COUNCIL
Forming a youth council was 
recommended by Mr. “Brow. It 
could help operate the com­
munity centre.
He said the school board and 
city recreation department have 
enough sports programs, but 
more space is needed for mus­
ic, drama, arts and crafts. ,
The changing role of women 
was the theme of Dr. D. A. 
Clarke, medical health officer 
for south Okanagan.
Now that women are doing 
more than looking after homes
should learn to accept more 
home responsibilities, and there
should be more facilities to 
look after children. He referred 
to day care centres and kinder­
gartens.
Other needs listed by the 
doctor were facilities to care 
tor people released from hos­
pitals, medical clinics for 
adults, centres, for treating 
people addicted to drugs, alco­
hol and tobacco, and $100 fun­
erals.
“We spend half a million dol­
lars in the' Okanagan Valley 
every year burying people,” 
the doctor estimated, “Is this 
necessary?"
“No,” yelled someone else.
No Contact For 20 Years
Dr. Clarke said this area has 
not had proper contact with the 
provincial government for 20 
years, since Premier W. A. C. 
Bennett, MLA for south Okan­
agan, is too busy with other 
matters.
The doctor also spoke of the 
need of involving youth, saying 
the health unit had four young 








Concert Matinee Page 3
Internationally-known concert 
pianist Marek Jablonski appear­
ed before about 1,800 Kelowna 
elementary school students dur­
ing a matinee performance this
g, morning, and tonight will be 
Jpfc- the proud presentation of Jeu-
nesses Musicales at the Kelowna
\ Community Theatre.
My. Jablonski, who arrived 
in Edmonton with his family 
, from Cracow, Poland, in 1949, 
< began his musical studies early 
° and at 21 won the 1961 JMC 
award. >
* Since winning the award, he 
; has made two recordings and 
; has performed throughout Can- 
, ada, Europe, Russia and the
I United States.
’ A regular performer on the 
. CBC radio and television net- 
* works, he has also appeared 
‘flfwith all of Canada’s major 
'-symphony orchestras. He made 
. his New York debut in Carnegie 
> Hall, with Zubin Mehta con- 
• ducting the American Symphony 
; Orchestra, and his London de­
but in 1969, followed by two 
tours of the Soviet Union.
Last week In Vancouver, 
music critics were treated to a 
CBC-National Film Board docu­
mentary highlighting Mr. Ja­
blonski’s background, philosophy 
and performance as a pianist. 
The film will be shown on the 
CBC March 8.
“We are greatly pleased to 
have Mr. Jablonski as our third 
concert for the. 1971-72 season,” 
a Kelowna Jeunesses Musicales 
spokesman said today.
“Thanks to the co-operation 
of the B.C. Cultural Fund an<> 
the Vancouver Foundation, we 
were able to sponsor a special 
workshop under Mr. Jablon­
ski’s direction, for local piano 
students last night.”
“We hope tonight’s concert 
will be well attended by senior 
students and adults who will 
appreciate the artistry of this 
exceptional young Canadian.”




FAMILY PLANNERS MEETING 
ON POSSIBILITY OF CLINIC
: Burden On The City Dweller 
LSfill- Concerning Aidermen
!' ’ Taxes, assessments and the 
. t burden falling on the city dwel- 
! ler as compared to those, in the 
’ regional district again went the 
J rounds Monday at a meeting of 
• Kelowna City Council.
J Aid. Walter Green said he was 
. . appreciating “more and more" 
• the concern by aidermen of 
what has been termed "unfair 
’ tax advantages” enjoyed by 
’ those outside the city.
He said the point was brought
Jjome in his review of this 
1 gear’s Okanagan Similkameen 
r---Tourist Association assessment 
’ for funding vyhTch he said was 
, directed at corporate areas. 
: “I would like the city to urge
! the OSTA to solicit more sup­
port from unorganized rterritor- 
! ies," he said, "we see areas 
like fat, lazy Rutland out there
; . contributing nothing.”
। Aid, William Kane agreed the 
i city could have a look at how 
to. OSTA funds are distributed.
” Several times leading council 
। in discussions on the assessment
set upTh the province and 
apparent inequity between
FILING TIPS
At a public hearing {Monday 
night, Kelowna City Council ap­
proved ten applications for 
amendments to the city zoning 
bylaw. Having been accepted,, 
the proposals will now be pre-' 
pared for the readings required 
before they become bylaws.
A request from the city to re­
duce the minimum front set­
back in the community com­
mercial low-rise zone from 20 
to 13 feet was accepted, in the 
case of a dwelling unit within a 
commercial building,, limited to 
the proprietor of the premises 
and his or her immediate fam-
use zone would allow the city to 
place Hartwick Park, located at 
Lambert Avenue, Mountain 
Avenue and Skyline Street, into 
its correct zone.
Also accepted was an applica­
tion from Grace Baptist Church 
to have a vacant parcel of land 
at 1153 Bernard Avenue chang­
ed from a garden apartment 
and multi-family residential to 
institutional zone. The move 
would permit the construction 
of a new church on the site.
An automobile sales, leasing
An interim committee, set up following a meeting earlier 
this month, Wednesday will discuss the possibility of estab­
lishing a branch of the Family Planning Association of B.C. 
and a family planning clinic in Kelowna.
An evident need for easier access to family planning in­
formation and counselling was indicated at a well-attended 
gathering Jan. 18.
At that time, a committee consisting of .Dr. Brian Finne- 
more, Dr. E. A.. Broome, Wayne Miller, health educator for 
School District 23, Dr. Rheba Schoenfeld, A. L. Donaldson, 
Mrs. Dierdre Ireland, Dennis Gerace and Wayne Leonard 
was appointed to further examine the community's needs.
Family planning service is presently provided by local 
doctors.
mer under the federal govern­
ment Opportunities for Youth 
program.
A fund to help people im­
prove themselves was suggest­
ed by Mrs. Irena Hodgson, pre­
sident ot Action Self Help, a 
group started by the council to 
uelp people on low incomes.
Mrs. Hodgson suggested mun­
icipal and provincial govern­
ments could put money into a 
fund which would be used to 
make loans for courses, pur­
chases of equipment, or other 
things needed by people to get 
jobs.
She said A.S.H. “has been 
trying to break new ground for 
people on welfare. There are 
too many people on welfare. 
We have to find ways of get-
iing people off it.” 
“The social needs of our
the 
the
city and district, Aid. Kane sug­
gested the city should take “a 
close look at those now exempt 
from taxes.’’
He said bodies such as the 
school board should at least 
pay for services and he also 
referred to the tax exemption 
for churches. He indicated he 
was looking into the matter and 
answered “I may do that" when 
asked if he would prepare a 
motion for the next meeting.
All services are paid by the 
city which realizes its funds 
through property taxes. Those 
which are exempt from taxes 
are exempt by provincial stat­
ute which does not provide part­
ial exemption or, conversely, 
what would amount to a specific 
levy for a specific service.
Aid. Green said he felt many 
city ratepayers are' at the 
breaking point and he had talk­
ed to a few who were consider- 
irig moving “outside the city.”
ily.
Another amendment would 
see the self-service wand-type 
operation as the only type of 
car washing establishment al­
lowed in the service commercial 
zone and in addition would al­
low car washing establishments 
one off-street parking space for 
every two people customarily 
employed on the premises.
A lot at 1155 Ellis Street 
would be rezoned from oil, gaso­
line arid liquid fuel storage to 
gasoline service station, in or­
der to place a service station 
presently located on the proper­
ty in its correct zone.. Until re­
cently, service stations were 
permitted in the oil, gasoline 
and liquid fuel storage zone.
A change from single family 
residential to park and public
and rental outlet would.be con­
structed on a site presently 
zoned agricultural reserve, lo­
cated on Highway 97 between 
Kelowna Toyota Ltd. and Moun­
tain Shadows. A change would 
re-zone the parcel to service 
commercial zone.
A change in a clause in the 
city zoning bylaw would make 
the side-yard of a flankage road 
not less than 30 feet. Other side 
yards would not be less than 20 
feet except where a side yard 
of 40 feet has been provided, 
the other side yard may be re­
duced to zero feet.
A change from single and two- 
family residential zone to com­
munity -^commercial low-rise 
would allow construction of a 
delicatessen on a lot located at 




In the hopes more directors recreation and education will be
will attend meetings, Central 
Okanagan Social Planning Coun­
cil decided Monday night to 
elect 12 directors and allow 
three appointed ones. Formerly 
it was 10 elected and three ap­
pointed. Elected directors will 
serve for two years, and six 
will be elected each year.
Chairman James Gordon told 
the fourth annual meeting in 
Kelowna Secondary School the 
city director will not attend 
meetings regularly. The Region­
al District of Central Okanagan 
will not appoint a director, but 
does not object to . receiving
HIGHWAY CONDITIONS
Travellers will be; moving] Oyama and. Highway 97—nor-
under favorable conditions, on mal winter conditions, sanding 
B.C, highways, with all roads i
s You And Your Taxes
1
It's that time of year again, 
8 and to help local resident with 
income tax woes the Pentic­
ton branch of National Rev­
enue has prepared answers 
to most asked questions.
The following sets of ques­
tions and answers to begin
the aeries covers the general 
1 field on income tax informa-
. c lion. Readers, are reminded 




Question—My father died last 
year and I paid all the funeral 
expenses. Can' I claim these on 
my Income tax return as dcduc-
Answer—Canadian Charitable 
Organizations issuing receipts 
for income tax purposes must 
be registered, and all receipts 
Issued for donations must show 
the. registration number of the 
organization. If you have re­
ceived a receipt which doesn't 
show this number, you should 
get in touch with the organiza­
tion and obtain a proper re­
ceipt.
Question—I have agreed to
reported to be In normal winter 
conditions, as released by the 
B.C. Department of Highways 
to 8:30 a.m. today.
Fraser Canyon—normal winter 
conditions, sanding; use winter 
tires and carry chains.
Cache Creek;Kamloops—nor­
mal winter conditions, sanding 
where necessary: use winter 
tires and carry chains.
Kamloops-Revelstoke — nor­
mal winter conditions, sanding 
where necessary; use winter 
tires and carry chains.
Rogers Pass—normal winter 
conditions, sanding and some 
drifting: use winter tires and 
carry chains. ,
Allison Pass—normal winter 
conditions, sanding; use winter 
tires'or chains on,
Princeton-Penticton — normal 
winter conditions, sanding where 
necessary; use winter tires and 
carry chains.
Osoyoos-Grahd Forks—normal 
winter conditions, widening, 
sanding: use winter tires and
, carry chains.
where necessary; use winter
tires and carry chains.
Highway 33 —normal winter 
conditions,’ sanding; use winter 
tires and carry chains.
Monashee — normal winter 
conditions, sanding; use winter 
tires and carry chains.
Yellowhead route — normal 
winter conditions; use winter 
tires and carry chains.
SEEN and
HEARD
work in the United States 
my employer for a period
lions? I have always claimed 
t ny father as a dependant.
’ Answer—No, funeral expenses 
1 *re not allowable deduction for








Question—I retired last year 
on a cohipnny pension, and also 
receive the Old Age Pension 
and some Investment Income. 
Since my pension is less than 
my exemptions, no tax is de­
ducted from It, hut when my 
income Is added In I will have
Answcr-iUndcr certain cir­
cumstances employment out­
side of Canada by a Canadian 
employer can be covered. Your 
employer should contact the 
nearest Taxation Office with 
the full particulars for further 
Information.
। lax to pay, Is there some way 
• 1 can pay my taxes so I Won't 
‘ be faced with having. lo pay 
'j|iiem all at once when I flic 
’ my return?
Answer—If tax deductions are 
• not being made on at least three- 
; quarters of your income you'are 
, required to estimate the tax that 
> will he payable for the year, and 
• pay it In advance, by quarterly 
; instalments, on the last day of 
, March. June, September and 
> ’ Deceinbcr, Yom- District Taxa- 
t on Office will provide you with 
the forms and information on 
how lo estimate and pay your 
। i income tax in this way.
Question—I've heard .a , lot 
, about the registration of ChArit- 
♦ able Orgnniratlons. for income
< tax purposes, ,\x » donor to
Question—I arrived In Can­
ada in August,last year nnd am 
told that when filing my in­
come tax return I have to pro­
rate my personal exemptions. 
What docs this mean?
Answer—It means that you 
are allowed to claim exemp­
tions for only that portion of the 
year you were a resident of 
Canada, If you were a resident 
for 200 days, you would be al­
lowed your exemptions multi- 
plied by 200'365.
Question—My wife and I are 
the same age nnd this year we 
qualify for the ago exemption. 
On my tax form do I claim 
$500 nge exemption tor my wife 
as well ns $500 for myself?
Answer—No. The fact that 
your wife is entitled 1o claim 




Eleven Kelowna and district 
realtors will be represented nt 
a five-day real estate seminar 
for agents nnd managers at 
Harrison Hot Springs, Feb, 13 
to 18. '
The sessions are sponsored 
by tlie Real Estate Council at 
British Columbia in co-opcra- 
tion with the University \ of 
British Columbia faculty of 
commerce and business ad­
ministration, and is an annual 
event Instituted five years ago.
Among advance registrants 
will l>e Daniel Bulatovich, Lar­
ry Chalmers, W. E, Collinson, 
Frank Couves, John Fcwcll, 
Gordon R, FunncJI, L. Eric 
Loken, Erik Lund, Al Salloum, 
Orlando Ungaro and Lindsay 
Webster,
community are as many and 
varied as the individuals who 
make up the community," said 
Rev. David Stewart, minister 
of St. David’s Presbyterian 
Church.
Groups must get together, be 
honest in what they are doing, 
realize their limits, and seek 
advice from others. The church 
is an “untapped resource," he 
added.
Lists of present services 
were urged by the minister.
’ In the discussion that follow-
compiled. Mr. Gordon said it 
would be good to have such a 
list available when provincial 
and federal governments make 
funds available for projects to 
employ people.
With another group, the 
a day care centre for children, 
council, is working to establish 
Last year it made a survey of 
the need for such a place here, 
and held a seminar on the sub­
ject.
The council supported re-
minutes.
Suzanne de Montreuil, Gordon 
Hartley, Clarence Mallach; Rev. 
R. T. Stobie, Brian Vandale and 
Mrs. R. R. Brown were elected 
for two; years, Mrs. Robert 
Brown-Clayton for a year.,They 
replace Rev. Francis Godderis, 
D. A. Chapman, A. I. Holmes, 
Janice LaFace and Janet 
Sprout.
Having one year remaining on 
the board are Mr. Gordon, L. 
T. Wace, Dr. E. A. Broome, 
Mrs. Mabel Devlin and Mrs. 
Vern Norman. The board will 
elect officers.
The organization was formed 
in 1968 to serve from Oyama to 
Peachland.
Mr. Gordon expessed the need 
of a secretary to work about 15 
hours a Week, or several volun­
teer secretaries. Mrs. R. R. 
Brown of Peachland has been 
secretary. She now is a direc­
tor.
quests for government aid from 
Central Okangan Transient Aid 
Society, which operated a hos­
tel for young travellers in Kel­
owna last summer; the Kelow­
na Bar Association, which spon­
sored a legal aid service by two 
student lawyers in the summer; 
the family court committee; 
and the Red Cross summer 
youth project committee. The 
latter failed.
The Society for Prevention of 
Cruelty to Animals is proving 
a friend indeed to dumb crea­
tures during the cold weather. 
A blue heron was found starving 
and frozen Monday near, Suther­
land Park. It was taken to the 
cat house at the SPCA animal 
shelter on Barnaby Road, Okan­
agan Mission, The bird Is re­
ported in satisfactory condition,
A former Kelowna teacher 
and musician will address a 
public meeting sponsored by the 
NDP Saturday night. Mark 
Rose, MLA for Frasei’ Valley, 
NDP specialist In agriculture, 
land use and conservation, will 
speak nt 8 p.m. in the Women’s 
Institute Mall on Lawrence 
Avenue. lie taught at Kelowna 
Secondary School, and helped 
start Kelowna Musical Produc­
tions.
-------- j
Mayor Hilbert Roth Mias been 
invited to join other municipal 
representatives from the Okan­
agan-Mainline area in the an­
nual shoot-out Feb. 5, during the 
Vernon Winter Carnival, Mayors 
from Kelowna nnd Penticton 
have won the event.
Okanagan Lake had a level 
of 99.74 feet Monday, down ,16 
feet since Jan. 24. The agreed 
maximum is 102,50 feet, mini­
mum 98.94 feet.
Concern was expressed that 
only five organizations are 
members. There are 48 individ­
ual memberships. Yearly 
charges arc $5 for organizations, 
$1 for individuals. Last year die 
province gave $05.
The most exciting program 
last year, the chairman said, 
was a survey of low - income 
families. A, researcher was 
hired with money from the 
Royal Bank of Canada, but the 
survey was conducted by people 
getting social assistance. Re­
sults are expected to be re­
leased soon.
From these results, a list of 
problems in health, welfare,
SERVICES ANNOUNCED
Funeral services wore an­
nounced Monday for Richard 
John Stewart, 88, of 1401 Bank- 
head Crca, The father of Aid, 
Richard Slewart died Sunday, 
Right Rev. R, E. F, Berry will 
officiate at 2 p.m. Wednesday In 
Si. Michael nnd AH Angels
Sunny
h tax return does Anglican Church, \yilh crema-
what should 1 not affect thr amount you canpion following.' The Garden
Mpnow about .this? I claim as married exemption. I Chapel Is In charge. 1
Sunshine and a few cloudy 
periods is the weatherman's 
prediction for Wednesday, with 
high temperatures in the mid 
twenties expected. Monday in 
the city, It was 20 and eight de­
grees, while out at the airport, 
it was 16 and four above. lx»ws 
tonight should be between five 
and 10 degrees above zero.
ed, considerable attention was 
focussed on Dr. Clarke’s idea 
of the emancipated woman.
A man said the health officer 
was advocating something like 
the Hutterite society, where 
women had children, gave them 
to someone else to raise* then 
returned to work. “Love is one 
of the most important aspects 
of child-raising," the man said. 
- “It is wrong to chain women 
to houses,” stated the doctor, 
KINDERGARTENS
A woman who said she was 
on the health unit staff pointed 
out ratepayers turned down 
kindergartens about five years 
ago, but it was time for another 
vote. Kindergarten is an en­
riching experience for children, 
she claimed.,
Henry Wachnicki of Winfield 
criticized the proposed day 
care provisions for children. A 
girl pointed out this would free 
women to do voluntary work as 
well as have jobs. Another girl 
pointed out not all children 
have fathers to support them.
“Women raising children 
should not have jobs,” voiced 
another man.
“The council should support 
efforts to have a family plan­
ning clinic started in Kelowna,"
; said another man. “And we 
should bring the elderly into
• community activities.”
Welfare Label Hurts
A middle-aged woman who 
said she has five children and 
has been receiving welfare 14 
years advocated dropping the 
welfare label, claiming she and 
her children had been discrim­
inated against.
The Wilson Avenue resident 
said that, when she lived out­
side the city a few years ago, 
she had trouble with her land­
lord, and could not get assist­
ance from police. She also 
claimed difficulty getting a doc­
tor to visit her family on a 
weekend.
The council also co-operated 
with the South Okanagan Union 
Board of Health and the board 
of School District 23 (Central 
Okanagan) to establish a fam­
ily life education program in 
schools. A Vancouver founda­
tion granted $12,000 to the 
health unit for the program.
Since its foundation, the coun­
cil has also helped establish 
Action Self Help (formerly 
Association Self Help), which 
tries to help people on low in­
comes to help themselves. 
A.S.H. now has an office on 
Bernard Avenue..
The council also helped start 
a program of supplying meals 
for people unable to do this for 
themselves.
Skaters
Mrs. Vivian Ford 
Service Wednesday
Funeinl services will be held 
Wednesday for Mrs. Vivian 
Marian Graeme Ford, 75. of 208 
Riverside Dr,, who died Sunday.
Surviving are one son, Har­
old, Kamloops; one daughter, 
Mrs, Barbara Ann Evans; Mill 
Bay, Vancouver Island; 10 
grandchildren and 18 great­
grandchildren; and one sister, 
Mrs, Jane Moxncss, Oakland, 
Calif.
Rev. Paul, Robinson will of­
ficiate nt 3:30 p.m. in the Gar­




Funeral services for Mrs. 
Dorothy Ann. Craig, 87 of 815 
Leon Ave,, will be held Thurs­
day. Mrs. Craig died Jan. 25.
Surviving are a niece, Mrs, 
Joan Moroney: and • grand 
nephew, Graham White, both of 
Vancouver, Mr. Craig died In 
1968.
Rev. Paul Robinson ^illofflcl- 
ale nt 1 p.m. In St. Michael and 
All Angels’ Church, with burial 
m Kelowna Cemetery.
Warned
ple was stressed by Mrs. Deir­
dre McEachran, executive dir­
ector of the Okanagan Neuro­
logical Association. Putting 
these people with senile and 
old people was “tragic."
A woman pointed out some 
district residents helped pay 
for the city arena, district peo­
ple spend money in the city, 
and their taxes helped buy 
school facilities.
Operating buildings costs more 
than building them, said Mr. 
Brow, and most district taxes 
go to Victoria.
NO HOME CALLS
“The day of home visits by 
doctors is over,” said Dr. 
Clarke, advising people with 
medical problems on weekends 
to go to hospitals, where doc­
tors should be on duty always.
“But I had no phone, no car 
and no neighbors,’’ the woman 
retorted.
Setting up information bur­
eaus was urged by Sylvia Suli- 
van.
Bob Wilxmson said the com­
munity chest, which he repre­
sents, organized a community 
information centre three years 
ago, arid published a list of ser­
vices. This was taken over by 
FISH, a phone service estab­
lished for people in trouble.
A comment by Dr. Clarke, 
that welfare statistics were not 
readily available, brought a 
retort from Brian Vandale, a 
social service worker, that an­
nual reports were published.
“Welfare departments could 
provide the details more often," 
Dr. Clarke answered.
Need of facilities to look af­
ter physically handicapped peo-
City aidermen have expres­
sed concern for the safety of 
those skating on the frozen por­
tions of Okanagan Lake.
Aid. Syd Hodge said Monday 
“somebody’s eventually going 
to bp . drowned out on that 
lake*’ and he asked if signs 
posted by the city might pro­
mote more caution.
Council agreed that signing 
of specific arcait might imply 
other areas were safer and 
that the posting of any signs 
could create a responsibility 
too'great to undertake,
The news media was asked 
by Mayor Hilbert Roth to aid 
In warning Of the dangers in­
volved id breaking through the 
Ice when skating, \
Break-Ins
Net Change
Kelowna RCMP were Investi­
gating three reported break-ins 
In the city overnight.
Someone broke through the 
door at Kelowna Billiards and 
made off with an undetermined 
aihount of change Rom several 
pinball machines.
About $70 went missing .from 
the Capri Mohawk service sta­
tion after It was burglarized and 
the Chamber of Commerce 
building Highway 97 was re­
ported broken into and a small 
amount of cash taken,
Police said entry was gained 
through a rear window.
“We need public showers 
young woman added.
“That’s a good idea,’’
a
said
Joe Lobb. “If we criticize the 
hippie style, but don’t do any­
thing about it, we are a hypo­
critical society."
The mother who is on wel­
fare criticized the number of 
younger counsellors employed 
by these departments.
Mr. Stewart suggested each 
director be responsible for one 
idea, and that subcommittees 
be formed if needed.
IN COURT
Keith Leroy Thompson, ot 
Kelowna, was fined $200 and 
prohibited from driving for one 
month after pleading guilty to 
driving with a blood-nlcohol 
level exceeding .08 per cent.
Gordon Raymer Ritchie, of 
Kelowna, was remanded without 
plea until Feb, 8, charged with 






aftcr 23 years, 
business manager
Carl Schmok was honored ot n 
staff dinner party, Mr. and 
MmLSchmok are seen with 
the attache case and golf bag
presented to him. Mr, Schmok 
joined tl)ls paper In 1047, but 
left for two years. Publisher 
' R. P, Maclean and depart? 
rnent heads spoke of hlij ser­
vices,—(Courier Photo) ,
i
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Kelowna Needs Hostels
For Transient Youths
. You may not think it from all the 
white material on the ground, but 
summer really isn’t all that far away. 
And with it will come the usual crop 
of travellers.
There is no concern for people 
with enough money to pay good pric­
es for accommodation and meals. But 
the past few years have produced an 
increasing number of tourists'with 
little money. Improperly cared for, 
these people can be “a blot on the 
landscape.”
Organizations have sprung up to 
provide for these people. Central 
Okanagan Transient Aid Society has, 
in spite of many problems, looked 
after transients in Kelowna for two 
summers. Last summer, for example, 
arrangements had been made for two 
church halls to be used when insur­
ance companies refused coverage on 
the buildings. At the last minute, ar­
rangements were made to accommo­
date boys in another church hall, and 
girls were put in private homes.
Some people who accommodated 
girls say it "made” the summer for 
them. But is it fair to expect people 
to open their homes to people they do 
not know? Will insurance companies 
refuse to insure these homes?
The action of the insurance com-, 
panies seems to suggest that all tran­
sient youth are bad—a notion widely 
held. But such is certainly not the 
case—just ask anyone who has been 
involved with them. Certainly there 
are a few “bad apples.” As always, 
they spoil things for the others.
What is required is proper hostel 
accommodation for both sexes—in 
separate quarters, of course. They 
could even be in the same building.
It has been suggested a hostel or 
hostels be in other than residential
areas. This is a fine idea, bat where is 
such accommodation available with­
out building it? Action Self Help is 
working on plans for a crisis centre 
here, which could include space for 
transients. But this is in the future.
Right now COTAS has to make do 
with available buildings, principally 
church halls. Providing accommoda­
tion for transients is one way for 
churches to show they care—but only 
if they have insurance.
Schools are other possibilities if 
some ways could be found to separate 
hostel areas from the rest of the 
buildings. Perhaps the armory could 
be used.
Residents near St. Joseph’s Hall, 
.where the hostel was located in 1971, 
complained of noise, vandalism and 
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Cabinet Changes
I rrelevant- COFC
Tory Policy Ballot Results |
Urge Lower Taxes, Tariffs |
OTTAWA (CP) — Lower 
taxes, lower tariffs and closer 
economic ties with the United 
States have been supported by 
the Conservative party’s mem­
bership in the results of a wide- 
ranging policy ballot released
jobs by the unplanned selling of 
natural resources.
A complete inventoryof do­
mestic needs should be made 
before embarking on large-scale 
resource sales.
The delegates supported \ a 
Monday. resolution urging establishment
' The party has begun to pub- of a Canada-U.S. economic com- 
lish results of the balloting car- mission, with equal U.S. and 
rled out at its national policy Canadian representation, to 
convention Dec. 5 to 7. make studies, consult the two
Today’s results covered eco- governments on economic pol- 
nomic growth, regional develop- icy and recommend action.. 
ment, trade, - agriculture and -«•«-
taxation.
Delegates voted on 370 resolu­
tions at the convention, but the 
results are not binding on Con-
While welcoming trade with
servativa Leader Robert Stan- , 
field.
He is expected to lay down of­
ficial party policy as the cam­
paign for the federal election-
the U.S., the Conservatives sup­
ported greater efforts, to in­
crease trade with other coun­
tries. .. ■ '
CAPITAL COMMENT
expected this year—gets under­
way..
In the field of taxation, a ma­
jority of the delegates supported 
tax incentives to industry to im­
prove productivity and general 
tax reductions as anti-inflation, 
measures, rather than higher 
taxes.
They also passed resolutions 
calling for tax incentives that 
encourage Canadian ownership 
of industry and growth of la­
bor-intensive industries, and for 
reduction of government spend-, 
ing.
In the issue of foreign invest- 
ment, the. delegates supported 
incentives to Canadian.investors^ 
rather than controls on outsld-v * 
ers.’ .J
But the results of the bulk of 
tile resolutions dealing with thelgk . 
question have yet to be pub-^* ' 
lished. '-.'3
They did support the conven- 
ing ot a national conference “to^ 
establish priorities and policies S 
relating to foreign investment.’’
In agriculture, thq delegates 
passed resolutions for tax and 
tariff benefits to farmers and 
more marketing information for H 
farmers. ■ '*
Classes All Year . 
One MP's Project
By FARMER TISSINGTON
OTTAWA (CP) — Prime Min- John Turner replaced E. J. Ben- 
ister Trudeau’s cabinet changes son as finance minister and> 
“are really irrelevant” to the Robert Andras succeeded Ron 
business community because Basford as consumer and corpo- 
___ _______ the cabinet contains almost all rate affairs minister, Mr. Ger- 
tel at a certain time. But do you tell /the same people as before, 
a visitor who arrived after that time President Neil V. German of the
to sleep in the park? Certainly not. merce said Monday. . and we can’t draw any conclu- 
An Interior Hostels Association After the chamber’s annual sions from it. When a bill like 
has been formed to disseminate in- closed-door presentation of its the competition^ bill~is
formation about the good and bad policy proposals to a cabinet
features of various hostels. The groups Trudea“( pMr. German indicated 
hope to establish hostels in more plac- the businessmen’s group 
es this year. seemed to make few yards.
In time hostelling may become as Its three main complaints 
popular and well accepted in Canada 
and the United States as it is in the
need for more helpers, but even an 
army of helpers could not watch all 
the hostellers all the time.
Efforts were made to close the hos-
Slow-growth areas should re­
ceive special tax treatment, 
they said.
SUGGEST HIGHER TAXES
OTTAWA —Should our uni­
versities ■ and other seats of 
higher learning be operated on 
a 12-month basis?
One member of Parliament 
who firmly believes they should 
is a highly respected MP—Dr. 
P. B. Rynard of Orillia, Ont. In 
fact, so firmly does Dr. Rynard 
believe this, that he has been 
carrying on a one-man cam-
man said:
“It is very difficult to judge 
new ministers in new portfolios
duced by the government, it is 
not the minister’s bill—though
Mr. Basford has some personal 
pride in it—but the govern­
ment’s bill.
“The more intelligence,
breadth and experience in the
Half the voters said Canadi- paign in Parliament for many 
aris should be willing to pay months, 
higher taxes for increased old- 
age pensions.
But only a minority supported 
increased taxes for environmen­
tal protection, improved de­
fence, expanded health care and 
welfare programs or “preserva­
tion of Canadian economic inde­
pendence."
A major I t y said Canada
As the Progressive Conserva­
tive party’s critic on health
educate their young people to be 
doctors, find them enticed away 
by rich countries such as the 
United States and Canada,” he , 
points out. -
Some countries, India, Irahj^ 
and Turkey, have tried to put a- 
stop to this drain of their pre­
cious skills and he believes that / 
others will follow. If this supply • > 
of foreign doctors was cut, their.’ . 
condition of medical manpower r- 
would become much more criti- 
cal in Canada. >.
- - , . . The Orillia doctor claims that ’
matters, he is a constant <iues- hundreds of qualified young peo-' '
tioner of Health Minister John
United Kingdom and Europe. In these 
older and more compact places, bi­
cycling, hitchhiking and just plain 
hiking are well accepted modes of 
travel among the young—and those 
who are not so young.
At the end of the day they head 
for the nearest friendly youth hostel 
—which may be a “pile of dirt” or a 
“near hotel.”
concerned the government’s re- i i  
cent tax legislation, its proposed cabinet the better, but you cah’t 
labor code amendments, and its have a cabinet of 100 or so. 
. new competition bill.. We’ve got the same personnel,
The competition bill was not and the changes are really irrel- 
mentioned by cabinet ministers evant as far as we’re con- 
responding to the chamber’s cerned.
brief, Mr. German said. Some < Mr. German said the cham- 
changes may be made in the ber wants more direct consulta- 
labor code, and the chamber-
Munro. And many of his ques­
tions deal with the shortage of 
doctors in Canada and the need 
to build new medical schools 
and to operate them on a year- 
round basis.
Dr. R y n a r d’s persistence 
seems to be paying off. Or, at
pie are refused entrance to ' 
medical schools each year for?1*' 
lack of space—so why not operi!j£ 
ate these expensive medical in-'Y 
stitutions full time, instead of ‘ ’ 
for only three-quarters of each 
year? Such a stop would grad- > 
ually provide enough doctors to . 
give a high lever of preventive- ’ 
medical care and thus cut down ‘
should vigorously pursue a 
"selective lowering’’ and in 
some cases elimination of tar- toast, it seems to be getting 
* £~.iS ?n ♦u'll®^Y'n?au.U^ac<!Ureu under Mr. Munro’s skin. His lat- 
goods, to the extent that such .
° ’ -j T ,, tai 4UCOUVU uu uic iica&ui muuo- .. vai vcirc diiu aiau pt twin xanu
action ■ would encourage the ex- ter elicited a fairly lengthy delay the onset of many chronic 
port of processed goods and of ....................... .... .......... —- J
. __________ on the need for so much hospi-
est question to the he lth inis t ca e and lso reve t ^a d »
t r a a a r reply which ended up with Mr. 




The mayors of Penticton and Kel­
owna have lost no time in assuring 
each other and the public, in general 
that they look forward to continued 
close co-operation between their res­
pective municipal governments.
That’s all to the good of the Okan­
agan. We’re confident that Vernon’s 
newly-elected mayor and former MP, 
Stuart Fleming, will cast his lot for 
such a relationship too. A friendly 
liaison can set the pace for mutually 
beneficial developments.
There’s been a welcome trend in 
recent years to think in terms of the 
good of the whole region rather than 
what is of specific and immediate 
benefit to its arbitrary components.
Much of this has come about with 
the emergence of regional districts 
and by a greater participation of local 
government in regional groupings in­
volved with such matters as tourism, 
water quality and quantity, industrial 
promotion, health and, to a lesser ex­
tent, post-secondary education and 
libraries.
It is a recognition that the prob-
boring communities in such a distinc­
tive geographic region to maintain 
less than co-operative friendliness. No 
one would want to see a return to the 
antagonisms, the jealousies and the 
petty rivalries (as distinct from friend­
ly competition which is invigorating) 
of earlier times when there seemed 
to be a particular delight in attempt­
ing to belittle each other. This sort of 
hostility rarely extended beyond the 
respective council and chambers of 
commerce meetings, in any case. The 
constituents looked on with bemused
like the rest of the country—will 
have to wait until the next fed­
eral budget to see what further 
tax changes are proposed.
A Calgary lawyer, Mr. Ger­
man heads the Medicine Hat 
Green Houses as well as the 
chamber.
He avoided a direct answer 
when asked whether it is true 
that there is a wide gap be­
tween the government and the 
business community in Canada.
He said, however, that business 
likes to have clear-cut rules set
tion between government and 
business leaders in proposed 
government policy before it is 
announced. This should be done 
through advisory boards.
“Mr. Basford called 25 people
in and talked to them about the 
principles and fundamentals of 
the Bankruptcy Act before he 
decided on any changes in it. If 
he’d done the same with the
A smaller majority—56 per
tily: "If there is anything more 
the honorable member would
cent—said Canada “should use like to do he can take it up with 
the critical need in the United his own political sympathizers 
who are in power in the prov­
ince of Ontario.”
Dr. Rynard bases his stand 
chiefly on what he regards as a 
critical shortage of medical 
manpower in Canada. One sta­
tistic he mentions is that there 
is one doctor for every 800 peo­
ple in Canda and this ratio is
States for Canadian energy re­
sources as leverage in any ne­
gotiations for such a policy."
The delegates said energy ex­
ports to the United States 





In response, Mr. Munro says;, 
the federal government is al-.'"' 
ready doing a great deal to as^ 
sist the provinces to provicMjr. 
more medical and medicaU"
teaching facilities. He refers to 
the millions of dollars made, 
a v a i 1 a b 1 e for new medical 
schools; the encouragement of. , 
more para-medical personnel to j 
relieve doctors of some of the 
routine work which does not rc-
competition bill before tabling . For example, they said, U.S. , Canada as one of the quire a sopuisuvaieu. wus«uuu;..; 
it, it would have been very use- demand Tor natural gas should Ca^da, as one of tire and heaRh research fund
ful. He has been doing it now, be countered by. Canadian de- most enlightened Western na and post.secondary. education
mands for a "fair share of the «ons, ranks only jinn jn tne fund to aid in building new med-
. U.S. oil market.” world in doctor-population ratio, j T { ciUti s d operating ■
i h tic ted ed cation;
after the fact.”
The competition bill, to be re-li es to ave cle r-c t should What compounds the diffi-
thelaitn2Aoh4L years Too ParlUmSt. extends anti-com- concentrate on exporting fin- culty, he believes, is that such Bui he makes it dear 
mlnv government policies are bines law to the service as well «hed goods, so as not to export figures do^not give any consid- any move toward operating
JSct S as goods-producing industries. era ion to the fact that only half medical school 12 months of the '
sumect to aiscreuonary luungs, t? p 6....................... year must originate with the ’subject to discretionary rulings, It also proposes to tighten the 
Asked about cabinet changes laws against misleading adver- 
' tising and unfair marketing.
he added.
announced Friday, in which
LETTER TO THE EDITOR
STRAY CATS
Icms involved in most are no respect­
ers of municipal boundaries and that 
patterns of living have changed. Now­
adays it is not impossible in the Okan­
agan, for people to live in one juris­
diction, work in another, shop in a 
third, play in a fourth, educate their 
children in a fifth and go to hospitals 
in a sixth.
Certainly it is pointless for ncigh-
tolerance but were always hoping for 
something better.
Then came this gratifying disposi­
tion among them to co-operate for the 
good of the Valley. Perhaps it was a 
preoccupation at home with sudden 
problems of growth that kept them 
from mischief. Anyway, solid achieve-' 
ments were realized through co-opera­
tion—the establishment of the Okan­
agan Basin Water Board and the for­
mer Okanagan Regional Industrial 
Development Council arc two exam­
ples.
It is good, then, to hear of a com­
mitment to continue this sort of alli­
ance. While each council is respon­
sible for its own bailiwick, it must 
rise above parochialism to assume a 
statcsman-likc regard, for the affairs 
and problems of its neighbors and the 
region as a whole. And there arc still 
areas of mutual concern from which 
there would be rewards with the mun-
Sir:
The pound does not pick up 
stray cats. Why? , ,
Because the city has made'no 
provisions to deal with cats. 
There are hundreds of cats run- • 
ning at large and making a 
nuisance of themselves within- 
the city limits.
The reason is that the public 
Hoes, not look after their ani­
mals.
The pound bylaws say a 
poundkeeper k’ supposed to 
pick up any horse, mare, filly, 
foal, gelding, colt, bull, bullock, 
cow, heifer, steer, calf, mule, 
ass, swine, sheep, lamb, (log, 
goat, cat, fowl or rabbit run­
ning at large within the city 
limits.
. The poundkeepers rarely pick 
up stray dogs, especially in the
winter months.
The pound building consists of 
five runs, but is not used dur­
ing the winter. This must mean 
there are no stray dogs all - 
winter, although the poundkeep­
ers are still paid. .
Unless the city equips their 
pound better, and the pound-
TODAY IN HISTORY
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Feb. 1, 1972 ...
Vidkun Quisling was 
made minister-president of 
Norway by the Germans 30 
years ago today—in 1942— 
during the Second World 
War. He had attempted to
of the doctors in practice are 
g e n e r a 1 practitioners. And
many of those who show up as a 
statistical unit, are not practis­
ing medicine at all, blit are in 
administrative posts in hospi-
tals, in government service, and 
elsewhere.
A RESPONSIBILITY
He contends that it was a Lib­




10 YEARS AGO 
February 1962
J. Bruce Smith Is the newly elected 
president of the Kelowna Chamber of 
Commerce, by acclamation. The slate 
of directors includes Harold C. Armen- > 
cau, Allan J. Gilroy, Owen L. Jones, 
R, W. Lupton, Bruce Mearns, Norman 
Mulllni, Rlchnrd Sharp and Tom Tom- 
lye, Robert H. Wilson is retiring pres­
ident.
20 YEARS AGO 
February 1952 
Seventcen-year-old Ralph de Pfyffer 
was the stand' out performer at the 
Okanagan ( championships (n downhill 
nnd slalom, run off under Ideal condl- 
Hons nt the »kl bowl atop Black Moun- 
tain. Ralph posted better times than all 
the seniors except in the downhill, In 
that event Merv Davis of Penticton beat 
de Pfyffer by one fifth of a second.
Ralph’s cousin, Alcide de Pfyffer, cap­
tured both firsts in the Junior women’s 
downhill slalom; .
30 YEARS AGO 
February 1942
I). J, "Doug” Kerr is closing his gar­
age and Is leaving for the const, where 
ho will enter some branch of war work. 
He feels that his knowledge of mechan­
ics can bo. put to better use in the ser­
vice of his country at the present time.
40 YEARS AGO 
February 1932
BIBLE BRIEF
’’That If'thou shall confess 
with thy mouth the Lord Jesus,
provinces and they would have " 
to . negotiate such policies with 
the medical profession and the 
medical educators.
The suggestion of year-round
operation of universities is hot ■ 
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Dr. Milton Thorpe, newly arrived 
osteopath, n (ormer member of the 
U.B.C. basketball team, with whom ho 
toured the Prairie provinces last'year, 
consented to net as trainer of the local 
basketball club. He is residing with Mr. 
and Mrs. J. J. Campbell,. parents of 
"Pl" Campbell, well known local bas­
ketball star.
,50 YEARS'AGO \ . 
February 1922
Rutland Notes: Wc have been Inform- 
cd thiit Mr. Enoch Mugford' has been 
apjxMutcd water bailiff on the ,Black 
Mountain ,Irrigation District system for 
the year. The }>ost was formerly bold 
Uy, Mr. Fe^therstoncbaugii.
60 YEARS AGO 
Febmary 1911
The Kelowna Fire Brigade annual re- 
, port listed eleven calls responded to 
during the year. Total fire losses wore 
$11,800. There were three serious fires. 
Ij»wson’« warehouse, Sam Lee's laun 
dry and Cameron's. Max Jenkins In 
chief, H. (,Uen, sccrctary-trcasureri F. 
M. Bu< kl,in<| and J. J. Pettigrew signed 
Iha icpoit.
alone, but to all university 
courses. On the one hand, the 
advocates claim such a move 
would help to relieve the stu­
dent sum m e r unemploynt|(|t 
problem. But critics claim the 
opposite effect would result. 
Graduates would be turned out 
in a shorter time and thus a 
greater number would be in­
jected into the labor market at 
a time when jobs, even for the 
highly trained and educated, . 
are sometimes difficult to find.
But if our medical shortage is
, in medicare over the objections
seize power in 1940 when the of many people. Most people
Germans occupied the capi- now accept the national health
service and little is heard from 
those who were opposed. But , 
the present Liberal government 
does have a responsibility to 
build the necessary medical 
* ools, to supply teachers and 
j'lipment and to educate all 
those who want to pursue a car­
eer in medicine, so that medi­
care can operate efficiently.
tai, but his government col-
lapsed. When the Germans 
„ gave him power, he dis- 
keepers are able to pick up all solved' the constitution 
stray animals, and the public
licences all dogs and keeps 
them home, there is little hope 
the pound can get rid of even 
some of the excess animals.
What can you do with a mean 
stray dog, or even a pack of 
them? Phone the pound. They 
might pick up one dog, maybe. 
The SPCA? If the animals are 
in good condition, and they 
usually are, there is no cruelty 
Involved and the society can 
not pick them up. They will 
take them if brought to them, 
but there is.little hope of catch­
ing a whole pack of mean dogs 
and transporting them all the 
way to the animal shelter. You 
can't shoot them because no 
one, unless they are a special
within a week and ruled ns 
personal dictator, attempt­
ing to nazify Norway and 
shipping 1,000 Jews to the 
death camps. He was exe­
cuted for treason after the 
end of the war.
1960—In a reprisal attack, 
Israeli forces wiped out a 
Syrian army base after in-
. as serious as Dr. Rynard sug-, 
gests, perhaps it is in this field
Dr. Rynard also makes a that an experimental stai'Aif. 
good point when he notes that should be made. With manjlf, 
one of the reasons medicare has email communities crying out
and shalt believe in thine heart constable, is allowed to use a
tliat God hath raised him from 
the dead, thou shall be saved." 
Romans 10:9.
Our Salvation is based on 
what Jesus did and what wq be­
lieve and say about what He 
did.
firearm within the city limits.
It ail boils down to two 
things. People should keep their 
animals in their own yards and ' 
the poundkeepers pick up any 
that are not contained.
CONCERNED.
vading a demilitarized zone 
near the Sea of Galilee.
1958—The United Arab 
Republic was formed by the 
merger of Egypt and Syria. 
Almost four years later the 
Syrians withdrew.
1951—The United Nations 
Indicted China for aggres­
sion In Korea.
1949—Hungary was pro­
claimed a "people's repub­
lic."
1587—Elizabeth I con­
demned Mary Queen of 
Scots to death.
worked in Canada as well as it 
has, Is because Canada has 
been guilty of bleeding other na­
tions of many of their medical 
personnel.
"It is criminal that underde­
veloped countries—poorer by
s ll iti s i t
every standard—who struggle to ing for work.
for a doctor, and with people 
having difficulty getting ap-, 
polntments with doctors and 
dentists, there docS hot appear > 
to be any Immediate danger 
that people graduating in these ■ 




held in successive mlnlatrH 
until 1862, except for four doj;OUR ECONOMY
Good Economy Year Seen
By FRANK FLAHERTY
OTTAWA Government
spokcainen and their profes­
sional advisers are fairly auro 
the current year will be a good 
one for the Canadian economy.
They arc not trio happy about 
the current level of uncmploy-
and emphasizing cases, of hard- 
ship and difficulty.
There will be iio lack of gov­
ernment spending. Already the 
federal government has prom­
ised $85 million for the "Oppor­
tunities for youth" program. 
It’s expected-to create 75,000
fluctuating exchange rates 
have subsided ns a result of 
monetary settlement recently
, nicnt or continuing upward 
pressures on prices and wages. 
They expect, however, that 
consumer demand will remain 
high th High 1972, then unem­
ployment will shrink and Unit 
there will be more nll-round 
growth In business than there 
was in 1971;
There is room for a lot of 
debate ■ about how realistic 
these prospects arc.’ The im­
provement Is generally expect­
ed but It may be sjiotty. In 
many areas unemployment will 
remain high and competition 




jobs for students and other 
youiig people.
The main hope for a better 
ovcr.all situation, however, 
doesn’t rest on direct govern­
ment action Io put people- 
students or others—doing jobs 
which would not otherwise be 
done, '
Making allowances for some 
wishful thinking related to the 
s fact that an election is coming, 
however, Ibero Is grpund for 
believing the economy will be 
reasonably vigorous, Rising 
cx|xirt deimihd is stimulating 
domestic produclioh, 
.SURVEYS IN U.S.
Rcceht surveys in the United 
States suggest the American
arranged.
The main danger is a further 
round of Inflation. Some think­
ers fear governments In the 
free world, including the Cana­
dian, moved too far and too 
fast In, their efforts to stimu­
late business and that another 
round of scridus Inflation lies 
ahead. Certainly, on the short 
term, the outlook is for higher 
prices and higher eosin.
Some observers think the Can­
adian economy performed bet­
ter than the American during 
the past tw» years—that it 
slowed down less and recovered 
more quickly. The point Is aca­
demic now since the United 
States economy is on the up­
grade.
There will be the Inevitable 
spill-over Into Canada with gen­
erally beneficial results, except 
that it wil tend to speed up the
By BOB BOWMAN
Parliament buildings are bad 
fire risks owing, perhaps, to the 
volume of hot air generated in 
them. Over the years (Ire has 
destroyed the Parliament build­
ings In Montreal, Toronto, 
Quebec and Ottawa,
An angry mob of Montreal To­
ries, protesting the Rebellion 
Ixisses Bill, burned down the 
Parliament building In Montreal 
In 1849. The next bad fire was 
Feb. 1, 1854, when Parliament 
was at Quebec. Apart from 
canning great Inconvenience to 
the government, the fire was an' 
historic loss because the build­
ing was the original legislature
In 1856 Macdonald bccam-^l 
Canada West leader of the gov­
ernment and soon formed the 
successful partnership with 
George Etienne Carlier, Canada 
East lender, which madq Con­
federation possible.
It might he said that .the flr^ 
of 1854 sparked Macdonald ln|f,‘^ 
action, and he kept in action" 
untli his death In 1801. ■
OTH ER FEB. 1 EVENTS':
17:12—France declared war on 
Britain.
179.1—Upper Canada govern­
ment offices were moved from 
Nlugarn-on-thc-Lakc to Y o r kof Ixiwcr Canada, 
The government made nr 
rangemcnls to move the leglsln 
live council to the Quebec court royal assent to change
(Toronto V ' 
1799—He St. Jean i
1)7 nd









n election vrar. । While 
w il) I I in' p< ml n
i»p improvement1’, the - onia ■ 
will have no troubla picking out
growth twice ns great ns in 
1)71 The ahnn rnjendcrcd by 
the United States* surcharge on 
iin|x rls from Ctnndn hns sub 
sided. ( npitnl spending by ( in 
adion industry will l>c grrajrr 
from here on. Worries about
subalnntlnl benefits for the 
ntiongci elements in the Cana­
dian economy—trouble for the
house, while the local music 
hall was converted Into an as­
sembly. Political writers were 
delighted with that move be­
cause It gave them valuable 
ammunition for their barbs. The 
situation had barely settled In 
May when another fire de­
stroyed a convent which was 
being converted Into a Parlia­
ment building.
Despite the difficulties,'John 
A. Macdonald was able to make 
great progress as'a politician in 
1854. He managed to achieve a 
coalition of Liberal-Reformers 
and Tories as the Liberal-Con­




1814—New Brunswick 8th Re-1 
glmcnt began march to Quebec. , 
1849-W. L. Mackenzie was •
grnnted amnesty to return 
Canada,
188)—House of C o m m <»
to
II S i
weaker dements—time who enme the Conservative party. 
<nnt lenrfil from but are us- Then he bccnmO ntlorney-grn- 
iially hum by rising prices mid ersl in.the MncNnb-Morln gf>v- 
wages. ernment, a position which he
punned ('I’ll bill.. 1
1874—Quebec w\im shaken by j 
an rarlhquakc, '
1890— Canada Atlantic Ila1)* 
way opened bridge over St. i 
Lawrence at Cotcaii. ■.
' 1920-11 o y n 1 North W'ffii 
Mounted Police became lloyn“
Canadian Mounted Police, '
1955—Prime Minister St.' 
Laurent on Ills birthday wn»- 
piwonlcd with freedom oLCilX„ 
ol London, . . Jy1
1968 - ('nnailian Al ined Fol'ceW * 
were united.
W4
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New Zealand Ceremony 
For Former Kelowna Girl
:h h-bn?11' '
TONIGHT IS THE big M ance from the Kinsmen Re­
Night at 6 p.m. when more habilitation Foundation and 
than 500 canvassing mothers others in all parts of the prov-
this year hope to raise more 
than $12,000: Mrs. Ronald 
Bertuzzi, Mrs. Peter Bulato-
riXg toce benefit todirectly through vicb, Mrs. Wayneparvis, Mr.
doorbells in' the annual Kins- a wide variety of other activi- 
men Mothers’ March for funds ties. Left to right, are some of 
for their services for handi- the Kinettes assisting , Paul 
Bernard, campaign chairman
Bernard, Mrs. Alfred ■ Gatzke, 
Mrs. Walter Addison and Mrs.,
Ernie Day.
ed. Many Valley resi-^MoDc . ll i- , i cn ir  . ‘, c,^B^<,receivey direct assist- for the Kelowna Kinsmen, who (Paul Pomch Studios)
Kinsmen Mothers' March
Assists Many In Valley
^The poison control telephone contributed towards accommo- ages from all
at the. Kelowna hospital is one 
of the services provided 
through the Kinsmen RehabiJi-
dation.
tation Foundation.
Many persons in the Valley 
have also been assisted with 
the purchase of special equip­
ment such as wheelchairs,’bra­
ces, artificial limbs, orthopedic 
^koes and others. For instance 
Wspecial designed elevator de­
vice has been provided fpr a 
little girl in the Kelowna area.
Another example of direct 
services provided by the fund 
is the approval of therapy- 
treatments for a Kelowna man 
with a paraplegic condition.
The annual Kinsmen Moth­
ers’ March for the handicap­
ped starts in Kelowna and dis­
trict tonight.
More than 500 canvassing 
mothers and Kinettes under 
campaign chairman, Paul Ber­
nard will launch this year’s 
drh;e for $12,000 in Kelowna, 
Ojfenagan Mission and West- 
bank in a one night blitz from 
6 to 9 p.m. So turn your porch
Loans are made for wheel­
chair purchases and other dir­
ect services have been provid­
ed for physiotherapy, speech 
therapy, occupational therapy, 
essential and personal needs 
on discharge from the hospital. 
Endorsement of loans for em­
ployed disabled persons have 
also been available.
3 H
A comparatively new project 
undertaken by the foundation 
is the 3 H Society, literally 
Homecrafts for Homebound 
Handicapped; is one of the mul­
titude of indirect services dev-
light on and join in the march.
The Canada wide Kinsmen 
appeal is designed to help the 
handicapped through the Kins­
men Rehabilitation Foundation.
Through the generous support 
of citizens during the annual 
Mothers’ March campaigns, the 
foundation has been able to 
supply many indirect services 
as well.
TRANSPORTATION
In addition to assistance with
HITHER and YON
While in Vancouver for the 
Myers-Fillmore wedding, Nancy 
Gale was the guest at a birth­
day celebration dinner at the 
Devonshire hotel on Friday. The 
hostesses were one time Kel­
owna friends now residing in 
Vancouver.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Schmok 
were honored guests at a din­
ner at the Baron on Friday 
evening, as some 50 employees 
and their spouses paid tribute 
to .the former business mana­
ger, who retired at,the end of 
the week, after 25 years of as­
sociation with the Courier. Pub­
lisher and editor, R. P. Mac- 
Lean spoke of the quarter cen­
tury relationship with his loyal 
employee, and Mrs. Murray 
Stewart presented Mr. Schmok 
with an engraved attache case 
and golf bag.
Another member of the busi-
ment and Denis Gaudrcau of 
the circulation department, all 
spoke and .wished the honoree 
a happy retirement. '
Rev. R. D. Anderson and 
Rev. Charles Mulvihill of Kel­
owna left Monday for Castlegar 
to attend the funeral of Henry 
C. Godderis, father of Rev. F. 
M. Godderis, who died on Jan. 
30. The funeral was held; at St. 
Rita’s Roman Catholic Church, 
Castlegar at 10 a.m. today., He 
is survived by his wife Edna; 
a son, Gene in Tacoma, Wash., 
a daughter, Joanne in Fernie 
and Rev. Godderis, principal of 
Immaculate Conception high
A wedding of interest to Val­
ley residents took place in St. 
Andrew’s Presbyterian Church, 
Hamilton, New Zealand on Jan. 
8, when Dolores Maureen Ed­
wards, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 
Roy Garland Edwards of Kel­
owna became the bride of Jacob 
(Jack) Willem Mieras, Hamil­
ton, N.Z., son of Mr. and Mrs. 
Kees Mieras, Rotterdam, Hol­
land. x
Rev. J. I. Perry officiated for 
the 11:30 a.m. ceremony.
The bride, given in marriage 
by her father, chose a sleeve­
less gown, of blue gabardine 
covered with a. long sleeve coat 
train of white lace organza. A 
headdress of white flowers 
completed her ensemble and 
she carried a posy of white
owna, B.C.; Mr. and Mrs. C. I Auckland; Mr. and Mrs. J. 
Mieras, Rotterdam, Holland; F. Silcock, Cambridge, N.Z., Mr. 
Young, Regina, Sask., V. | and Mrs. B. Crabb, Cambridge. 
Hirsch, Auckland; R. Horner, | N.Z.
Traditional Hospital Ball 
Scheduled For Friday Night
ll parts of the pro*
vince.
Specific projects operating or 
developing under KRF are,
etoped by KRF.
Started in Vancouver in 1966, 
the 3 H Society enables home­
bound persons to realize their 
potential worth in the commun­
ity. In Vancouver 160 clients 
have been referred to the Soc­
iety by doctors, Victorian Or­
der of Nurses, therapists and 
friends. Some 200 ...volunteers 
are needed to design and as­
semble kits for home crafts; 
make deliveries and pickups 
and to help in the office.
Since the success of the Van­
couver pilot project, 3 H pro­
jects are underway in both 
Kamloops and Prince Rupert 
and other Kin-Kinette clubs in 
the province are expected to set 
up tiie 3 H programs in their 
communities to provide both
the B.C. Division of the Cana­
dian Paraplegic Association 
which operates under a grant 
which provides the salaries of 
three rehabilitation counsellors 
to work with the disabled.
PROVINCIAL
Health Centre construction 
throughout the province is aid­
ed by KRF in the amount of 
two per cent of the total cost.
Laurel House school, where 
autistic children (those with a 
special and very difficult form 
of emotional disturbance) are 
treated, was given a ‘seed’ 
grant by KRF.
Arbutus Crafts operates an 
activity centre program for the 
physically handicapped in Vic­
toria.
ness department, Mrs. Michael 
Utley, recalled a number of 
humorous anecdotes in Mr. 
Schmok’s newspaper career. 
Other department heads, H. L. 
Trembley, managing editor; 
James Greer and Maurice 
Daigneault of the composing 
department; Ronald Fournier of 
the press room, John Kobyl- 
nik of the advertising depart-
school, Kelowna.
.1 ■ ' '
Happy to be back in Kelowna 
after a five week holiday on the 
prairies are Mr. and Mrs. Cyril 
Parkinson of Pinecrest Lane, 
who spent the festive season 
with their daughter and son-in- 
law, Mr. and Mrs. Donald Mc­
Carthy and family of Saskatoon, 
Sask. Enroute home via train 
last week they were ‘held up’ 
at Jasper because of a snow 
slide and spent the night at 
Jasper lodge. The Okanagan, 
however, looked good to them 
and. they remarked on the 
warmer weather here, yet.
gardenias surrounded by blue 
dephinlums. • , ,
Something old and something 
borrowed was a silver bracelet 
from Indonesia borrowed from 
the groom’s grandmother and 
something blue was the bride’s 
dress.
Maid of honor was Daphne R. 
Coyle of Wairoa, New Zealand 
who wore a printed blue jersey 
culotte with long sleeves and a 
sleeveless full length white gab­
ardine coat. She carried a posy 
of blue delphiniums nestled in 
white stephanotis.
Best man was Joe Termaat 
of Hamilton; New Zealand and 
ushers were Vernon Hirsch and 
Ross Horner, both of Auckland, 
N.Z.
Let the Kaleido dancers kick ; 
away your snow blues is the : 
theme of the annual charity 
ball sponsored by the Kelowna 
Hospital Auxiliary.
Sociability and fun is the 
main objective of the cabaret­
dinner this year which starts 
with cocktails at 8 p.m. and in­
cludes a sumptuous smorgas­
bord at 11 to midnight, at Ca­
pri.
Always a highlight of the 
winter social season in Kel­
owna, the event this year is 
convened by Mrs. John Dyck 
with Mrs. Garnet Clark as as­
sistant.
Mrs. Robert Turik and Mrs. 
Gerald Jansen are in charge 
of the Kaleido dancers, who 
have been rehearsing faithfully 
at the Canadian School of Bal­
let under the direction of Rose­
mary Ross of the school staff. 
Dancers include, Mrs. Alan 
Broome, Mrs. Granger Evans, 
Mrs. Allen Hignell, Mrs. Ger­
ald Jansen, Mrs. Robert Turik,
Mrs. Garnet - Clark and Mrs. 
Kurt Zander. . .
An additional bit of spice for 
the entertainment of the guests 
will be a skit by the Men of 
Mystery. Cast and theme of this 
skit is unknown and it is rum­
ored-even the cast itself is un­
certain.
Other auxiliary members in­
volved in the plans for this gala 
evening are Mrs. Michael Yan- 
del who is handling the pro­
gram and Mrs. Frank Morton in 
charge of the ticket sales, who 
says thercare still some tickets 
available for this fun night, 
which is open to all who en­
joy a • night out. Dress is op­
tional.
Decorations for the affair, 
which always add a great deal 
to the environment, have been 
arranged by Mrs, Victor Pash- 
nik. The annual hospital aux- 
। iliary ball which has become a 
, ‘much-looked-forward to’ event 
• in this community, was started 
, in 1906.
District 4 Presenting Shield
For Most Mothers Attending
ANN LANDERS
Going To The Dogs 
On A Silver Plate4 J •
। purchase of special equipment 
many have received assistance 
with transportation expenses to 
; medical centres for treatment.
In many cases where one par- 
| ent must accompany a child, to 
f a Vancouver centre for medi- 
L ' cal treatment, the fund has also
income and rehabilitation for 
those disabled who are unable 
to leave their homes.
Among indirect services pro­
vided through KRF is the G. F. 
Strong Rehabilitation Centre, 
which is unique in British Col­
umbia, since it provides hos­
pitalization and rehabilitation 
training for the disabled of all
Other indirect services, which 
the Mothers’ March tonight will 
help, are the Kinsmen Neurolo­
gical Research Laboratory at 
UBC, a project now completed, 
which was founded to study 
nerve disorders and malfunc­
tions.
The Division of Audiology and 
Speech Pathology at the Uni­
versity of British Columbia’s 
faculty of medicine, has a de­
partment for the , training of 
speech and hearing experts, 
under a KRF grant, Such per­
sonnel treat and work with 
thousands of B.C. children and 
adults who suffer from this 
type of disability.
At Chilliwack a ‘sfedd’ grant 
was given to Opportunity Work­
shop to assist in the opening 
and operating of this shop. The 
facility provides a sheltered 
workshop and work training op­
portunity for the Fraser Valley 
i disabled persons.
Dear Ann Landers: Are we a I not obeying the commandment: 
nation of screwballs? I’m begin- honor thy father and thy 
ning to think so. Either that or mother, 
somebody is trying to make us , „ . ...look like decadent lunatics. £' a<?«chl vn? ’
smother them with gifts. If the
I heard from a very reliable parents object, tell them to keep 
source yesterday that a restaur- out of it. After all, grandchil- 
ant in New York has a special dren are to spoil. Sneak money 
dining room for dogs. The mutts to the kids secretly, if you have 
are provided with satin pillows to. They’ll love you for it.
and their food is served on sil- B T. mvor niatoc 18. If your married child has a
P ’ difference of opinion with his
Please check this out'and let mate, get into .the act and fan 
me know. I’d like to pin that the "flame. Family loyalty is a 
party’s ears back. Thanks for beautiful thing. Maybe you can 
your help.—Huntington Station, turn a minor argument into: a
Dear Hunt: The party who
made the statement is half Jwhn daw ie r^n r W1' 
right. The restaurant was closed ness Who Saw HaPPen- 
recently. It was the Colony ini Dear Star: Beautiful. Just 
New York. They did indeed]beautiful.
Receiving the guests at the 
Pigeons Coffee House the 
bride’s mother choose a beige 
fortrel knit dress accented with 
corsage of gold gardenias. The 
groom’s mother assisted wear­
ing a .wine fortrel knit dress, 
with corsage of a white rose 
with stephanotis. Toasts were 
proposed by the master of cere­
monies, Barry Stevens and the 
best man.
For a honeymoon trip , to the 
south island of New Zealand, 
the bride chose a yellow polyes­
ter suit with green accessories. 
Both sets of parents and an 
uncle also made the journey to 
the south island.
The newlyweds reside at 10 
Heath St, Hamilton N.Z.
Out of town guests were: Mr. 
and Mrs. R. C. Edwards, Kei-
District No. 4 Local Associa- 
tidn for Brownies and Guides
UNITED NATIONS
No Women In Top LeveI 
Canadians Seek Changes
have a private dining room for
dogs—complete with satin cush- Dear Doctor: A friend of mine 
ions and silver plates. [had cirrhosis of the liver, and
after proper diet and medica-
Dear Ann Landers: Several tion, the liver reached normal 
years ago you printed a letter stage.
signed Star Witness. It Was a Would it ever be possible for 
list of rules that you guaranteed this person to have an occa- 
would break up a marriage. siOnal drink, or would it be 
When I read the column I harmful?—M. M. M.
thought it was amusing. I didn’t _ . . ,
realize that my own marriage J TH?1. n®k. sounding like an 
would one day be destroyed by I ? kl,1"J°y today, but I will 
in-laws. T would be very appre- P18/?, your frien^ to
ciative if vou’d reprint that col- aV0K* drink.
umn—this time with a sugges- A return to normal life after 
tion that all parents who have an attack of cirrhosis of the 
sons and daughters of near-mar- liver was a 50-50 proposition to 
riageable age clip it out and begin with. Unless he (or-she) 
keep it for future reference, wants to buck those odds again 
Thank- you.—Corvallis, Oregon with a recurrence, then alcohol 
Sadness. should be removed from the pic-




is for the first time presenting 
a shield for the Brownie Pack 
or Guide Company having the 
most mothers attending the an­
nual meeting. The engraved 
shield will be presented on the 
evening of Feb. 3 at the North 
Glenmdre school. Every Brown­
ie and Guide in the district 
which encompasses Glenmore, 
North Glenmore, Bankhead, 
Gordon Street and Westbank 
will rely on their mothers to 
attend this meeting.
Besides the business meeting 
which will be informative, Mrs. 
George Wambeke who has don­
ated many years to guiding, 
will speak on Guiding and To­
day’s Girl.
Gold Cords will' be presented 
to the girls who have worked 
years to earn. This is the high­
est award a girl can earn and 
is a great achievement.
A treat for every snow bound 
mother will be a visual trip via 
color slides to New Zealand. 
Mrs. Kenneth Lawrence who 
accompanied four Canadian 
Guides to a world guiding rally
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Chiba 
announce the forthcoming mar­
riage of their daughter, Elaine 
Susan to Kenneth Colin Tucker, 
son of Colin Tucker and Mrs. 
Muriel Robertson. The wedding 
will take place on March 4 at 
4 p.m. at the Japanese United 
Church.
last year, will show the pictur­
es and commentate. Her de-
lightful sense: of humor and 
vivid descriptions will make 
this a trip worth seeing.
Every mother of a Brownie 
or Guide is urged to come out 
and learn how she can work 
with her daughter and what can 
be achieved when you work to­
gether.
The meeting on Feb. 3 at 
North Glenmore school starts 






CUSTOM MADE OR 
BUT THE YARD 
wrg^^election^fTaErlcs 
in the valley. Custom rhade 
swags and covered valances, 
1461 Sutherland Avenue 
Phone 763-2124
OTTAWA (CP) — The United i 
Nations has become increas­
ingly, if slowly, aware of the 
Sot women in its’- upper
s and Canada can take 
» credit.
I "There is not one woman in 
, the top level,” Kurt Waldheim, 
the new UN secretary-general, 
said recently in announcing that 
he intends to try to inject more
I of them among the top levels of 
I the secretariat.
I Sylva Gelber, director of the 
I women’s bureau of the federal 
I ' department, says Cana- 
I dmn initintive at the last session 
I of the UN commission on the 
I status of women resulted in "a 
I particularly satisfactory 
I achievement.”
I The situation hadn't changed 
I much for years, although for a 
I decade until 1967, Mrs. D. B. 
I Sinclair, n Canadian, was dep- 
executive director of the' UN
HHMHircn’s hind.
SHHEfforts were made to get rec- 
VQIHmcndatlons from the UN 
I commission on the status of 
S women before the General As- 
| sembly. But the as s e m b 1 y 
■ merely took note of the recom- 
| mendatlon or no action at all.
questions exclusively within the 
secretary-general's discretion.
"The secretariat also raised 
the bogeyman of special mea­
sures to ensure the employment 
of women, claiming that this 
would amount to discrimination 
in reverse,” Miss Gelber said.
It was also claimed, that the 
secretariat relied heavily on 
member governments, and that 
the commission’s objective 
would be best served by ad­
dressing them rather than the 
UN Itself.
SOUGHT SUPPORT
The Canadian delegation at 
the UN commission on the 
status of women, at the session 
held in Geneva In March, 1970, 
sought wide support for a draft 
resolution urging the UN and 
intergovernmental agencies "to 
take appropriate measures to 
ensure the employment of 
women at senior or other pro­
fessional levels,"
The resolution, Introduced at 
the status of women commission 
by Canada, was co-sponsored by 
, nine other countries represent- 
, Ing a broad cross-section of UN 
membership.
SECRETARIAT UNHAPPY
'Certainly, the secretariat of 
{jje UN itself did not welcome 
such efforts," said Miss Gelber, 
now Canada’s representative on 
it. In a report.
The UN secretary-general or 
other officers of the Economic 
and Social Council—which cs- 
t a bl i shod the 32-member 
women's status commission to 
promote women's rights— 
claimed generally that recom- 
sgn d a 11 o n s for appointing 
Women to senior posts^ raisec
The Economic and Social 
Council adopted It In May, 1970, 
with minor amendments, and 
sent It to two committees of the 
assembly which also ndoptcii it, 
One committee noted that 
only six per cent of the secrc-
t a r i a t's senior staff were 
women.
In fact, during a 26-year pe­
riod, no woman has held the 
key post of assistant secretary- 
general, although 18 such posts 
are available.
TO SET EXAMPLE
In its,final.as well as Initial 
form, the resolution expressed 
.hope that the UN would set an 
example in affording women op­
portunities to work at senior 
and professional levels.
The General Assembly sup­
ported this.
For a number of years, the 
Canadian governrpent delega­
tion to the international albor 
coference, an important seg­
ment of the International Labor 
Organization, has included some 
women involved in normal 
work.
"Canada will continue to pro­
vide initiative and give support 
to the measures it considers 
necessary to ensure that inter­
national labor Instruments are 
brought Into line with modern- 
day concepts of equal opportu­
nity for women In employ­
ment," Miss Gelber said.
ers have requested a re-run. /
Here it is: ' Note to M. S.: Small strokes
1. When a son or daughter lets siduainnafalvsisy kaVe 1C’ 
you know they plan to be mar- S1<lual Para*ysls- 
tied, show open hostility to the _ ...
person of his choice. After all, L Confidential To Biggest Mouth 
marriage means less love and ■ trouble dsn tyour
attention for parents and they moul lT^.s the Jiquid ^ refresh- 
have'a right to resent it. ment that goes in it. When you 
_ , k . , , Icut out the booze you'll have
2. Expect your rtiarned chil- hess trouble
dren to spend every Sunday and ------ -------- :-----—,—
holiday at your home. Act hurt 
if they have other plans.
3. If your married children IVlul I lOyu 
have problems with their mates, * I
encourage them to come home AnHAI inCPCI 
to you. Let them know your 'VUI IvUU 
home is still their home no Mr> and MrS1 Robcrl Cllndv 
matter what. Listen attentively . n. ... . , ’to all complaints and point out P* Okanagan Mission are pleas- 
additional faults which may ed to announce the marriage of 
have gone unobserved. Remcm- Mrs. Cundy’s sister, Joyce 
ber, a drop of water at a time Marshall to Brian Roche, both 
can wear away a rock—if you of Kelowna on Jan. 29.
keep at it long enough. —
Engagement ;
Announced
Mr. and Mrs. J. Edward 
Guthrie of Kelowna are pleased 
to announce the engagement of 
their daughter, Margaret Ann 
to Jim Gillies McGillivray of 
Vancouver, son of Mr. and Mrs. 
Thomas McGillivray of Hawick, 
Scotland. The wedding will take 












Rending comics and watching 
television arc the favorite cam* 
pus activities of Japan's pri­
mary and secondary school chil­
dren.
4. If your married children 
are having financial problems, 
rush in with the cheque book. If 
you are having financial prob­
lems yourself, borrow, If neces­
sary, but let them know they'll 
never have to do without any­
thing so long as you are around.
5. If a, married child has a 
drinking problem, keep telling 
him his mate drove him to It. It 
will make him feel better, 
Everyone needs someone to 
blame, 1 ,
6. If your married child gets 
an opportunity for advancement 
which takes him to another city, 
tell him family Is more impor­
tant than money and if he 







Specializing In household 
furnishing repair and recov­
ering. Serving Kelowna and 
District for over 20 years.
"Free Estimates la \
A Tonr Home** 
No. 3 Windsor Square 
(off Span Rd.) 763-7125
START THE NEW 
YEAR OFF RIGHT 
See the expert stylists at 
HOUSE .r BEAUTY 
COIFFURES




Orchard Park Shopping 
Centre 
763-7100
"FOR THE NEW LOOK 
THAT TURNS HEADS"









Queen Size Parity Hose \
Beige only. Fits 160 -210 lbs.
Bewitching Magic-Fit Pnnty Hose
Mocha, Tender beige or 
cocoa. Average and Tall.
All Sheer AnKIc High Socks 
Misty beige, one size.
Baymart All Slicer Pnnty Hose 
1 Mocha, beige or taupe.
Pretty Polly Mini Maxi Sheer Knee High 
To wear with full length fashions.
pair 79C
Parisiun Glow, Cloudburst' or Jasmin. 
One size.
Bayniart Support Pauly Hose 
78% nylon, 22% lycra, \ petite, 
medium tall and tall.





249 Bernard Ave. Phono 762-4433
Blatk Knight
prescriptions in all our stores,
SHOPPERS DRUG MART










Minor hockey in Canada has travelled a long way in the 
pjst few years, and the rise in hockey enthusiasm in Kelowna 
has followed the trend.
There always have been a number of young hockey players 
in Canada, but these were forced to play on frozen-over ponds 
and in pick-up games without proper coaching.
In those areas, Kelowna has been lacking because of the 
. fact that during many winters natural ice is impossible to 
.skate on, either it Is too thin or it isn’t at all.
Hockey actually came to Kelowna In 1948 with the erection 
of the Memorial Arena, at a time when the population was such 
that the new facilities were adequate. Now the population has 
grown to a point where the Memorial Arena is strained to 
handle the numbers of skaters in minor divisions, juvenile, 
junior and in another field, figure skating. /.
New facilities at the sports complex being built outside 
of the city will do much to alleviate the problem, and all-that 
would be needed to completely eliminate it is a rink at Rutland 
to help those players from outside areas.
Minor hockey has made vast strides in the last decade and 
a number of communities have had trouble keeping up to the 
' pace, but finally this trend is changing.
' Kelowna Buckaroos came within three goals, or one period, 
of escaping from the B.C. Junior Hockey League cellar on their 
* weekend trip to the coast. And the trip didn’t do too much to 
improve their chances of grabbing a playoff spot either.
Bucks won one of the three games on their trip, the first 
one. That put them to within one point of Richmond Centen­
nials, their opponents in the second game. The score after the 
first period was 5-0, for' guess who? But Bucks made a game 
of it and lost 5-3.
The third game was the opposite, with Chilliwack Bruins 
(who Bucks beat Thursday) not being able to score in the first 
period taking a 3-0 lead after the second and winning 7-1.
That leaves Bucks three points behind Cents and another 
10 behind Bruins, with 20 games left in the season. It would 
seem that they have to win half of their remaining games to 
• grab the fourth and final playoff berth.
That is exactly the record they have since the start of 
1972, splitting 10 games with five wins. Already Bucks are a 
lol better than they were last season, when they won eight 





























FRED HARRIS ON WAY AGAIN
Fred Harris of Kelowna, rink to further playdowns in 
who earlier this season led a Seagram Stone curling com- 
rink to the B.C. senior men’s petitions. Harris, second from 
curling championship, seems . left, receives congratulations 
to be ready to take another from Seagram represeritative
Bob Emery- for the southern 
Okanagan title and a berth in 
the interior championships 
next weekend in Kamloops. 




Austrians Plan Withdrawal 
But Hope Skiers Will Stay *
SAPPORO, Japan (AP) — 
The top officials of the Austrian 
Olympic ski team announced 
today they were withdrawing 
the Alpine and Nordic akl teams 
from the 1972 Sapporo Games—
mind about Schranz’ profession*
but they "hoped and trusted” 
that ace skier Kari Schranz 
would urge his team-matea to 
stay. ' \ „
This appeared to be a device 
that would permit the Austrians 
to live, up to their earlier threat 
to withdraw * their skiers it one 
were banned from the Winter 
Games .and at. the same time 
permit them to, stay and com­
pete.
Dr. Heins Pruckner, president
alism. They said a Japancsa 
representative in the IOC, Tsu­
neyoshi Takeda, also had tried 
to persuade Brundage.
“Under these circumstances." 
said Klee, •'there was just one 
road left for us—the road
of the Austrian Olympic Com­
mittee, and? Dr.' Karl Heinz 
Klee, president of the Austrian 
Ski Federation, said they would 
make' a formal announcement 
at 9 a.m.j, Japan time, Wednes­
day. They said' Schranz also
home.”
Pruckner said, "We hope thatdk 
there will* be a peaceful ending®/ 
after all—that we return home 
on’ the same charter flight' on , 
which we came here."
Their statements were taped, 
to be telecast in Austria at a> 
later date. ' ■
Pruckner was asked if he had 
any support from other ski fed* 1 
erations during the fight to save 
Schranz. He indicated he had 
not, saying he had not counted
would be there. .
Schranz was ordered banished 
from'the Winter Games Monday 
by the International .Olympic 
Committee because he has sold 
his name and picture to adver­
tise ski equipment.
SAY TURNED DOWN
The Austrians appealed the
on It and that he understood, -u 
While Austria waged its losi^A
battle. over Schranz, it got a 
promise from the International 
Ski Federation (FIS) to withhold 
the customary recognition of the 
Winter Olympics as the Alpine 
World Championship and to 
schedule separate champion­
ships in Europe later this wir— 
,cc- - —g I
to right 
John Zdralek
and Adam McCormick. • ■
—(Courier Photo)
ment.
Before the season started, manager-coach Wayne North 
stated that he would be disappointed if Bucks did not win half 
of their games in the 60-game schedule. It seems that North, 
who resigned his coaching position, is about to be disappointed 
because to reach that mark Bucks would have to win their 
remaining 20 games, and that is unlikely to say the least.
Jostling for Lead Position 
Between Voodoos, Lakers
Rutland Voodoos and Pentic­
ton Lakers have much of the 
first' place position jostling be­
tween themselves in the Senior 
Boys’ AA Basketball League, 
and tonight will decide which 
will take the inside track.
Voodoos will meet Lakers at
ROSS PHELPS — SPORTS EDITOR
ELOWNA DAILY COURIER, TUES., FEB. 1, 1972PAGE
but went on a four-game win-
ning streak to re-enter the run­
ning. Owls lost their last outing 
to leave them at 4-4, and 'with 
a slim chance of pulling an Up­
set.
Penticton junior boys will 
meet Rutland in a preliminary 
game at 6:15 p.m.
One Line Doing The Scoring 
McKinnon Top Goal-Getter
Rutland at 8 p.m. tonight in a 
game that will go a long way in 
deciding who will capture first a a x
place.in the league this season. AQAY llQminafAC 
Lakers lead the hoop league •rwiiiiiinivj
with four wins and a loss, with I Ml • n a a .
eight points, but haven’t much Jj(l KBC6 IV166T 
ground on Voodoos, who have
the same number of losses, one, Apex won both sides of Nancy 
and one fewer win for six Greene League racing meets 
points and second place. Sunday on home territory, beat- 
The loser tonight will have ing Last Mountain skiers 113- 
two losses, and both teams HO with their red team and 
meet nearly the same teams Borderline losing to the Apex 
the rest of the season so that blue squad.
the victor tonight will have George Reed of Last and 
some room for error while the Hugh McGinnis of Apex tied 
loser will have to keep a clean for the lowest time in the two- 
record the rest of the season run slalom racing, each with a 
1 in hopes of making up ground, time of 90.2 seconds. Last will 
■“ Kelowna Owls seemed to be host Big White and Borderline
In the running and still have an will meet Apex in Nancy 
outside chance to pick up all Greene League racing compe- 







first three games of the season |
Minor Hockey
. • -J . I- Y.B.C. Bantams, Jan. 29—
I DArilHr H*Sh single, boys, Alan Busch
I RnuIlB KCaUIIj 199> Sirls. Penney Grennier 194; IbVWIJUV high double, boys, Ken Graf
It could be said that Kelowna 
Buckaroos have won five of 
their last 10 games through the 
efforts of one line, and one line 
alone.
The line of Mtirray Hanson, 
ken Weninger and Archie Mc­
Kinnon has produced 24 goals 
in the last 10 games, with a 
team total of 46. Those three 
players, before they were plac­
ed on the same line, had 28 
goals in the previous 30 games.
The- rest of the team isn’t 
producing like the high-scoring 
trio and Bucks will need some 
more scoring punch if they 
hope to: grab a playoff berth in 
the B.C. , Junior Hockey League.
Ken Selinger and McKinnon 
are the team’s top scorers, 
each with 38 points. Selinger 
has 13 goals and 25 assists, with 
McKinnon holding the team- 
leading'23 goals, with 15 assists.
Hanson and Weninger follow 
close behind, each with : 37 
points. Hanson, who up to 10 
games ago had only one goal 
in 30 games, had 11 goals arid 
a team-leading 25 assists: Wen-
inger has scored 18 goals 
added 19 assists.
Defensive End Chosen By Bills 
Rated Similar To All-Star Page
NEW YORK (CP-AP) — Walt 
Patulski, a 260-pound defensive 
end from Notre Dame whose 
college coach considers him an­
other Alan Page, was choseh by 
Buffalo Bills today as .the Na- 
tional Football League’s first 
draft selection.
The 6-foot-6, 260-pounder from 
Liverpool, N.Y., was rated by 
Notre Dame coach Ara Par-
St. Louis Cardinals selected 
speedy Bobby Moore of Oregon, 
a running back and wide re-
expulsion today but reported 
that the executive'committee of 
the IOC had turned them down. 
The full IOC was still in session 
tonight but the Austrians held 
out no hope that it would re­
verse its own executive body.
Klee said the decision to for­
mally withdraw the 14 Alpine 
skiers and seven Nordic com­
petitors was unanimous among 
officials. But he indicated there 
were some reservations among 
the athletes.
"This is understandable,” 
Klee said. “They all want to
ceiver who established career 
records at his school in rushing, 
pass receiving and scoring.
Denver Broncos went for tight
and
PhilFourth in scoring is 
Blake, with 18 goals and 11 as-
sists for 29 points and one point 
ahead of Tad Campbell with 13 
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seghian as similar in many re- ■ 
spects to Page, Minnesota Vi­
kings’ all-star who was npmed 
the NFL’s most valuable player 
last season by The Associated 
Press. • •
The 26 NFL teams will have 
chosen 442 players by the time 
the draft ends W e d n e s d a y 
evening.’
Patulski, who was in on 74 
tackles for Notre Dame last 
year, is on the negotiation list of 
Montreal Alouettes of the Cana­
dian Football League.
The Bills, whose 1-13 record 
last season entitled them to the 
first draft pick, were followed 
by Cincinnati Bengals who also 
chose , a defensive end, 250- 
pound Sherman White of Cali­
fornia.
BEARS PICK TACKLE
Chicago Bears, who obtained 
the third choice in a trade with 
New York Giants, picked Lionel 
Antoine, an offensive tackle. 
; tight end and defensive end 
from Southern Illinois.
end Riley Odoms, who caught 45 
passes for 730 yards and eight 
touchdowns at the University of 
Kansas last season after miss­
ing the last four games of 1970 
when he was suspended for a 
curfew, violation.
Defensive end Greg Sampson 
of Stanford was chosen by Hous­
ton Oilers and Green Bay 
'picked cornerback Willie Bu­
chanan of San Diego State, 
younger brother of veteran CFL 
halfback ,Ed-Buchanan of Ham* 
ilton Tiger-Cats.
participate in the Olympic 
Games. But in the end, we. all 
had the view that we could not 
stay on under these circum­
stances.”
Heini Messner, a top down- 
h i 11 e r and good friend of 
Schranz, told a reporter, "I am 
convinced that Kari will do it— 
ask us to stay on—but I must 
stress I. have not discussed this 
with him-.”
Klee again called the ban of 
Schranz "unjustified and made 
on no valid grounds." He said 
the trouble was all due “to the 
rigid mind of one man"—Avery 
Brundage, president of the IOC.
' DESCRIBE EFFORTS
। Klee and Pruckner described 
in detail efforts they have made 
to get Brundage to change his
FISH-RAISING >
CHAMBERLAIN, Sask. (CP) 
-t- Raising rainbow trout in 
wire-mesh cages .at Loverin 
Lake, 30 miles north of Moose 
Jaw, has become a potentially 
lucrative b u s i n e s s. Ridley’s k 
Troutmaster Ltd. put 150,000 
gerlings in the 173-acre lake la9fk 
summer and plans to'raise five 
million next summer. The mesh 
is small enough to keep the 
trout captive but large enough 
to allow minnows, fresh-water 
shrimp and other natural foods 
to enter. The trout will be mar* 
keted in a variety of ways.




with Every Gas Purchase
CIGS.
Pkg. of 20 47c
MOHAWK KELOWNA
SERVICE 4
1505 Harvey Ave. 762-2822
1
HOCKEY SCORES
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
Eastern
Charlotte 4 St. Petersburg 1 
Quebec Junior 
Laval 8 St. Jerome 4 .
Southern Ontario Junior
Brantford 6 Sudbury (NOHA)
Saskatchewan Junior
Regina Pat Blues 6 Notre
Dame 1
British Columbia Junior
Richmond 5 Chilliwack 1
Intercollegiate
Memorial 4 Mount Allison 2
Body Builders
Our trained crew can make 
your. car look like new. 
Smoothing out dents; custom 
repainting our specialty. ,
D 1 KERR AUTO BODY SHOP l™
1110 St. Paul, Kelowna 162-2800
’ __,_o * 1356, girls, Penney Grennier
. « j ii < • 362; high average, boys, Randy
. Maroons 3 Red Devils 1 Zahara 170, girls, Marilyn Mc-
• Blue Bombers 2 Ovees 2 Rae 137; Team standings,
Knights 3 Owls 0 Boulders 335’A, Gutter Balls
PUPS p 325, Alley Cats 2961^.
' 1 Canucks 0 Y.B.C. Juniors—High single,
Rebels 6 Canadians 3 boys, Doug Denham 286, girls, Leaf8 4 WtoJs O Tracy Stewart 233; high double,
‘ Star I HnX l boys, Doug Denham 429, girls,
‘ slter. I BruiM 1 l!‘CyJ,CW,,nrt "P
age, boys, Doug Denham 173, 
PEEWEE girls, Heather McRae 175;
' Hawks 3 K of C 1 Team standings, Strikes and
‘ Penticton Reps 4 Kelowna Spares 223>A, King Pins 193,
Reps 4 Fire Balls 175Vi.
Eagles 5 Legion 2 • —— - ----
Kelowna 7 Oliver 4 t * « i
bantams Top Athlete Award
■ kS&mcJ^ Captured By Staub
Hawks 5 Bombers 1 I NEW ORLEANS (AP) 
Hungers 1 yjycfs 1 “ Busty Staub of Montreal
i 1 Expos a promising slugger who
Hawks 2 Leafs 1 wcnj. directly from a New Orie-
T? 1 A mis hlsh school to the major
« • « Vri. ~ a leagues, was named today out-W'srSiiL i Islanding professional athlete 
A.C.T, 3 Canadians 1 from the Greater New Orleans
. MIDGETS nrcn'
Bantam A 2 Bantam B 1 Staub was honored by Sports 
Midget Reps 7 Juveniles 3 Awards Ino»t and Veterans of 
Warriors fl Hawks 4 Foreign Wars, Post 351,
ES SX’ hST' ‘ V —' I* «»"«' tern,,- ln 
Thunderbirds 2 Canucks 2 hc wns wi,h Houston
Thunderbirds 4 Icctroriauts 2 .______ _
Flyers 4 Hawks 2
STANDINGS
Team stantllnga, Based on 
Kcore sheets received to Jan.
22, 1972< 1 1
JUVENILES
l t rTeam r W
Kelowna 9 7 2 0 14
Kamloops 7 5 2 0 10
Vernon a 5 3 0 10
Penticton a 4 1 1 9
( Salmon Arm 7 1 5 13
Summerland D 0 0 0 0
MIDGETS
Penticton 10 II 1 (I 18
Vernon ’ 8 4 4 0 8







































































Kelowna Peewee Reps had 
three tough games during the 
weekend, and found that Pen­
ticton made a tough competitor 
while getting a bit of a break 
from Vernon.
Kelowna battled back ■< with 
two goals in the last five min­
utes of play for a 4-4 tie with 
Penticton Thursday, after a 2-2 
tie at the end of the second that 
Penticton broke wide open. 
Greg Lynott. Tim Turner, Greg 
Claggett ana Glen Garvin scor­
ed for Kelowna.
Kelowna travelled to Pentic­
ton Saturday and found that the 
opposition made Jot more gra­
cious visitors than they did 
hosts, and the visiting Kelownn 
team came out on the short end 
of a 4-2 score, Claggett and 
Terry Schraeder scored ' for 
Kelowna.
Kelowna took two periods to 
find the range in Vernon Sun­
day, but then pumped home 
five unanswered goals to walk 
away with a 6-1 victory. Clag­
gett scored two goals, with sin­
gles to Turner, Carmen Fjfyull, 
Gnrvln and Shown Clcrke,
Kelowna meets Oliver at the 
Memorial Arona Sunday at 




SEATTLE (CP) — Northwest 
Sports Enterprises Ltd., owner 
of Vancouver Canucks of the 
National Hockey League, an­
nounced Monday night. that it 
has acquired a controlling in­
terest in Seattle Totems of the 
Western Hockey League.
Lyman D. Walters, a vice- 
president of Northwest Sports, 
said Totem president . Vince 
Abbey will remain a major 
stockholder. But Totem General 
Manager Murray Costello, who 
was also a shareholder, is out.
Terms were not disclosed.
Lawsuit Is Filed 
On Plane Crash
DES MOINES, Iowa (AP) - 
Lawyers for' the estate of for­
mer world heavyweight boxing 
champion Rocky Marciano filed 
a $5 million lawsuit charging 
"errors and omissions on the 
part ofi the Federal Aviation 
Administration iFAA)" in con­
nection with tne plane crash 
that killed the fighter..
Marciano was killed In 1969 
when the light plane in which 
he rode crashed near Newton, 
In central Iowa.
•Martin Dunn, the administra­
tor of the Marciano estate, filed 
the suit.
"The contention is," Dunn 
told The /Associated Press, 
"that the FAA allowed the 




CARLTON 4.3 Strung ... Rog. 17.50. Sale 9.95
YONEYAMA Metal Frame. Strung. ...... Reg. 26.50. Sale
CARLTON I, stn.„B
19.95
Reg. 29,50. Sale 19.95
WM TREADGOLD& S0N ENTERPRISESL,D
538 Ixon Ave. Phone 763-2602 ,
t
What we mean by 
Tbgether we’re both 
stronger”
First, let’s set the stage. And, let’s start money, so that we can lend you money, 
with you. You grow up. You set certain But all of it isn’t worth a plugged nickel if
goals for yourself. And then, after some somebody doesn’t use it, or our services,
time, along come the little you’s. And with or our facilities.
them, a whole new set of goals. A home, No, we’re not trying to talk you Into 8 
acar,maybe acottage,Youwantthe good loan or a deposit. It’s not 
things. And, seeing that you work hard for like that. We feel these 
your money, why not?. • , things will come
But, where do we fit in? Well, we feel naturally with what
two heads arc better than one. We figure if we have to offer, 
two people set out to achieve the same 
goals, they might cornea little sooner. 
And easier,
partnership in achieving goals.Your goals, y 
and our goals. Let’s call it something like, 
Us, You & Sons. We know you work hard 
for your money. We understand things 
don’t come easy. For any of us.
And that’s what we mean by. "You 
and the Commcrcc.Togethcr were both 
stronger” Because together, we are.
You sec, wc’rc in the money 
business, We invest money to make
And that offer is
CANADIAN IMPERIAL 
BANK OF COMMERCE
You and the Commerce. 
TUgetlier we’re bo th stronger
KELOWNA DAILY COURIER, TUES., FEB. 1, 1M1 PAGE ?
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I Fewer Goals No I ndication Jets Still Lead
Of Boston Bruin Success TRAIL. B.C. (CP)—Although
JAPANESE SOLDIERS LEND A HAND
lend a poro, Japan, as they pack day. pie host city of Sap-Japanese soldiers _ .... . -
helping hand in preparing for down snow on the 90-meter poro is in the background, 
the Winter Olympics in Sap- ski jump on a sparkling clear 4 Preparations will take on a
Youthful Table Tennis Star 
Is Anything But Orthodox
LONDON (CP) — Chester 
Barnes is only 24 but he’s 
been at the top of the British 
table tennis league for more 
than nine years.
"And all I have to show for, 
it is a house in Essex, a 1971 
t car and a £2,000 tax de­
mand," he complains.
In fact, Barnes’ career has 
been anything but orthodox 
since he won the first of his 
four English championships at 
the age of 16.
His conduct sheet leaves no 
doubt that from the viewpoint 
of table tennis authorities he 
|s a menace possibly unparal­
lelled in this'sport.
He’s had several headline­
making clashes with the. Eng- 
Qlish Table Tennis Authority, 
ifotably one which lost him a 
place in the team for a sea­
son. Barnes and the only 
other full-time British table 
tennis professional, Denis 
Neale, dropped out of the 
team to travel to the world 
championships in Tokyo three 
years ago when the ETTA at 
short notice sprang on them 
art extra week’s play in China.
“I reckon I’m one of the 
best players in the world, cer­
tainly in the top 10, but I have 
7^00 many/commitments to 
Compete with the Chinese,” he 
reflects. “Their players can 
practise six or seven hours a 
day. I get four if I’m lucky 
and that’s usually a practice
game with others.” .
Now he’s at loggerheads 
with the authorities over a 
new type bf competition ball 
which may be introduced this 
year.
But despite numerous sus­
pensions, Barnes puts his re­
bellious instinct down to early 
successes as a player.
“At 16, I knew I was good," 
he recalls. “I knew that I 
would be the world champion 
before too long.”
• > Three years later h$ was to 
'beat the then .reigning cham­
pion, Shigeo Itoh of Japan, al­
though the, British, team didn’t 
corne out .top bf the world 
league after the 1966 cham­
pionship.
Today, despite a heavy 
playing schedule, he finds 
time to coach p r o m i s i n g 
youngsters.
“Sometimes during sessions 
I think: ‘Why you cheeky lit­
tle swine’—-well, that’s how I 
was at 15. I don’t suppose I’ll 
get into serious trouble again. 
I’ve settled down a bit now.”
Barnes reckons 1971 was his 
best year financially although, 
most of the-£5,000 he made 
was earned without tax deduc­
tions, "which accounts for my 
tax demand." .
. Playing and coaching apart, 
he enjoys exhibition games 
(at £30 for a 20-minute ses­
sion) and writing numerous 
articles for the papers.
'‘He practiced all afternoon. 
Now he’« too exhausted to bowl 
in the league!"
Rainbow Trout, Prairie Potholes 
Just Don't Seem To Go Together
L CALGARY (CP) — Raising 
v rainbow trout in prairie pot­
holes, an idea which held 
- promise for Alberta farmers 
two years ago, seems in dan­
ger of going belly-up.
The problem is that too 
many of the fish did just that 
—they died, often fqr unex­
plainable reasons.
After biologists of the pro-, 
m vlncial fish and wildlife divi- 
” slon carried out a two-year 
study of 28 ponds, they con­
cluded trout farming “docs 
not;'. . appear to be a profit­
able venture."
The Freshwater Fish Mar­
keting Corp, estimates that to 
break even operators would 
have to get back In the an- 
' ■ tumn 50 per cent of the fish 
l^thcy planted in the spring. 
Mi To make a 10-p e r -c e n t 
■Bprofit, they woukl need a 56-
pencent return. ,,
But the government blolo- 





from 18 ponds ranged 
zero to 42,5 per cent
an average of 17,8 per
be-.In 1071, returns were  
W tween zero ami 29,3 per cent 
with an average of 8.8 per
cent.
In one of the ponds .last 
year, all the fish died froni a 
lack of oxygen in August; in 
, another, a flood wiped out all 
the trout and |n a third, they 
died from an unknown cause.
An apparent blessing at one 
pond, several large trout sur- 
. vlvlng through the winter^ be- 
Bcame a disaster when they 
gobbled up the fingerlings 
which were supposed to be­
come thq 1971 harvest.
On a cost basts, the venture 
was not any more encourag­
Ing with the biologists losing
MONTREAL (CP) — Despite i 
the fact they have scored 40 
fewer goals so far this season. 
Boston Bruins show as much 
success today in toe National 
Hockey league’s East Division 
standings as they did one year 
ago.
The Bruins, led by centre Phil 
Esposito and defenceman Bobby 
Orr, are on a 10-game winning 
streak and after 49 games have 
76 points on 34 wins and eight 
ties and have lost only seven 
games. .
They, hold a six-point edge 
over second-place New York, al­
though the Rangers have one 
game in hand. '
Last season after 49 games
scored 239 goals in their first 49 
games, but had allowed 126.
Esposito scored four ■ goals 
and added two assists last week 
and led all leading scorers with 
his six points. That Is the'mar­
gin he now holds over runner-up 
Jean Ratelie of New, York, who 
was stalled with Iwo points and 
who now has 81—the highest of 
his career.
Sharing third place are Rod 
Gilbert of New York.and Orr,
the Bruins also had 76 points 
and wound up winning the East 
Division title with a record 121. 
LEADS ALL SCORERS
The big difference this season 
has been the defensive play of 
the Boston club. So far the 
Bruins have scored 199 goals 
and had 108 counted against 
them. One year ago they had
each with 71 points, two more 
than tifth-place Vic Hadfield of 
the Rangers.
Esposito and Orr combined 
for 11 points, in the Bruins’ three 
games last week, one point 
more, than New York’s line of 
Ratelle, Gilbert and Hadfield 
collected. ' •
Ratelie’s assist lead dropped 
to one as Orr‘moved up to 50.
stands a chance to go ahead of । 
his last season pace in the next 
seven games.
WEST BEST IN GOAL
Meanwhile, in the goaltending 
department. Chicago Black 
Hawks and Minnesota North 
Stars continue to dominate.
The Rangers watched the 
North Stars grab three of four 
possible points from them in 
weekend engagements. Gump 
Worsley, second-oldest player in
league-leading Spoknne Jets lost
the NHL at 42, has a personal 
goals-against average of 1.69, 
the best in the league.
Worsley’s mar k, combined
Espositio has 43 goals, two 
short of his record pace of last 
season when he scored 76. But 
last season the Boston centre 
scored only three goals between 
his 50th and 56th game, so he
Second Chance For Player 
Life Of Crime Behind Him
feverish pace with the Olym­
pics only a week away.
Mark Howe Is 
Just Like Dad
SAPPORO, Japan (AP) - 
“Young Mark Howe plays just 
like his old man,” commented 
an Olympic team-mate of the 
16-year-old from Detroit, “He’s 
always doing something right 
at the right time.”
Tim Regan, a goalie hailing 
from Boston College, added: 
“Mark probably is the best shot 
on the team, a good passer and 
very smooth.”
SAN GABRIEL, Calif. (AP) 
—Carl Baker was a sopho­
more sensation as an out­
fielder at La Puente high 
school. Then he dropped out 
of school and society.
On Sept. 2, 1970, he and an­
other youth robbed a dairy. 
They were arrested, tried and 
sentenced.
“I was only 17,” said Baker, 
"and I thought my life had 
ended.’’
Now the 19-year-old Los An­
geles native has a second 
chance. He was ’recently 
drafted and signed by Mont­
real Expos of the National 
League.
“I’m going to give it all I 
have in trying to make the 
Expos,” he said. “This is al­
most a dream; having this av­
enue to make good.
JOINED ROOKIE LEAGUE
“I really didn’t think I’d be 
drafted after the trouble I 
had. I figured I had messed 
up my life and would never 
get another chance to make 
something of myself."
YouthImprisoned at the 
Training School in Ontario, 
Calif., Baker was released 
Dec. 23, 1971, when he joined
one game last week, three Jets 
are still on top in the Western 
International Hockey League 
scoring race. v
Ken Gustafson, who has led 
since the early weeks of the 
season, has 31 goals, the 
league’s high, and has added 
35. assists. Teammate Roh Hus­
ton is second with 61 points 
while Bob Trembecky of the 
। Jets is in third spot with 57 
i points, including 43 assists, tops 
I in the league.
with team-mate Cesare Marti- 
ago’s average of 2.50, leaves the 
Minnesota veterans in second 
place, behind Chicago’s pair of 
Tony Esposito and Gary Smith.
The Chicago pair have a com­
bined average of 1.81, While the 
Minnesota team mark is 2.16.
Esposito recorded his sixth 
shutout last week to lead in that 
department. '
SCORING LEADERS 
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Bill Martin of Cranbrook Roy­
als is fourth, while two Nelson 
Maple Leafs, Terry Jonesand 
Ernie Moser, round out' the 
top five.
Spokane’s Russ Gillow is the 
leading goalie with a 2.95 goals- 
against average.
George Talotti of the Jets is










SAPPORO, Japan (Reuter) — 
The International Olympic Com­
mittee confirmed Denver, Colo., 
today as the site for the 1976 
Winter Olympics, ending spec­
ulation that the city might lose 
the games.
Denver Mayor William Mc- 
Nichols, emerging from an IOC 
meeting, said: “They have ac­
cepted our, report, asked for it 
in writing and wished us luck in 
staging the 1976 games.”
Through a misunderstanding, 
between the IOC and the Den­
ver delegation, there were re­
ports here Monday night. that
The son of long-time National 
Hockey League ace Gordie 
Howe, Mark was one of,the late 
additions to the United States 
team. He scored hib first goal 
in international competition and 
the first for the Amerians in 
Japan when the Yanks beat Po­
land 7-5 . in an exhibition at 
Tokyo.
Mark says: “That first- goal 
felt good. I’d. been missing a lot 
of chances and we have to con­
nect on all chances to get a 
medal in these Winer Olympics. 
That goal made me feel more 
secure."
In the four games he has 
played with the U.S. team, 
young Howe, a left winger, has 
scored four goals. His first 
Olympic action will be against 
Switzerland Feb. 4 in a match 
to determine which of those 
teams goes in Class A and 
which must fall into Class B.
the Olympic Committee 
planning to withdraw its 
proval of Denver, given 
years ago. 1 
Denver officials said
president Avery Brundage
a profit with losses ranging 
from 46 per cent of the invest­
ment to 100 per cent. Costs in­
cluded the price of finger­
lings, commercial fish farm 
licences, fish boxes, anchors, 
ice for packing the harvested 
fish and transportation expen­
ses.
The report is not entirely 
pessimistic and says larger 
fish may have a better chance 
of survival,
Studies at the University of 
Manitoba hove produced bet­
ter -results with yields of 120 
pounds an acre using finger­
lings and fry. Commercial 
fishermen In Lake Winnipeg 
get about three pounds an 
acre.
Dave Bates, president of the 
Calgary Fish and Game Asso­
ciation, sn|d his own attempt 
at raising fish was “commer­
cially In no degree a suc­
cess."
Some of the problem, lie 
said, could be that the provin­
cial government Is “too re­
strictive." if farmers were'al­
lowed to divert streams Into 
ponds on their own land, fish 
Would stand a better chance 
of survival.
John Stonchocker of Ed­
monton, Alberta zone man­
ager of the marketing corpo­
ration, said because of the In­
terest In (Ish farming and de­
mand'for the product the Idea 
should not be abandoned.'
The planting of larger fish 
and experiments with enclo­
sures to confine the trout and 
facilitate harvesting Could 
lead to better yields.
i Willi uio OHMiigiai ivnuiK 
78 per cent of their invest- | 
ment, not counting labor, j 
They spent $4,750 to raise j 
2,790 pounds of fish.








(Highway >7 North, 
Winfield, Telephone 7IWI«) 
RETAIL- Quality fresh and 
cured meats, 
FREEZER BEEF - Custom 
meat processing,







told them Monday night that his 
executive board was planning to 
change the site.
But the Denver spokesman 
said; today: “There was a mis­
understanding on both sides. We 




RICHMOND, B.C. (CP) - 
Richmond Centeiinlals whipped 
Chilliwack Bruins 5-1 Monday 
night In a British , Columbia 
Junior Hockey League game.
The Centennials scored four 
unanswered goals In the second 
period and then matched single 
markers with the Bruins in the 
third.
Murray Beck paced Richmond 
with two goals. Lcn Evans, Don 
Jamieson and Dave McClelland 
were the other goal-getters.
Greg Reid was the lone Chil­
liwack scorer.
Chilliwack outkhot Richmond 
38-36. The Centennials took five, 
of eight minor penalties.
Montreal’s Rookie League 
team in southern California.
“Something happened to me 
while I was away,” he said. 
“I thought a lot about base­
ball, but more than that I 
thought about what it-meant 
to be able to see who I wanted 
to see and eat what I wanted 
to eat, .
“My parents visited me 
every two weeks (the maxi­
mum allowed) and my former 
high school coach, Dick 
Brown, wrote to me often and 
encouraged me to think 
sports,”
Brown coached Baker as a 
freshman and sophomore at 
La Puente, the latter year 
when Baker hit .389 and 
fielded with speed and range.
"These people,” Baker said 
of the Expos, “have given me . 
a chance to show what I can 
do. Now I’m going to do all I 











































































G A Pts 
31 35 66 
30 31 61 
14 43 57 
28 27 55 
24 30 54 
23 29 52Moser, Nelson ----------
B, Strimbiski, Spokane 22 22 44
Barry Holmes, Nelson 15 29 44 
E. Sutcliffe, Cranbrook 13 29 42 . 
Tom Foxcroft, Nelson 24 17 41
Standings: 






27 9 0 176 113 54
18 19 1 142 144 37
16 21 1 170 158 33
15 19 1 117 129 31
















Plans For American Entry 
Into CFL Under Discussion
NEW YORK (CP) —r A cam-1 officials have indicated they
paign to put Canadian Football would welcome a Canadian- 
League Games on United States league team to replace New 
television screens every Wed-[ York Giants in Yankee Stadium.
hesday night for 21 weeks was
'Indians' Name 
Under Fire
STANFORD, Caiif, (AP)- 
An Indian group at Stanford 
University is demanding that 
the university stop using the 
name “Indians” for its ath­
letic teams and to halt the use 
of a costumed Indian as •offi- 
cial team mascot.
The Native American 
dents’ group on campus 




tlons demanding that the tra­
dition dating back to the 1930s 
be ended,
Spokesmen for the organiza­
tion said they consider the use 
of a live Indian as a mascot 
and "Indians" as n team 
name to be demeaning and a 
“gross misconception of the 
Indians,"
In Cleveland, last week, the 
American Indian Centre filed 
a $9 million damage suit 
against Uie Indians baseball 
team and asked for a tempo­
rary Injunction prohibiting the 
team from, using its Indians 
emblem.
Six professional teams and 
more than 30 college sports 
teams have Indian .ilck- 
names.
kicked off Monday. <
A future plan, it was indicated 
at the news luncheon presided 
over by Ralph Kiner, might be 
to carry the CFL into Yankee 
Stadium here. Robert Schmertz, 
whose application for a CFL 
franchise here is being consi­
dered by an expansion copunit- 
tee, was among the guests.
Kiner, former baseball star 
and now a broadcaster, is presi­
dent of Raimer Sports Produc­
tions Inc,, which has U.S. rights 
to TV presentation of CFL 
games.
A program was described for 
showing CFL games live every 
Wednesday night across the 
U.S., starting in mid-summer.
Backing Kiner and his asso­
ciates were CFL commissioner 
Jake Gaudaur, Toronto Argo­
naut quarterback Joe Theis­
mann and Jerry Kramer, for­
mer Green Bay Packer star, au­
thor and future color broad­
caster for the CFL games.
Kiner said a start will be 
made Immediately on lining up 
TV outlets across the U.S. It 
was hoped that 150 statjons 
would participate.
CFL games have not been tel­
evised regularly in the U.S. 
since 1966.
"We feel confident we’ll have 
a New York station. The CFL 
will provide a great alternative 
in summer - month program­
ming," Kiner said.
He Indicated in an Interview 
that CFL football could become 
an even hotter TV property in 
New York If the Canadian 
league should decided to grant a 
franchise here.
A decision on that matter 
may come at the CFL meeting 
in Montreat Feb. 10.
Schmertz said New York City
The National Football League
Giants have announced they in­
tend to move to a new stadium 
to be built in New Jersey.
Russians Miss 
Canadian Team
SAPPORO, Japan (AP) — Ar­
kadi Chernyshov, coach of Rus­
sia’s defend! n g champion 
hockey team, today deplored 
the absence of the Canadian 
team from |he 11th Winter 
Olympic Games.
“We arte always happiest 
when we have the strongest 
competition,” the veteran Soviet 
coach said. “The difference, in 
the Olympics this year and in 
the other Games in which we 
have won is toe absence of Can­
ada.” * '
The Russians have won the 
title in three of the last four 
Olympics, losing only to the 
United States in 1960. Canada 
withdrew from international 
competition in a dispute over 
use of former professional play­
ers. Canada-is the birthplace of 
the game.
See the famous Kirby (with 
8 levels). Now available in 
the Okanagan. Call today for 













Now Has a Hearing Aid Centre
For a limited’ time only we will allow you $109.00 trak> 
In allowance for your present nld (regardless of make 
or model) on the cash purchase of any model OTICON 
Hearing Aid. Place your order now and take delivery at 
your convenience. Cull us today.
Interior Hearing Aid Centre Ltd













"Custom Care In 
Ready to Wear*’ 
1474 St. Paul fit.




Save for your retirement with Montreal Trust's Retirement Savings 
Plan. You pay no taxeson the allowable money you save.
Put some money away before March 1 st and it will even be tax 
deductible on your 1971 tax return.
Your principal and interest in a Montreal Trust Retirement Savings 
Plan can be guaranteed, guaranteed by the assets of one of 
Canada's largest trust companies. There are no'ifs'or 
'maybes' about the money you need for retirement, your retirement 
savings don't fluctuate with the stock market Yet you still get 
a,good rate of interest
Or you can choose one of our other plans: our Income Section 
or Equity Section.
Do our tax-deductible retirement plans sound interesting ? 
Find but all the details at your local Montreal Trust branch.
Montreal Trust ||
We ’re still finding new ways to help you.
CONTACT: Woody Kaufman at 202 Barnard Avonuo 
Tolophono: 702-5030
Cut. ,d mall today to odrfrm abovo 
.   t I|(||   |H| I hum Munairewt w.m rem mqtowian.
Fria booklet on financial Planning for Retirement.













GLENMORE AREAVacuum Rebuilders ex-CALL tf763-4717.
LARGE, NEW, THREE BEDROOM 
duplex; broadloom throughout, balcony, 
large basement. Close to beaches. Ideal 
for family with several children. $170 
per month. Telephone 763-4535 days or
LIGHT ' HOUSEKEEPING ROOM, 
close to downtown Kelowna. Suitable 
for lady only. Telephone 765-5276. 153
suite for rent. No chUdren. no pets. 
Telephone 763-6114. tf
WINDMILL MOTEL - OFF-SEASON 
rates. Children welcome. Telephone 763-
17. ROOMS FOR RENT
LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING ROOM. LIN- 
ens and, dishes supplied. Gentleman 




FAGE 8 KELOWNA DAILY COCKIER, TUES., FEB. 1, WTt
Spring Into Action Early- Cash Awaits You When You Sell Your Don't Wants Witha Classified Ad
OUR AD-VISERS WILL ASSIST YOU — PHONE 763*3228. • \
Kelowna and District 14. ANNOUNCEMENT




Bus. 763-4343 1561 Pandosy St.
Res. 763-7776 Kelowna, B.C.
P. F. STEEVES, A.A.C.L
Accredited Appraiser 
Canadian Institute
Real Estate Appraiser 
and Consultant
Certified Municipal Assessor 






North American Van Unes Ltd. 
Local, Long Distance Moving 
“We Guarantee Satisfaction" 
1120 ELLIS ST. 762-2020 









Offers large, comfortable, air 
conditioned suites. Wall to wall 
carpets, drapes, stoves and 
refrigerators, plus free laun­
dry facilities, utilities and cov­
ered parking. Lovely spacious 
grounds. No children, no pets.




IS. HOUSES FOR RENT
SINGLE . PERSON’TO SHARE* TWO 
bedroom apartment . by February .3. 
941 Bernard. *50 per month. Mr befm 
5:00 p.m. * IM
NEW SELF CONTAINED BACHELOR 
suite,' available February 15th. J Tele-




view Heights. Ander* Hoad. $110. Tele*
phone 763-5213. 15*
FOR RENT — FULLY FURNISHED 
suite. Private entrance. No pets. Avail-
able now. 1448 A*pen Court. 152
SUTHERLAND MANOR. SPACIOUS 
one bedroom suites. Adults only. Apply
at 560 Sutherland Avenue. u
11. PROPERTY FOR SALE
REAL ESTATE 
APPRAISALS




Your Bapco & SWL Dealer 
Paint — Wallpaper — Signs 
Art Supplies
1619 PANDOSY 762-2134




c/o Apple Valley Realty Ltd., 






on Rowcliffe Avenue now rent­
ing. Featuring one, two and 
three bedroom suites in quiet 
neighborhood away from traffic* 
No Children, No Pets 
762-8068
TWO BEDROOM BASEMENT SUITE, 
private entrance, flreplhce. Furnished 
or unfnrnlshed. Telephone 763-7932. 153
ROOM AND BOARD FOR WORKING 
gentleman. 940 Stockwell Avenue. Tele- 
phone 762-5150. __________ 154
ATTENTION 1 CHILDREN WELCOME 
In a modern two bedroom fourplex. For
•REVENUE PROPERTY
4 Bdrm owner’s home plus 7 furnished 
rental.units. A beautiful place to live plus 
an excellent monthly income. $87,500.00 
with terms, MLS.-Hugh Tait 2-8169..
LEVEL BUILDING LOT ’
For only $3800.00 you can purchase a 
level, serviced building lot close lo West­
bank, in Glenrosa. CaU Bren Witt 3-6300. 
Excl.
REVENUE DUPLEX
3 Bdrms, each side, neat, clean apd fully 
landscaped. Close to schools. Revenue ex­
ceeds $290 per month and only 6)4% mort­
gage. One of the better buys in Kelowna. 
960 sq. ft. on each side plus finished rooms 
down. CaU Ernie Zeron 2-5232. MLS.
ONCE A LIFE OPPORTUNITY 
5 level lots fronting on paved highway. 
Good well, older but good building, store 
front with 2 Bdrm living quarters in rear. 
Ideal spot- for a rock and hobby shop. All 
for $5700.00. MLS. Bob Robinson 3-5161.
BUILDING LOTS!
Now is the time to buy, be ready for spring 
or take advantage of lower winter prices. ■ 
We* have a good variety of lots, ready to ‘ 
go, Oyama $3500, - Winfield $4500, Lake­
view Hts. $4950 to $6800, Rutland $3200/ 
MLS. For information see Art. MacKenzie 
2-6656. '
viewing call 768-5105. tf
LUMBER
Delivered Anywhere in 
KELOWNA or VERNON
AREA
Phone orders collect 
Business—545-1311 
Residence 542-9664 or 766-2330
LAV1NGTON PLANER 
MILL LTD.
T, Th, S. tf
CLASSIFIED ADS
DIRECT 763-3228
SALES & SERVICE 
1963 Harvey Ave. 
762-3012
KIRBY VACUUM CO 
OF KELOWNA
350 Dell Road, Rutland 
Sales — 765-9248 
Service — 763-3270
of Kelowna 
Fast, efficient service 







15. HOUSES FOR RENT
COUNTRY LIVING WITH LOVELY 
view at MacKenzie Manor flveplex. 
MacKenzie Road, Rutland. Two baths. 
21* bedrooms, spacious living, some 
children welcome, water and garbage 
collection free. $145 per month. No pet*. 
Telephone 763-3012 or 763-3472. tf
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY - THREE 
bedroom bouse near Orchard Park 
Shopping Centre. Hardwood floors 
throughout. Oil heat. $150 per month, 
includes refrigerator and stove. Tele­
phone 763-2920 before 6:00 p.m.. or 763-
NEW TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX, CAR- 
pet living room and bedrooms, bath anrji 
half, refrigerator and stove, carport, 
storage sbed. Give us a call. 764-4408 
or, 765-5527 — and you could be dur 
first tenants. tf
THREE BEDROOM DUPLEX FOR 
rent in central Rutland. Includes re­
frigerator. stove, double fireplace, and 
built in vacuum. Rent includes water 
and garbage. Available February 1st.
765*6892.
tf
CLOSE IN. QUIET TWO BEDROOM 
suite availabl* now. Range, refrigerator, 
drapes, wall-to-waU carpets, cable tele­
vision. air conditioning, elevator, cov­
ered parking. Landlord pays all utili­
ties except telephone. Adult building. 
Contact manager. Bermuda House, 1779 
Pandosy Street, telephone 762-3911. tf
THE CHATEAU—NOW AVAfLABLE FOR 
occupancy. Adult building, complete with 
shag tugs, draperies, air conditioning, 
ranges and refrigerators, free laundry 
facilities, and sauna baths. Close to 
downtown and park. Telephone Man­
ager. 762-3422. or Argus Industries Ltd..
ONE BEDROOM FURNISHED MOTEL 
unit, utilities paid. Telephone 765-5969.
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM SUITES, 
some cable vision. O'Callaghan's Re-
tort, 3326 Watt Road. tf
TRAILERS FOR RENT, ADULTS. NO 
pets. Shop* Capri area. Telephone 763* 
539*. __________ , »
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM SUITES. 
No children, no pets. Telephone 762-4225. 
tf
tf
TWO BEDROOM. FULL BASEMENT
. sixplex in Rutland on Briarwood Road, 
tf Close to school and shopping centre.
Children welcome. No pets. Telephone
764-4001. tf
APPLE VALLEY REALTY ™
1451 Pandosy St. *** SERVICE WITH INTEGRITY ♦** Office Ph. 3-4144
COLLINSON ALLERY
’ OF HOMES f
SEE OUR KNOX MANOR ONE BED- 
room apartments. Lovely, spacious and 
warm — drapes. TV cable, broadloom, 
colored stove and refrigerator. Elevator 
and free washing faculties. Friendly 
atmosphere. 1855 Pandosy Street. Tele- 
phone 762-7918. H
WINDSOR’ MANOR - ONE BEDROOM 
suites now available for occupancy. 
Sound proof adult building. Shag car­
peting. drapes, air conditioning, recrea­
tion room, free laundry facilities, range, 
refrigerator. Close to downtown. Tele-
FURNISHED, WELL HEATED. ONE 
bedroom units for rent by month or 
week. Carpeted, completely furnished 
kitchen, cable vision, telephone. N<- 
children, no pets. Canamara Beach 
Motel, 3756 Lakeshore Road. Telephone
FEBRUARY 1ST. QUIET ONE BED- 
room apartment on second floor. $130 
per month including all utilities. Close 
to Shops Capri. No children or pets. 
Retired couple preferred. Apply Mrs. 
Dunlop. Suite 1. 1281 Lawrence AVenue
or telephone 762-5134. tf
IMPERIAL APARTMENTS. ONE AND 
two bedroom suite*, no chUdren or 
pets. Telephone 764-4246._________ tf
SPACIOUS TWO BEDROOM FOUR- 
plex. ChUdren welcome. Telephone 768- 
5185. ____________ _ ____________  15«
PLAZA MOTEL—OFF SEASON RATES. 
One block from school and shopping 
centre. „ ' T. Th, S, tf
PONY RANCH — 8.34 acres in south east Kelowna, 3 bed- ! 
room home, all fenced and cross fenced, barn, hay sheds, 
corral. Domestic water. Some fine building sites. Presently 
a pony ranch. Call Fred Kyle at 762-3713 days or 765-8804 
evenings. Exclusive.
1. BIRTHS
A NEW ARRIVAL - YOUR NEW 
baby Is a bundle of joy to Father and 
Mother. The arrival Is also welcomed 
by others; Tell these friends the fast, 
easy way with a Kelowna Daily Cour­
ier Birth Notice as low as $2.50. The 
day of birth, telephone a notice to 
763-3228 and your child's birth notice 
will appear in The Kelowna Daily 
Courier the following day.
2. DEATHS
CRAIG — Passed away on Tuesday, 
January 25th, 1972, Mrs. Dorothy Ann 
Inge Craig, aged 87 years, 'ate of 815 
Leon Avenue. Kelowna. Surviving Mrs. 
Craig are one niece, Mrs. Joan Moron­
ey. and a grand nephew, Graham White, 
both in Vancouver. B.C. Mr. Craig pre­
deceased bi 1968. Funeral services will 
be held from St. Michael’s and AU 
Angels Church on Thursday. February 
3rd. at 1:00 p.m.. Rev. Paul Robinson 
officiating. Interment in the Kelowna 
Cemetery. Day’s Funeral Home is in
charge of the arrangements. 152
4. ENGAGEMENTS THREE BEDROOM, THREE YEAR OLD home on Patrick Road. Features full
GUTHRIE-McGILLIVARY - Mr. and basement, attached carport and land- 
Mrs. J. Edward Guthrie of Kelowna are scaping. $150 per month. 762-3713, 9 *-m*' 
pleased to announce the engagement 5 p.m._________■ ■ _______________ _u
?! **!?!{„ daU.?h!*e-?:, Msr«a,re‘ Ann’ t0 IMMEDIATE POSSESSION. THREE 
Jim Gillies McGillivary of Vancouver, bedroom dup]ex, Elm st„ Kelowna, 
son of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas McGillvray $155 Larry Road> RuUand, $145. WaU 
of Hawick, Scotland. The wedding will 4o waR carpet, stove. Telephone 763- 
take place April 8, 197(1 at 6:00 p.m. in 3737 or 753.3990. tf
the First United Church, Kelowna. 152 --------------------------- ----------------------------- ------
--------------------------------------------------------r------ LOVELY TOO BEDROOM HOUSE. 
CHIBA-TUCKER— Mr. and Mrs. Harry I fireplace, refrigerator, stove, washer, 
Chiba announce the forthcoming mar-1 wan f0 wall carpet, drapes, paved drive­
riage of thefr daughter, Elaine Susan, I wayi carport, patio with roof. Telephone 
to Kenneth Colin Tucker, son of Mr. I 753.4150 154
Colin Tucker and Mrs. Muriel Robertson.  ——----------------- ----- —------------- - ------- -
The wedding will take place on March I LARGE THREE BEDROOM HOME ON 
4, 1972 at 4:00 p.m. at the Japanese large lot in Glenmore. Carport, stove.
WALKING DISTANCE TO CITY 
centre and Capri. Upper unit of up and 
down duplex. Two bedrooms, wall to 
wall carpets and sundeck. Available 
February 1st. Telephone Harry Mad-
docks, 765-6218 or 765-5155. tf
United Church. .
5. IN MEMOR&M
1521 refrigerator, drapes. included. Electric 
--------- I heat. $150 Ter month: One or two school
I children welcome. 765-6239. . ' 154
FORD — Mrs. Vivian Marian Graeme 
Ford of 268 Riverside Avenue, passed 
away on January 30. 1972, at the age of 
75 years. Mrs. Ford is survived by 1 
daughter. Mrs. Barbara Ann Evans of 
MUI Bay. B.C,. and 1 son. Harold of 
Kamloops. 1 sister, Mrs. Jane Moxness 
of Oakland, California. 10 grandchildren 
and 18 great-grandchildren also survive. 
Funeral services for the late Mrs; Ford 
' wilt be held from The Garden Chapel.
1134 Bernard Avenue on Wednesday, 
February 2nd at 3:30 p.m. Rev. Paul 
Robinson officiating. Cremation will fol­
low. If desired, donations may be made 
to the heart fund. THE GARDEN 
CHAPEL FUNERAL DIRECTORS have 
been entrusted with funeral arrange-
ments. (Telephone 762-3040). 152
LAKEVIEW MEMORIAL PARK CEME- FURNISHED CABIN FOR RENT. $60 
tery new address: 1790 Hollywood Rd. P« , mon‘h including - utilities.. Older 
(end) Rutland. Telephone 765-6494. tf People’Preferred. No dogs please. Apply 
------ - -------------- ----------------------------- 1 at 1330 Highway 33. corner ,of Nickel
8. COMING EVENTS Boad- < f 153
KFT~nwivr'*anAnniM rrim nn rrc IMMACULATE THREE BEDROOM KELOWNA AQUARIUM CLUB HAS ITS hOuse; Rutland; no lease: $165 per 
monthly meeting ^February 2 in the month. TelephOne Okanagan Realty Ltd- 
Kelowna Library Boardroom. Fish auc- 76M544 0/ Mike Chepesuik 764-7264, 
tion as usual. Everybody welcome, PVPninB. 154
guests too. Meeting starts at ?:30 p.m. ________ _____ :________ ____ ;_______ __
148, 152 NEWER TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX
STEWART - Mr. Richard John Stewart 
of 1401 Bankhead Crescent, passed away 
at Kelowna on January 31, 1972, at the 
age of 88 years, He Is survived by bls 
laving wife, Mary of Kelowna, also 
three sons, William, Richard, and James, 
all of Kelowna, one daughter, (Kathleen) 
>Mra. R. N. Burley of Ucluelet, B.C. 20 
grandchildren, two brothers In San Fran­
cisco, one brother In Ireland and two 
sisters in Englund. Funeral services for 
the late Mr. Richard Stewart will be 
held from St. Michael's and All Angels 
Anglican Church on Wednesday, Feb* 
ruary 2, 1972 at 2:00 p.m, with The 
Right Rev, R. E. F. Berry officiating. 
Cremation will follow. The family re­
spectfully request no flowers, however, 
donations may be made to the Canadian 
Cancer Society. THE GARDEN CHAPEL 
FUNERAL DIRECTORS are entrusted 
with the funeral arrangements, (Tele-
phone 762-3040).
DISTRICT FOUR LOCAL ASSOCIATION 
Annual Meeting, Thursday, February 3, 
8:00 p.m., in the North Glenmore 
School. AU mothers of Guides and
Brownies please attend.
152
with refrigerator and stove. Carpet and 
lino floors. Carport. Possession immed­
iately. $135 per month. Telephone 764-
4742. 152
153 AVAILABLE MARCH 1ST. DUPLEX
CONVERTIBLE ! ! Just 
listed 4 bedrooms or 5 to 
suit the family needs. Beauti­
fully kept older type home 
with a large kitchen, living 
room, bathroom, part base­
ment with oil furnace. Wall 
to wall carpets in living room, 
hall and 1 bedroom. Close in 
to schools, shopping and 
transportation. Full price 
$14,500. For further informa­
tion call Otto Graf at 765-5513 
evenings. Exclusive.
TRADE YOUR LOT ON A 
BONUS HOME. A comfort­
able up to date home in Hol­
lywood Dell Subdivision. 
Sewer, excellent domestic 
water, good area. Only three 
years old and with two fire­
places, patio, sundeck, extra 
bedroom in basement, plus 
rec. room and utility. Two 
bedrooms on main floor. 
Completely fenced. Evcellent 
garden. Low monthly pay­
ments of $123.00 P.I.T. Call 
Midvalley Realty Ltd., at 
765-5157 today, MLS.
MISSION IS WHAT 
YOU’VE BEEN ' LfOOKING' 
FOR !— Check the features 
of this well planned, 1100 
Isq. ft., 3 bedroom home. It 
has a lovely bright kitchen 
with lots of built-ins. On the 
exterior is a carport with I built-in storage area and a 
lamp landqpanpri Int All I ,^®e, lauascapea lot. ah 
I this for a low, low price of 
I $23,800. Call Sylvia Roberts 
at 762-:3713 days or 765-6936 
I evenings. MLS. ’
I T AV-mcwnntri Tpnnons8978, anytime; rou-wzz mu. «*«* .I LAKESHORE! — jennens
5:00 p.m. 153 ROad. 100 foot beach, pri-
' ~ __ I vate and quiet. 3 bedroom
20. WANTED TO RENT home, 2 bathrooms, 1350 sq. 
COUPLE .WITH TWO young child- I ft. up and full basement, 
ren want to rent or lease three bedroom I Nice shop can be converted 
house, full basement, carport or garage, I . Buesf house Range, oven, 
in or near Kelowna City Limits. Need at I W guest nuuse. xv 5 , . > 
least 30 days notice before occupancy. I dishwasher and many exira 
765-8318. ? 154II included. Call Andy Runzer
18. ROOM AND BOARD
COMFORTABLE BOARD AND ROOM 
and care for retired gentlemen or
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM FULLY 
furnished with kitchenettes. Available 
weekly and monthly rates. Close to 
shopping centre. Vocational School, bus. 
etc. Cinnamon's Lakeshore Resort. 2924 
Abbott Street. Telephone 762-4834. tf
FOR RENT TO RESPECTABLE WORK- 
ing couple, small two bedroom furnish­
ed suite. Utilities included. $125 per 
month. Okanagan Mission. Non smokers 
and references please. Telephone 764- 
4935. tf
IN WESTBANK, SPACIOUS TWO BED- 
room basement suite; wall to wall in 
living'room, stove and refrigerator, close 
to. stores and schools. Immediate occup­
ancy. $115 per month. Telephone 768-5661. 
tf
LARGE. WARM. FULLY FURNISHED 
one bedroom self contained units. Cable 
television and electric heat. Weekly and 
monthly rates. Ponderosa MoteL 762-
0512. tf
TWO BEDROOM SUITE AVAILABLE 
immediately. Stove and refrigerator in­
cluded. $150 monthly, including utUities. 
All applicants must have references.
Telephone 766-2872. «
FOURPLEX SUITES FOR RENT IN 
Rutland. Wall to wall carpeting, re­
frigerators and, stoves. Children and 
pets welcome. Immediate occupancy.
WANTED TO RENT: beach prop- at 762-3713 days or 764-4027 
erty on Okanagan Lake between Kei- I evenings. MLS.
owna and Winfield from May 1 through II . .
October 1. Telephone 766-2817 or 765- : „«TTXT»rATXT
8282 after 6:00 p.m. . 153 I NEAR KNOX MOUNTAIN—
wanted by march i. four or I on prestige cul de sac. 1300 
five bedroom home, rent or lease. Near 11 sq. ft. for easy family living. 
Kelowna prelerred. Telephone 762-511L I Qn about 3/4 acre, has street 
’ _____ ———————I level drive. Nicely land-
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE I scaped. There’s a mini vine-
THE HOSPITAL AUXILIARY DINNER- battaoomTl^B Gibbs Road“
macy. 154 . a_—__________ __ ________ ______ —
7=—^777,.K**.*.*...'*>-***.*»■. * * THREE BEDROOM MODERN HOME,
11. BUSINESS PERSON AL I full basemennt, gas heat. Immediate oc- 
--------------------------:——--------------- -— ' cupancy. Rutland area. To view, tele- 
PROPANE BOTlLE FILLING DELI-1 phone 765-7261 evenings. tf
very Service (Mobile Unit) Office locat-1------------- -—----------- ----------------- ----------------
ed in the heart of the growing trailer | NEW DUPLEX. THREE BEDROOMS 
industry. Delivery area— Oyama to and laundry room, main floor. Full 
Peachland at present time. Partial I basement and carport. Available itn- 
work week with good returns. Ideal | mediately. $165. Telephone 765-7036, It
Telephone 764-7139. tf
FURNISHED ONE BEDROOM SUITE. 
Working girl or young couple. $100 per 
month. View at 848 Sutherland. Tele­
phone 548-3807 (Oyama), evenings.
T. Th. S. tl
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM DELUXE 
suites available. for immediate occupan­
cy. Adults only. Continental Manor, 523 
Rowcliffe. Telephone Mr, Collard at 763-
CLOSE TO LAKE: 
Close to ‘ store, school and 
bus. Enjoy this 2 bedroom 
home at 575 Central Avenue 
lor the reduced price of 
only $15,000.00. Taxes ap­
prox. $280.00 gross. Start 
saving all that rent money. 
Ideal for retirement or 
small family living. Phone 
now to view. EXCL.
yard, too. Has good 7%% 
interest mortgage. Price 
$29,500. To see this 3 bed-, 
room, with rec room, sun­
deck and carport please call 
Bill Campbell at 762-8713 
j days or 763-6302 eves. Ex­
clusive.
second business advise working
management. Unlimited potential. Fin­
ancial statements available to proven 
interested parties. $26,000.00 will handle. 
For further Information, please telephone
WESTBANK. SPACIOUS TWO BED- 
room duplex, wall to wall carpeting, car­
port. Laundry room. Children welcome. 
Telephone 768-5875. tt
765*7179 after 6 p.m. or write to Box TWO BEDROOM DELUXE FOURPLEX 
2144. Rutland, B.C, ______ . tf unit, shag carpet, feature walls, patio.
BOOKKEEPING FOR SMALL bUSi. No Pets. $145 per month Telephone 765- 
hesscs: accounts receivable, accounts p*"*11'__________________________ Ji
payable, payrolls, synoptics, ledgers anti RUTLAND FOURPLEX, AVAILABLE 
financial atatcmenU. Personal income Feb, I. Two bedrooms and don. $125 
tax, Telephone 764*7360,______ _______ 1651 monthly. No pets, One child accepted.
JORDAN’S RUUS - TO VIEW SAM. Tdephone 785-6925,   »
pies from Canada’s largest carpet sei* I FURNISHED TWO BEDROOM MOBILE 
ectInn, telephone Keith McDougald, home, Green Bay Resort. Vacant Feb- 
764-4603. Expert Installation service, tl ruary '1st. $100 per month. Telephone
KRUEGER HEATING SUPPLIES LTD. I—™ tf
5047. . tf
WINFIELD, LARGE TWO BEDROOM 
unfurnished apartment. Large picture 
window—beautiful view of Wood Lake, 
Wall to wall carpet throughout. 765-6538.
U
COMPLETELY SELF CONTAINED 
one and two bedroom units, close to 
Vocational School, college and shopping 
centre. Reasonable rates. Sunny Beach
Resort, telephone 762-3567, tf
FURNISHED ONE AND TWO BED- 
room units, self-contained, close to 
Vocational School and College. Winter 
rates. Golden Sands Resort, 3336 Watt
Road, Telephone 762-5272. ’ tf
B.C, HEART FOUNDATION - DEEP 
■atlatactlon cornea Irom remembering 
departed family, friend* and associate* 
whk a memorial gift to the Heart 
Foundation. Kelowna Unit. P.O. Box 
IM tl
3. MARRIAGES
ROCHETMAlfsi'iAU, *Z~Mr. and Mrs’. 
Robert Cundy ol Okanngan Mission me 
pleased to announce the marriage nl 
Mr», Cundy's shier, Joyce Marshall to 
Brian Roche, both ,of Kelowna, op Jan­
uary 29, 1972., 102
Furnaces, eavestroughlng, sheet metal FOURPLEX SUITE IN RUTLAND, 
work. 1085 Glenmor* St, Telephon* 76:i* two bedrooms, full basement, Close to 
____________ _ __ ___ ___if school, Available February 1st, Tele- 
"CAJUN" FOR WEDDINGS, BAN- .......___________ L—
quels, dances, etc. Old time, modern, Foil LEASE OR RENT, NEW TRIPLEX 
and country music, Telephon* 765-732.1 units; Two bedrooms, full baaement, 
or 76.1.69J2, If close to Rutland centre. Immediate oC-
LARGE FURNISHED ONE BEDROOM 
suite, good location, near shopping 
centres. Working couple preferred, Avail­
able on February 1st. 1152 Stockwell
Avenue. Telephone 763-6842. tf
OWNER LEAVING: 
Enjoy this cosy 3 bedroom 
home, 580 Patterson Avenue 
near Southgate reduced to 
$17i400,00. Taxes $255.00 less 
$170.00 grant equals only 
$85.00 per year. Private 
lender will give $10,000.00 
mortgage at .9)4% and ven­
dor will carry $3,000.00 at 
9%%. Nicely landscaped 
and fenced. See it and make 
an offer as owner anxious 
to go. All furniture for sale 
too, so make the deal of 
your' choice and save!!! 
Phone now to view. MLS.
GENERAL STORE •- close' 
to town on busy'97 highway. 
Ideal for a couple and room 
to expand. Revenue suite in 
the building plus living 
quarters with 3 bedrooms. 
Phone on this one. Call Gor-
don Marwick at 762-3713
days or 763-2771 evenings. 
MLS.
cellent value in tastefully 
remodelled older home, with I 
3 bedrooms up and 2 down. I 
An ideal family home, with- I 
in walking distance of I 
People’s Food Market. Call I 
Bud Dalley at 762-3713 days I 
or 765-6959 evenings. MLS. T
EXCELLENT HOLDING! 
VIEW PROPERTY! — this 
is an excellent orchard with I 
a 1775 sq. ft. modern home, I 
full line of equipment. These I 
25.79 acres would make an. 
excellent holding property I 
for future subdivision. Nice I 
view of lake and city. Call 
Andy Runzer at 762-3713 
days or 764-4027 evenings. 
MLS.
LAKESHORE RESORT — 
200’ of beautiful lakeshore 
property, includes house 
and rental units. Develop­
ment ' started for trailer 
court. Potential unlimited! 
Make an appointment NOW 
to view by calling . Mary 
Ashe at 762-3713 days or 
763-4652 evenings. MLS.
A GREAT BUY - CAPRI 
AREA — 2 bedrooms up 
and 2 down. Close to shop- 
* ping, churches, schools, etc.
Paved driveway. Garden 
and lots of fruit trees. Clear 
title. Listing broker will 
help finance. Cali Mike 
Martel at 762-3713 days or 
762-0990 evenings. MLS.
1 BLOCK TO SHOPPING 
CENTRE — from this new 
2 bedroom, full basement 
home. Full price of $21,000 
and you can move in toihor- 
row. To view this , homey 
place call Ken . Mitchell at
MIDVALLEY
REALTY LTD









Ken Alpaugh ...... 762-6558
OLDER CITY HOME — 2 
brs., good city location on 
Cadder Ave. Look at this 
price! Only $10,700.00 with 
terms. Contact Al Peder­
sen, office 2-2739 or eve. 
4-4746, EXCL.
COUNTRY LIVING WITH 
REVENUE - Side by side 
duplex, 3 brs., 1 side and 1 
large br. Suite other side, 
payments only $100.00 per 
month and total price just 
$26,000.00. MLS.













cupiuicy, Telephone 765-5'1'1(1, tf
WHAT IS SOCIAL PLANNING?
AVAILAIII.E FEBRUARY 1ST, THREE 
bedroom house, Kutlnnd. Full bnsement 
and carport. $17.1 per month, No pets. 
Telephone 7112*07 UI., . It
ini and nimTtm^^ 
plex In Rutland, available February LI. 
___ Carport, full bii.oment, close to school 
and shopping. Telephone 765*7691, 156
Tiiiticirii^^^
------ rence Avenue, available March l»t, No 
pets, $170 per month. Telephone 762-
8'y4n' TWO BEDROOM TRAILER, 
furninhed. Located at Mountain View 
Trailer Court. Available February 1st, 
Telephone 765.6930. Nn pets; Adults only, 
please, ______ If
FOR ADULTS - DELUXE TWO BED* 
room aulle with balcony, Drapes, cable 
TV, shag carpeting, colored appliances, 
air conditioning, red room, sauna, and 
free laundry. Telephone 763<7234. tf 
WORKING GmTwoULD LiKERtXMi*. 
mate With furnished apartment 1 pre­
ferably close to downtown. Telephone
We specialize in 
Okanagan Mission 
properties.
R. G. LENNIE 
& CO. LTD.
762-552.1. 154
AVAILABLE FEBRUARY J*. SELF CON- 
tnlneil, one bedroom, basement suite, one 
block to Shops Capri. Telephone 763*
2821 Pnndosy Street 
Phone 2-0*137
0794 after 5|00 p.m, 1.16














3-6657 Blanche Wannop .... ?-4683
.. 3-4894 Harry Maddocks .... 5-6218
2-4807 Frank Ashmead .... 5-6702
MORTGAGES AND APPRAISALS - Darryl Ruff - 764-7536
KELOWNA — 483 Lawrence Ave., 762-3713
RUTLAND - Shoppers' Village, 765-5155
INTERIOR'S LARGEST REALTOR
Orchard City
10 ACRES VIEW PROP­
ERTY: With irrigation and 
domestic walc1’. overlooking 
Wood and Kalamalka Lakes. 
Approximately 650 foot front­
age on paved road. Vendor 
will sell in 3 acre parcels. 
, Asking $3,500.00 per acre 
arid will give good terms. 
Call Alon Elliot at the office 
or evenings at 3-7283. ML{5.
WHAT ARE ITS OBJECTIVES?
What has the Central Okanagan Social Planning Council 
achieved since it was founded in June, 1968?
Would you like to have the answers to these and other 
questions? Write for your copy of our Informative pamphlet 
“What Yon Should Know About the Central Okaiuigim 
Social Planning Council.'' There Is no cost or <,<>ligaiton.
Write; P.O. Box 307, KelOwna, B.C. 
or Phone Weekdays between the hours of. 
9:00 to 12:00 a.m. to 702-3608.
IuTomy two bedroom houHTiToTni 
per month including utlUtle*. Apply ,970 
Highway 33 Went, Nn call* Friday even­
ing or Saturday, 153
IWO BEDROOM* ■”®iTAa'ir^ON 
M’htwr hu* and mnll rout* In a quiet 
I'liimlry setting, Wlnllcld area. Tele-
I phone 7t;6*2lll l, I5p
IWO BEIlilOOM momeTin’ILenno 
Ito.id oppiiMii* Iho aluminum factory. 
Il<kni $75 pet month, Apply al |h« hotiao.
I.U
FUIINIfillED”liinEE~R6^”<.'iiBFN, 
I inan to shopping cenlr*. Ileal, and
I light* stmnlled. Adult* nnlv. Nn n*i*. 190
NEW TWO BEDROOM SUITE IN BIX* 
plex. Unfurnished, carpels, Clos* to 
downtown Rutland shopping area. Tele-
phone 7H2-0203* or 762-0601, tf
FURNISHED THREE BEDROOM 
suite downtown. Especially aultable lor 
mature ladloa. All utilities Included for
175 each, Telephone 763-3040. tf
LOVIILY, 'ONlHnl^
••Inert «p«rlmrnt In lourplex near 
n*l<l'* (;nrn«r, Only $86 monthly. Tel*-
phon* 765-miO, tf
BOTH TOWEgS.T>Ki^xir«llllSriN 
Iho nlcenl and •afcxl nparlmrnt. No 
children, no pel*, Telephone 763*3041.
r month. Iniephon* 761*5.153, if
t(
1>2 155 11 XI < Ilin I Hill! F IthDIIOOM HOMI*
Chris Forbes ... 
Larry Chalmers 







BLOCK BROS. REALTY LTD.
“Trading Dollars Unlimited”
CHILDRENS PARADISE.
Is what you will find in this 2 acres of privacy, with close 
to 500 ft. of creek frontage, There Is « well built 3 BDRM 
home just 1 year old, built and designed for outdoor 
living, This Is a one in a thousand setting. To view or 
more information, please call D, Adanioskl at 763-7900 or 
765-8982 eves. N.R.S.
PRICED TO SELL.
Nearly new 3 BDRM full basement home, ensuite plhg. 
Fireplace, L,R, D.R. with w/w, n good* family home 
located close to nil conveniences In Rutlnnd. Plcane call 











573 Bernard Avenue 
76M414
$18,900 
will build you a 
3 BEDROOM HOME 
with carport and double win­
dows, including lots, In Win­
field or $18,500 for 2 br.




T, Th, S If
12. PERSONALS
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS - WRITE 
P.O Box M7. Kelowna. B.C. Telephone 
763^057 or 767-0833. In Winfield 716-3107. 
la iher* ■ drinking problem In your 
h«O*T Contirt AI-Aitod al 7WI-M03 er 
713-114*.______________ ___________ M
ELECTnOLYSIS - GENTLK. SAITS, 
medically approved method. Highly* 
qualified ojxrator with many y**r» ex- 
perleaca. Fer further Information. ’ l«le- 
H>**m Helen Gray, 7KMM1 ___JI
JOIN THE BENO BCAA SUN FUN 
Tour. Bu»e* Dave Pentieion Februaty 
11 Complete package. W. C»H 4M-701*. 
BCAA Travel Acrnry. *» Morim 
Sir««L Penticton, B.C. 1*2
ANYONE INTERESTED IN JOINING 
the L T Pro* Club, get In teurh with
AuaUe May. Ill
13. LOST AND FOUND
~ OlftL’S EYEGlASSES. JAN?
. W.. *rl*. »jnw. ftMuMr belween 
l.eon *ad Curilag Klak, •• Paadovy or 
Iwhlad City *<lmlaiaUall«« building*. R«*
**r«L 1M4ML .154
in* lake al Wr.tbunk, Telepiion* 768-
1.1713. LOST AND FOUND L\v 
LOST HATUIIDAV At D HNOON | « ’•••M 
lady's gold watch with expansion hrair* I ’elephnn* M MM,
„ ‘Irani d Ika h Okanagan
FOUND - KEYCASE WI1II K»Y Bl lelqhoie 7M-47M
hrtrtW'" On I NHjBNIHIII D TWO BFDHOOMT«iephnn* 7M M-M,____  _ lit I pie*, availabl* February IM. 8130 per











1 WO BEDROOM SUITE IN NEW 
fourplexi wall to wall earpet. Immediate 
oc upancy. Telephone 7**0071. after tiOO
tip.m.
IXIVKLY TWO BEDROOM APART* 
merit In fourplex; wall Io wall rarnrtu, 
halconv, Locat«<t ,in Iluilanrl. Available*
February I. Telephone 7«3*8.in, If
TIIIIEE BEDROOM SUITE IN RUT* 
land fourplex. Carpeted living room, Ilk 





TiiniEi*; nxmiooM diipi.kx in but- 
land mrv Tritphon* »li»r *i(XI
l>m, If
NEW TWO ntimioon FULL BASK* 
meni duple* on rre»k. tlM monthly. 
I ell ltq-7101, *vtnlng« W-7GI. II ■' ’ ' *«'***" " *♦*»■-••■•..--. ' •**. ..II, „ ||*<*Mm*
UKI.UXK IIIRKR nKimOOM roun* 
plrx «ull* In llutlindt lull hearmenl, 
rln»* to ik hold*. Telephone 74M0I1, H
16. APTS. FOR RENT
AVAILABLE FEBRUARY 1ST, ONE 
bedroom fully furnhhrd suite. Sepsral* 
enhance, wall In wall caipct*, ulUli|e* 
laid. T*l*phnn< 7*3,161.1. I(
IMMEI>1ATK POSSFSMON3nvo~m~i>* 
UHun iilnl** with part hatemenl al 4I5B 
lljirdla Road, Rutland, 8110 per month,
Lociitcd a couple of minutes 
walk to the Capri shopping 
centre on s'nice landscaped 
lot In a lovely, residential 
area. This 1200 sq. fL bun- 
galow with 3 l)cdrooms\ Is 
HpotlcBs throughout. Thore 
lira very nice self-contained 
furnished suite In the base­
ment now rented. It has a 
6%% mortgage payable at 
$146.00 per month including 
taxes. An ideal home for a 
working couple or a woman 
mining n family on her 












6 p.m. every 
Frl. and . Sun.
5 j).in. fint. Follow
Kelowna Daily Courier
Phone 762-4445
I l > I
WESTVIEW APARTMENTB—ATTOAO 
live, n«w one bedroom suit**, *hag rar- 
pettng throughout, •ppll*nr«a, hrg* prl*
sate pstins, ten fnlnolrs (tnm Keiawna. 
»1I# per month. Twn beilioom





NEW AND QUIET BASEMENT SUITE, 
Close I* Vocational School. Good for 
working people or student*. Non-smokers 
pr*lctrod. Na p*U pl****, 7M-7478. 1.12
MOmtnN AROUND LEVEL TWO 
room furnished »uil«. Privet* enlranc* 
•nd bath. Hc*olo view. Worklag couple. 
Total abMalnero. Nn pels. 7*4011. Ill 
ONE" BEDROOM SUITE WITH PHI 
let* rntram*. SUM per month. Tel.
MONTREAL TRUST
COMPANY \
262 Bernard Avenna 
Phone 762*5038
phone 194
I, .. " ' ; U
This is one of Hie hest built nomes, locnted on Bnch Rd., 
hi Kutlnnd dose to down town. No stops, Idenl for retire­
ment, inFgc L.R. H.p., D.U., carpeted throughout. 2 largo 
BDRMS, compact kitchen with loads of cabinets, Utility 
room, wpsher and dryer connection. Closed garage, cooler 
and tool shdk Bountifully landscaped nnd fenced with 
paved drive? Only 1 yr, old. Terms. Please cnll Elnlne 
Johnson al 7G3-7WIO days or 765-8352 eves. MLS,
Block Bros.
REALTY LTD
536 Bernard Avc, Phone 763-79(10
Block Mtn. Rd., to Hollywood 
Rd,, turn right on Falkirk Rd., 
turn right on Dundee.
Call 705-8712, 703-0000 or 
703-11737,
1 (FiirnlHlied by Turvey's)
tf
CREEKSIDE SETTING
New 3 hr, ,homc In Springvallcy 
I Sub. Fli eplnco up and <loWn, 
I top quality flooring, and build­
ing material. This home i« 
I priced nt $23,.Mill with S25OO 




I (INT/IA( I1IIIBI l(HH Kill HAI.I 
Iwo or ihrrr rogrthi*r, Okanagan Ml 
•ion. By owner. Trlrphnn* 7M-44K. . , t, iii. a.
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CALL A WILSON MAN
ALMOST NEW AND NEWLY LISTED. Lovely spacious 
living room with fireplace, sundeck and carport. Exceptional 
kitchen. Full and luxuriously carpeted. 3 bedrooms, ensuite 
plumbing, basement framed for suite. $29,700. Call Orlando 
Ungaro at 2-3146 days or 3-4320 evenings. MLS.
EXECUTIVE LAKESHORE. One. of the finest lakcshore 
view homes in the Mission. 4 bedrooms, all on one4floor, 
large living room and dining area overlooking the lake. 
Triple plumbing and carpeted throughout. Surrounded by a 
solid brick outer wall. Call J. F. Klassen at 2-3146 days or 
2-3015 evenings. EXCL..
OPEN FLOOR PLAN gives this cozy family home a feeling 
of space. Situated in the city this as got to be the best buy 
on the market today. Only $22,900 with a 6%% mortgage. 
Phone Jeair Acres at 2-3146 days or 3-2927 evenings. SILS.
36 SUITE APARTMENT. 12^1 bedroom Suites and 24-2 bed­
room suites plus additional revenue. Electric heating. Shows 
a good return on your investment. let’s get together and 
discuss this one. Only $144,000 down. Call Gastoh Gaucher 
at 2-3146 days or 2-2463 eVenings. EXCL.
Phil Robinson 3-2758; Harry Rist 4-7221
REALTY




THE LEADER IN RESULTS
COSY AND WARM! ONLY $13,950! Do not hesitate to in­
spect this solid. 2 brm. older Southside home! It has a new 
gas furnace, 220W. Ti basement, covered sundeck and 
garage. A DANDY BUY! Phone Olivia Worsfoldi 2-5030, evgs.
’ 2-3895. (MLS).
A SPECIAL HOME FOR a fussy family! Brand new full 
basement home in Glenmore area, featuring 3 brms., 2 bath­
rooms. 2 FPs. covered sundeck and EXCELLENT WORK­
MANSHIP. (Excl.). $32,950. with a large Mtge. Call Olivia 
Worsfold 2-5030, evgs. 2-3895.
MAKE AN OFFER on this 3 yr. old, 3 brms. plus a brm 
and rec room almost completed in basement. Landscaped, 
swimming pool, sundeck, brick barbecue. Completely fenced. 
1 block to schools. Asking $20,000. Low D.P., assume mtge. 
Call Luella Currie 2-5030, evgs. 8-5628. (MLS).
4 BRM. FAMILY HOME — Ideally located within walking 
instance to downtown shopping in Rutland. 1200 sq. ft. living 
area. 2 .FPs, w/w carpeting, sundeck, nicely landscaped 
100x100 ft. lot. Asking $25,900. (MLS). Call Ed Scholl 2-5030, 
evgs. 2-0719.
Evgs. Luella Currie 8-5628; Cliff Wilson 2-2958
TWO DOWNTOWN OFFICES TO SERVE YOU.
Hoover REALTY426 Bernard Avenue 
762-5030
CLOSE TO'HOSPITAL.AND TOWN
Owner will accept smaller 2 bedroom home in trade on 
the 1150 sq. ft, 3 bedroom bungalow. This home has 
gleaming hardwood floors, fireplace, island cupboards, 
and china cabinet. A real opportunity. Full price $26,500.00 
Use your smaller home for a down payment.
LOMBARDY PARK $30,950.00
Clean and spacious. We are pleased to recommend the . 
purchase of this quality brick and siding bungalow near- 
school and supermarket, five bedrooms, 3 carpeted and 
carpeted living room with fireplace, formal dining room. 
Spotless utility room and rumpus room. Two bathrooms. 
Entrance to carport from basement and hall. Front 
cement driveway, pleasant shrubs andi lawns. 7% ibank 
mortgage at $152.00 p.m. inc. taxes.
SPACE PLUS
This property is excellent for the growing family or devel- 
fc.oper. Includes 1.1 acres with a 3 bedroom home and a 
w well on the property plus domestic water available. In a 
multiple family area, on paved road. Close to store and 
Hwy. 97. This is a good buy. Price $17,7OO.(XLwith $7,700 
cash. Balance at $115.00 p.m.





Darrol Tarves__  763-2488





WANT TO BECOME A HOME OWNER?? 
DON’T THINK YOU CAN AFFORD IT?? 
LOOK AT THIS OFFER!
OKANAGAN MISSION: Looking for a real family home • 
on quiet street? This home features 1200 sq. ft. with three 
bedrooms, full basement, carpeting throughout, fireplace, 
covered sundeck arid) carport. All this plus a beautifully 
treed lot. Terms. For further information contact Jim 
Barton at 764-4878 evenings or 763-4343 days. MLS.
TRADES??? Vendor will accept land, lots or what have 
you as part down payment on this 3 year old duplex. Fea­
tures include 3 bedrooms, large living room, dining room, 
modern step-saving kitchen, full basement. Revenue $350 
per month. Turn your idle property into a money maker!! 
For further details contact Murray Wilson at 763-4343 or 
762-6475. MLS.
5 - 7 ACRE LOTS: Want tq get out in the country? Well 
then you must see these attractive lots only 20 minutes 
from downtown Kelowna. AU lots are serviced by hydro, 
phone, paved roads and irrigation, Phone Depnis Denney 
today and get your FREE map and price list of these lots. 
763-4343 or 765-7282. MLS.
DUPLEX: We have just, listed this quality built two year 
old duplex in the city featuring 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, car­
port and underground services. $6,600 down to one mort­
gage. For details call Hugh Mervyn at 763-4343 or 762-’ 
4872. MLS.
KELOWNA REALTY ’
243 BERNARD AVE. - KELOWNA
BLK. MTN; RD.. RUTLAND MAIN ST.. WESTBANK '
CHANCE OF A LIFETIME — to mpve into a spacious 
new home. Large L/R. ample dining area, roomy kitchen, 
3 B/Rs up and 4th in full bsm’t. Has both garage and , 
carport, large stone-free lot, good garden area, small 
fruits. The family type home you must see soon, Bill' 
' Kneller 5-5841 or office 5-5111 for app't to view. MLS.
COUNTRY LIVING AT ITS FINEST — Most attractive 6 
year old home, L/R features fireplace', carpeting, dining 
room is 10x15. 2 B/Rs, 3rd in full bsm’t Double garage, 
19x6 sundeck.' This 5.48 acres will lend itself to subdivid­
ing. Few fruit trees, acreage covered with natural trees. 
A chance to have room for the family, a pony, on this 
small holding. Good terms. For financing particulars call . 
Fritz Wirtz 3-5676 or 5-5111. MLS. '
DRASTICALLY REDUCED — Owner said “Sell soon’’. So 
try your, offers — asking price $19,000. New home, 1128 
sq. ft. split level. Rooms are extra large and well planned. 
Level treed* lot. Easy to own, so call Stew Ford 2-3455 or 
office 5-5111 for details. MLS.
A REAL VALUE PACKED HOME — Close to lake and 
park. 3 bedroom full basement. Large sundeck. This is 
worth looking at. For appointment to view call Herb 
Riddell 765-8054 or 762-4919. EXCL.
WESTBANK — Valuable view property overlooks lake. 19 
acres, presently orchard*, has solid, spacious O/T 5 bdrm, 
house in good condition; also rented cottage. New domes­
tic water line on 3 boundaries. 3rd Ave. fronts west 
boundary. For details please phone Dick Steele 768-5480. 
MLS.
QUALITY
This 2 bedroom, cathedral entry home is located on a 
large lot with a backyard view. Other features include: 
wood double glazed windows, carport with separate base­
ment entry, oversize sundeck, maple kitchen cabinets, 
roughed-in plumbing and many other special features.
Priced at only $21,400 with terms to suit you.
FOR ALL THE DETAILS, CALL





1561 Pandosy St. LTD 3-4343
INFORMATION ON ALL M.L.S. LISTINGS 
AVAILABLE FROM OUR REALTORS.
IMMACULATE —Small older home, in North end. On 
corner lot, 750 sq. ft. Asking price $17,500. Call Mike 
Chepesuik, days 2-5544, or eyes. 4-7264. MLS.
BUS AT FRONT DOOR — 2 BR retirement or starter 
home; 220 wiring; nice yard with fruit trees and room for 
garden; only $14,200. For more details call 2-5544. MLS.
ANOTHER INTERESTING PARCEL, in Peachland; ex­
cellent view property; can be subdivided; asking price 
$16,100; 2Vi acres. Terms available. Call Bert Leboe, 
Peachland, days 767-2202 or eves. 767-2525. MLS.
COUNTRY SETTING — Beautiful country home; J400 
sq. ft.; 3 spacious BRs; dining room with sliding doors to 
patio; kitchen with built-in oven and range; double 
plumbing; double glass; quality throughout; lovely large 
lot all fenced. Good garden. Asking price with terms, $26,- 
900. Call George Silvester, eves. 2-3516 or days 2-5544. MLS,
A HOME OF DISTINCTION—From the elegant foyer thru 
the tastefully appointed living room and dining room to 
the 4 BRs and 2 baths this home speaks of quality. The 
extra large piece of property high on a hill enjoys a 
spectacular view and is within the city limits. Truly a 
home to be proud of for $37,500. Call Ruth Young eves. 
3-6758 or days 2-5544. Excl.
Okanagan Realty
551 Bernard Ave. LTD 2-5544
We Trade Throughout B.C. 
Jack Sassevillc 3-5257 
Peachland Branch 767-2202 or Bert or Mae Leboe 767-2525 
Penny Callies 767-2655
'W v*-.w
No. 6 SHOPS CAPRI
We can build this home for you for only $18,000 including 
lol, with $500 down, 2 bedrooms, large family sized kit­
chen, living room. Full basement with lots of room for 
extra bedrooms and rumpus room. Carpet is In all rooms 
except kitchen and bathroom. Carport,
NEW DUPLEXES on Mission Creek in Rutland. Low-low- 
low down payment, balance as rent! Use your credit 
today to build tomorrow's estate! Air terms and offers 
will be considered.
r FARM LAND —■ 54 acres, fully irrigated. Name your 
terms! 1 I
McKinnon realty ltd. - Rutland
Office 765-7741 Res, 765-7451
152 ,
LOW TAXES, LOW PRICE!!
Txicntcii near Orchard Park, sits this large 3 bedroom 
bungalow, of 1,260 square feet. 3 sets of plumbing, huge 
sundeck, carport, formal living room, phis 3 room suite 
in the basement. Plus a large den and storage area for 
the owners, Must be seen to be appreciated. Call Mrs. 
Gerri Krlsa, clays, 3-4932 or evenings 3-4387. MLS, 
LAKESHORE HOME — OKANAGAN MISSION 
5 year old — 4 bedroom home, onu close to 1 acre of land, 
. with 00' of excellent beach; Many extras, including 2’j 
if bathrooms, 8 foot field stone fireplace, double windows 
and carpets throughout. Part basement ^nd double gar­
age. For further detnils, on this exclusive' listing, contact 
Erik Lund, days, 3-4932 or evenings, 2-3480. EXC.
Don Cameron ' ,Austin Warren
765-7'JKi 762-4838
, Olive Ross 
762-3556
LUND and WARREN REALTY LTD
446 Bernard Avenue 763-4932
PHONE 762-4400
THE OWNERS MUST SELL!-THIS 
CENTRALLY LOCATED N.H.A. ' 
FAMILY HOME IN WESTBANK
On a fully serviced, fenced and well landscaped lot on 
Brcndalee Road, this roomy 2-year old cedar sided bun­
galow offers 3 bedrooms, Broadloom In living room, hall 
and Master Bedroom, semi-flnlshcd rec room with bar •— 
downstairs, and an attached carport, The, properly must 
be sold and is being offered nt the full price of just 
$24,000 with $3,500 down, (Don't miss seeing this offer­




13,02 acre's fully planted, scml-dwarf and standards, 3,024 
trees. Full line of machinery and complete sprinkler sys­
tem. Modern 3-bcdroom home, extra cottage and outbuild­
ings. A choice holding, Vendor will consider a new 3- 
bedroom home in Rutland area as .part payment. Full 
price $65,500,00. MLS. Get prepared for spring now. Call 
Bill Affleck at 763-2230 or 762-4400.




The Newest Concept in Modern living
iHtLUXE ■, 
l.AKI’SHORF. HOME, 
2288 sq. fl, 
under construction nt 
261(> Annovr ST.
768«50j4
T, F. S 168
WHY WAIT FOR SPRING and 
' HIGHER IX)T PRICES?
3 LOTS, $8700
Near Rutland High School, 




Phone 762-4116 or 7622716
168
A
29. ARTICLES FOR SALE 1
DISTRESS SALE - REPOSSESSION - 
Furniture and machine* conslsUna of 
walnut executive desk, accretarial desk, 
executive chair. Meno chair, aide chair*, 
adding machine, electric typewriter — 
payments 547.23 per month for 36 
months. Unusual Offer. Write to Box A 
523, The Kelowna Daily Courier.' 154 
WE, BUY AND SELL "HOUSEHOLD 
goods. We rent baby crib* arid roll-away 
'coin by the week. Whitehead'* New and 
Used, Rutland. Telephon* 763-3430. T. tl
TWO MATTRESSES AND MATCHING 
box springs with leg*. Just like new. 
5153 and 575. Cash. Come and see. Tele-
29A. MUSICAL r
INSTRUMENTS ; *
ONE HOHNER 120-BASS ACCORDION, 
with case. Excellent lor beginner*, tits.
Telephon* 763-625*. 154 --
GIBSON FLAMENCO GUITAR. >150.
Good condition. Telephone 7654CT3. 154
CONN TRUMPET IN GOOD CONDI- 
tion. 5110. Telephone 762-1191 1W
32. WANTED TO BUY ,
phon* 763-3711. 154
ATTENTION WOOD USERS — WE 
h*v« some dry planer end* for Immed­
iate delivery. Telephon* 765-6230 or 763-
5624. 163
MINK PILE COAT. LENGTH. GOOD 
condition. What offers? Telephone 762- 
0400 or view at 544 Bernard Avenue.
153
IN EXCELLENT CONDITION. ONE 
kitchen range (wood), on* Kenmore 
space heater toll).. Telephone - 763-4114.
■ . _ . - 151
24" BLACK AND WHITE FLEETWOOD 
television, beautiful cabinet with sliding 
doors, liquor, cabinet or use a* tele- 
.vision, 565 firm, 762-2807. 153
GE 10 CUBIC FOOT REFRIGERATOR 
385. Snub-nose .22 -calibre 8 shot revolver, 
535. 10 h.p. Briggs and Stratton. 5123-
WANTED
Logs and Standing Timbeir 
8’’ diameter and over. Phone > 
542-8293 evenings. 547-3091 days .;, 
or write Riverside Forest Pro- 
ducts Ltd., Box 370, Lumby,!
B.C. 162
SPOT CASH 
We pay highest prices for
All items like new. 763-2247. 154
STANLEY BARRY GARAGE DOOR, 
complete with fittings. Like new. Tele-
phone 764-4277. 154
VIKING ELECTRIC RANGE. IN WORK- 
in* condition, asking 645. Telephone 765-
7350. 152
J
complcte estates or single 
items.
Phone us first at 762-5599




WANTED — SMALL WOOD HEATER.
Telephone 763-2730. ' 154
33. SCHOOLS AND VOCATIONS
PAVE YOUR WAY TO A PAY RAISE
FREE 48 page book “Career Opportunities’’ tells you how to 
train at home for top paying jobs. Check career interest.
* Automobile Engineering
* Civil Engineering Career
♦ Diesel Engineering





* Art & Writing Careers
♦Guitar & Piano Playing
* Photography Career
♦ High School Diploma
* 100 Specialist Careers
* Radio &• TV
♦ Refrigeration
♦ Welding♦ Mechanical Engineering
♦Professional A.P.E. Exams ♦ Clerk-Typist 
♦ Surveying & Levelling .
* Architectural Career ,
* Bookkeeping Career




* Private Sec. , 
* Medical Sec.
♦Chemical
21 PROPERTY FOR SALE 124. PROPERTY FOR RENT
FOR SALE OR TRADE IN THE PEACE """ ™ ------------ -------------
CANADIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 
Room 48, 263 Adelaide St. W„ Toronto 129, Ont.
River Country. Land of . Opportunity. 
Case & New Holland farm equipment 
dealership. Would consider home in 
Vernon or Kelowna area as trad* — 
must have clear title home. 1-7 year* 
old. Reason for selling — have other 
business interests. Contact Ernie David- 
duk. Box 569. Manning. Alberta or 
phone 403-836-3615 or 836-3683. 153
OWNER MOVED - MUST SELL’ 
three year old. three bedroom home. IVi 
baths. Close to schools. Large land­
scaped lot. Quiet location. Must be 
seen to be appreciated. Low down pay­
ment. Full price , 519.000. Telephone 
days, Monday through Friday, 765-7221: 
evenings 765-7295. T, Th, S, tf
LOOKING FOR VIEW? PRIVATE 
sale of a new two bedroom home situat­
ed on M act* lot with fuU basement, 
shag carpets,, feattire wall, patio, car­
port. view of lake, hills, and orchards. 
Priced right. Telephone 765-8785 after 
5:00 p.m. 1'5
BE THE FIRST TO MOVE INTO THIS 
new two bedroom duplex. Carpet living 
room and bedrooms, bath and a halt, 
carport, storage shed, refrigerator and 
stove. Priced to sell. Telephon* 764-
4408 or 765-5527. ti
FOR RENT. IbUU TO 5000 SQUARE
feet commercial warehouse space. Gas­
ton Avenue. Telephone Al at 762-2123.
, _________ . ■ ■■ . tf
LOOKING FOR SHOP OR WAREHOUSE 
space on Glenmore Street — will build 
shortly—2,000, 1.300. 1.000 square feet.
Telephone 763-2965. tf
HEATED WAREHOUSE SPACE. 500 
square feet and up, near Orchard Park 
on Highway 97 North. Telephone 765- 
7039. , tf
1,450 SQUARE FEET OF COMMER- 
cial space available immediately. North­
gate Plaza. Telephone 763-2732. tl
CENTRAL DOWNTOWN OFFICE 
space. Reasonable rent. Apply 762-2688,
NEW THREE BEDROOM HOME Lo­
cated in Rutland ou large country lot. 
Many outstanding features such as full 
basement, carport, sundeck, and carpet 
throughout. For more details and to
view, call 768-5860.. 160
LOMBARDY PARK. FOUR YEAR OLD 
home. Four bedrooms, two baths, well 
planned kitchen with eating area, fam­
ily room with fireplace in. completely 
finished basement, double carport. 71Z» 
mortgage. Telephone 763-4489. 157
516,500, THREE BEDROOM HOME ON 
double lot. Suitable . for duplex, near 
Bernard Avenue, New kitchen. Cash or 
terms. Telephone 763-3584 or 1475 Gra-
ham Street. 154
or after 5:00 p.m. 762-2926. tf





STORE SPACE FOR RENT IN SHOP- 
per's Village. Rutland. 14’x76’. Telephone
765-7221. tf
25. BUS. OPPORTUNITIES
REDUCED TO 810.500. IDEAL ONE 
bedroom retirement home. New Crest­
wood kitchen cabinets, sink and plumb­
ing. new carpet throughout. Immediate
occupancy. Telephone 763-4325. tf
FINISHED, AIR CONDITIONED 
office space for lease. 1636 Pandosy 
Street. Upstairs. 55Q square feet or 1.200 
square feet. Ground, floor. 1.800 square 
feet. Telephone 762-5434. ______
OLDER TWO BEDROOM HOME, 
South end of Kelowna. On* to two blocks 
to shopping, bus, lake; close to schools. 
Full price 511,500. Telephone 763-3638.
1,3 
BY CONTRACTOR. TWO AND Tl/i/E 
bedroom houses on Mountain Road. 
NHA mortgages. Low down payments. 
Lou Guldl Construction Ltd. Telephone 
763-3240, 768-5267. 157
PRIVATE BALE, GLENMORE AREA, 
three bedroom home, ten years old; half 
basement, hardwood floors, interior re- 
finished, garage, large lot, 521,000. Low 
down payment. Telephon* 768-5267. 157 
THREE LARGE RESIDENTIAL BUILD. 
Ing lots on McClure and Elm.Road. Very 
reasonable. Telephon* 762-4599 or 763-
2965. tr
FOR SALE IN RUTLAND, NEW THREE 
bedroom duplex. Feature* laundry room 
on main floor, carport and larg* base­
ment. Telephone 762-4688. tf
22. PROPERTY WANTED
SAWLEY REALTY & 
DEVELOPMENT LTD.
33. SCHOOLS AND 
VOCATIONS
HIGH SCHOOL AT HOME. CANADA'S 
leading school. Free brochure. National 
College. 444 Robson St., Vancouver 688-
4913. «
34. HELP WANTED, MALE
THE BRITISH COLUMBIA HUMAN 
right* act prohibits any advertise­
ment that discriminates against any 
person of any class of person* be- 
■ cause of race, religion, color, na­
tionality. ancestry, place of origin or 
against anyone because of ege be­
tween 44 and 65 years unless the dis­
crimination is justified by a bona fide 
requirement tor th* work involved.











PROPANE BOTTLE FILLING SERVICE 
(Mobile Unit). Office, located in the 
heart of the growing trailer Industry. 
Delivery area—Oyama to Peachland at 
present time. Partial work week with 
good returns. Ideal second business - 
idvlse working management. Unlimited 
potential. Financial statements avail­
able to proven interested parties. $26.- 
900 will handle. For further Informa­
tion, please telephone 705-7179 after 6 
p.m. or write to Box 2144, Rutland, B.C.
‘ If
OFFICE BUILDING, COMMERCIAL 
property on Main Street, Westbank. The 
building Is 24'x32‘ on a 50'xltO' lot, 
Offers to Westbank Irrigation District, 






(based on ability and readiness 
to accept responsibilities.
High school graduates, with 
Bankingg, Credit, Sales Fin­
ance, or Small Loan experi­
ence desirable but not neces­
sary. High School education dr 
equivalent, driving experience 
requirements.
Salary based on experience 
and qualifications.
Excellent employee benefits.
Apply or write to 
I AC LIMITED, 
1521 Water Street 
Box 668, Kelowna, B.C.
STENOGRAPHER
Applications are being accept- , ' 
ed for the position of steno-. " 
grapher up to
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 4 ’ .





PART TIME NIGHT WORK IN~BI17 
Hard parlour. Middle age gentleman 
preferred. Apply at 1443 B, Ellis Street. 
. 154




Commercial Property Only. ,




. ■ 154 <
4 GIRLS REQUIRED — , 
MUST BE FREE TO TRAVEL. ■ 
1. Interesting sales work. .;
2. Above average earnings. (
3. Start immediately. 
Personal interviews will 'b»‘, 
arranged. Write:
Box A-524, . J 
The Kelowna Daily Courier.. , 
■ ■ ■ 154 -
AVON CAN HELP . 
turn your drcams of a vaca-.'', 
lion, a new appliance, new, 












Ample conventional residential 
mortgage funds available for 
new and existing houses, con­
struction draws, fast service. 
Contact Glen Attrce or 
Darryl Huff at 
COLLINSON REALTORS 
483 Lawrence Avenue 
Telephone 762-3713
If
FAMILY INVESTMENT COMPANY, 
purchasing property for rental purpose* 
— residential, commercial or Industrial, 
what hav* you? Telephon*' 763-4930. tl 
wanFt^wk^
Weithank are* suitable for horses. No 
•(ent* pleane, Box A 826, Th* Kelowna 
Dally Courier, 154
24. PROPERTY FOR RENT
FOR LEASE - OFFICR SPACE - 1 - 
1125 *qu«r« fret, 1 — 260 nquure feet, up- 
•lair* NelMMi Block. Wentbank, W/W 
carpet, hot w*ter heal, Failing Main 
Street, For longer lean*, two month* 
Ire* rent, Telephone 768-5223, Wellbank.
' . ' T, Th, B. It
FOR RENT fill LEASE, APPROXD 
matcly 2000 x<|ii«re fool commercial 
hullriinl on Highway 97 N. Ideal lor 
Morale, womlwniklnx ahop, etc, Rent 
*175 per month, ' Telenhon* Regatta 
City Really Ltd., 762-27)9.
' ___________ T. S. II
FOR RENT - 1,000 SQUARE FeBtOF 
fully finlahed and beautifully carpeted 
ofllca »pac* In downtown1 Rutland, 
Previously um4 by phyMclan. but can 
lx eaally adapted to any proleitlonal 
perxon e,g, real eMaie, *lc. 11.40 per
Miiiara foot, 765-7927,
MOTHKIt WITH ONE CIIIED, TWO- 
three years old, tn look •Iler two year 
old boy on wnrklng days. S3 per day. 
Non smoker please, Spring Valley, Rut­
land area, after 5:00 p.m, 765-7635. 154 
I.IVE4N bTbVsITTER REQUIREa 
Telephone 765-5459. lor Interview, 154
762-81 15 or 
762-5065
153
CLEANING WOMAN WANTED GNBrz 
day per week for light houaekeeplng.u, 
duller on Cunningham Road, Rutland,,i i
Telephone 765.1237 after 5:00 p.m. 154
36. HELP WANTED, MALE OR FEMALE
MONEY AVAILABLE 
For 
Commercial and Industrial 
Development
SAWLEY REALTY Jr , 
DEVELOPMENT LTD.
1447 Ellis Street 
Kelowna, B.C, 
763-6442 if
PRIVATE MORTGAGES AVAILABLE 
FlrM. second nr purchane agreement for
mle, Telephone' 763-49.10. ti
28. PRODUCE AND MEAT
APPLES. POLISHED SPARTAN, 
Delicious, from cold storage. I’lease 
bring your own containers, Okanagan 
Packer* Co-op, 1111 Ellis Slintit,
T. Th, S, If
Carriers Required
Immediately
lor the following areas!
Westbank
I .—Green Bay Rd. and Trailer CoiiYt
2 .——1st Ave., 2nd Ave., 3rd Ave.
Winfield:




The Kelowna Daily Courier
Phone 762-4445
Carriers must be between the ages II to 15 years,
tf




WAREIIOVKK Bl'ACK FOR RENT - 
Approximately MO squat* fret of dry,! 
unhealed warehou** space, for rent in 
the 400 block Bernard Avenue, As all- 
abl* February IM, 1972. Contact l.qntl 
and Warren Realty Ud., '4ta n*rn*r<l 
Avenue, Kelowna, R.C.. 7*3-4)32. it
rnOFESSIONAL OFFICE M'ACE 
available in air-conditioned on* atorey 
building, c«ntr*Ry located, Ample Matt 
and client parking. Custom renovation 
may be arranged. Furnished. If desired, 
Plea** telephone Mr, J. M. Roberta. 7*1-
BARGAIN 
BAZAAR
36. HELP WANTED, 
MALE OR FEMALE
T i l,Li.n iiitiiMi’7:(iMi*ANv''L’i:i),''iii'> 
quire* lull or pail lime repiekriiliUlve* 
for Kelowna aiha, Apply I), Sergent, 
342-2013, 3600 Kainloop* Road. Vernon. 
512-2942. at
EARN «l.<3 TO twHi’EI^iioUR" 
Telephone (142'2942 IVcrnon) horn 6 
Io d p.m. or apply Kelowna Dallv 
Courier. Rmi A-189, ||
HALES I'EHMINNEL REQUIRED FOII 
Kelowna aiea, No invaMment, IL'M lo 
»1„')6 per hour, pin* henelll*. fto* A40«,
The Kelowna Dally Courier,' tl
38. EMPLOY. WANTED
I'AIN I INCI ••! IN I ICItiOR AND EXTEH* , 
lor, Good workmanship at reasonable,f 
rales, Eire nllmates, Telephone 7*i1- 
4395 anytime. , **
SNOW ULEARINfl - HOOFS AND .. 
sidewalk*. Eiptrlrnvetl. ,T«l*phun« 705* , 
•043. .IM./.,-.mnr.-in ,r- - :■---—— ■■ . ... — MW"—■w»we>->*nr)-»o-— ■<<
Wll.l. IIAHY HIT IN MY HOME, D<»WN« 
town Kelowni ar«»< »',*' **’• *>tf, week 
or inoi>lli. Telephone 7*,t Wi?0. 13'*,
40. PETS ond LIVESTOCK ‘
P()I)DI,I': I'HI'l'IEH Ftlll HALE, 1'IVE ” 
week* »I<L Mher. Talephon* )M-)5,>)),|.)i
2002 tf
NEW A1H CONDITIONED) OFFICE OB 
rri»il *!>*<-* lur !•**«. downtown I’aiuto.y 
Mrrrt, parking. Grminil llnm.
1.9M1 •quin* Del k»ron<t floor, >)') 
nqu»i* Del or 1,1*0 *qu«r* Det. Tele- I
Phon* 1S1-JH4, ti i
Hundreds of items reduc­
ed for quick salt;, New 
items being added daily. 
The Bay’s Bargain Bazaar 
is locked near Ilie office.
M, T 170
38. EMPLOY. WANTED 
---   . ■ -«4.„ R,   -v* 
exi’ehienced' mdiei. managf.il 
aged 27, mauled. »rrklng (hsllenumu 
posillon In MolMllolel mxnsgemenl in, 
Kelowna or Prnlliinn, Conlai i Al *1 1901 
Crowchlld Trail, N.W., <.'al**ty 44, Al- 
b*ri», or phon* 113-40) M4-2484. I>i 
KNOW" Hi;MOVAU i<O<ipn;M^i»:D 
(homo* and apartment,), Uilvewsy* 
Plowed. •Iilewalka cleaned. l or fie* 
eMimst* telephon* 7016463 slu r * p.m i
7I.37IM, »»»
ThlNKfSG 111' Hi ll,DIM,' l,(iOKIMl 
lor r<»l*>ethln• duierenl, with .trie sn*l
alltr 6,o<) p in, 1,14 >
02 JO.
Telephon* Hob Tenner.
i on »ai,i: > thi; ideal pec, \ ,, 
hntdrr l"'l*f'V <*r • nilllc hnxalij
42. AUTOS FOR SALE
* „ ...., w.l, . ’ *i'l''Mk •' - 1 , '*<* ( f | A.
i)i;UJXK IMP <011(1 All Xlt7, V-8 W. 
lui> duuf, vliwl lop, pmm (toriIng. 
iHitorr iH»* r»*Jln anil ' >;
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42. AUTOS FOR SALE
IM* PUT 124 SPIDER. IMMACULATE 
’ engine, recently overhauled, both top 
and Bottom end. Now in Import Auto 
Repairs having new clutch installed. 
■ Can't make payment*. 62495. Telephone 
764-4617, ______ _________________ JS
; UH CHEVROLET STATION WAGON. 
' Slx standard, radio, four door* 1960 Ply- 
8M<iUt atatlou wagon, slant six stand­
ard. radio, two door. Telephone 765-
1160. 155
1967 CHEVELLE MAUBU. AUTOMATIC 
on the floor, bucket eeat*, tape deck and 
radio. Highest offer. Telephone 763-2092 
alter 6:ot> p»m.  157
1966 CITROEN FOUR DOOR SEDAN, 
excellent condition, low mileage- Tele­
phone 763-2947 evenings, or 763-7832 day*.
' - ' • - ' < '
1965 CHEV FOUR DOOR SEDAN. V-8. 
■ automatic, power steering and brake*.
*45 down, 64247 per month. Telephone
44. TRUCKS ft TRAILERS
FORD F65O WITH “H” PLATEl 1*6* 
International 4x4: 1*63 Rambler 
ba*sador: two 1400 gallon tuko; two 
Fruebauf vans; 45* Oatdeck * trailer; 
gooseneck trailer*; car carrier; D6 eat; 
other equipment, etc. Telephone 768-
1966 D1000 INTERNATIONAL NINE 
passenger travelall in good condition. 
Automatic, power steering. * power 
brakes, and new tire*. Telephone ,768- 
5814 day*._____________________ u
1964 VOLKSWAGEN VAN, 40 HP. 
motor. Best offer over 6350. Telephone 
766-5494................... ....................
1970 FOUR WHEEL DRIVE CBEVBO 
let BUier. Low mileage. Hurt aell for 
cash. Telephone,-764-4126. 153
44A. MOBILE HOMES 
AND CAMPERS
U.S. Sends Out Warning 
Of Anti-Bacterial Agent
762-2396. 152
FOR SALE — 1966 DODGE POLABA. 
V-8. automatic. four door sedan. Good 
condition. Financing arranged. Telephone
765-8059. 156
*57 CHEV TWO DOOR WAGON. 290 
h.p. r—302. four speed, 4-11 posi-tractfun, 
new rubber, new paint Telephone' 762-
1993 after 6. 154
1969 DODGE SEDAN. V-8, AUTOMAT­
IC. 665 down. 662 per month. Telephone
762-2396. 152
1963 FAIRLANE 500 FOUR DOOR 
aedan. V-8. automatic. 645 down. 634.87 
per month. Telephone 762-2396. 152
1971 F1RENZA. ONLY 2.400 MILES. 
First 62400 take*. Telephone 763-6983.
anytime. 156
PRIVATE SALE. 1970 MERCURY 
atatlon wagon. Telephone 762-2333. 155
428. SNOWMOBILES
THREE BEDROOM I2'x62’. 88,250. TWO 
bedroom lO'xSO', clean, 67.000, Two bed- 
room,-12**5«*, neat. 87400. 8'x40*. many 
extras. 82.800. 20^55’ double wide cost 
622,000. special 816,000. Every deal a 
good deal. Telephone 763-4464. 156
U’ YOU WANT TO BUY, SELL, 
trade, or rent a mobile home, fir»t con­
tact Mobile Home, Agencies. Every deal 
a good deal. Telephone 7634464. P.O.
Box 46, Kelowna. • - J5*
SHASTA TRAILER COURT ON LAKE- 
aboro Road. Children welcome. No pets 
please. Cable TV included. Telephone 
763-2878. K
GREEN BAY MOBILE HOME PARK. 
Green Bay Road off Boucherie. Land­
scaped lota available in family and re­
tirement area*. Telephone 768-5543. tf
BEPOSSESSION—1970 12* X 66* THREE 
bedroom, utility room, new furniture 
throughout Okanagan Mobil* Home*. 765- 
7017. u
NEW HAVEN. Conn. (Ap) — 
Hexa chlorophene,, a powerful 
anti-bacterial agent I which the 
United States gove rnment 
warns may have harmful side­
effects on babies, has been re­
stored to limited use in a nurs­
ery in Yale-New Haven Hospital 
following an outbreak of infec­
tion.
Cultures taken during the 
weekend revealed the presence 
of staphylococcus'on all 15 ba­
bies in one of four sections ini 
the nursery, though only two 
showed infections, Dr. Alexan­
der Campbell, director of new­
born services, said Monday.
Campbell said no new babies 
will be admitted to the section. 
He said it is being taken out of 
use so that it can be disinfected.
Hospitals were warned by the 
Food and Drug Administration 
in November against using hex­
achlorophene for bathing new­
born infants. The agency said 
the agent may be absorbed in 
the skin and become toxic.
Dr. Campbell said, however, 
; that since the hospital discontin- 
। ued using" hexachlorophene the 
i number of infections has in-
He said he is concerned that 
there may be a relation between 
discontinuance' of hexachloro^ 
{diene and the increase in the 
number of staphylococcal infec­
tions. . ..
Dr. Campbell suggested that 
the FDA should re-examine its 
warning in an effort to balance 
the possible dangers of hexach- 
lorophcne with what he said are 
its proven benefits in ridding 
nurseries of staphylococcal and 
other bacterial infections. -
His Motto
Well Held
LONDQN (CP) — Lord 





By THE CANADIAN PREt J
MONDAY. Jan. 31, 1972
Isabel Dawson, minister 
without portfolio, suggested 
the Indians set up their own 
plant rto build pre-fab homes.'
Ernie Hall (NDP-Surrey) 
said the government should 
set up a department of youth 
to study young people’s 
problems. .
Dave Bronsson (L—North 
Vancouver-Capilano) said the 
legislature should see to it 
that the City of Nelson is not 
bullied by B.C. Hydro.
Dudley Little (SC—Skcena) 
said: people in his riding do 
not agree with the attorney­
general’s crackdown on-top­
less dancing.
Dean Smith (SC—-North 
Peace River) called for divi­
sion of the' department 
of mines and ; petroleum
more space and" higher wages ,1 Mainland. I is getting lax and stereotype
will solve' problems at land { Rehabilitation Minister Phil I and has not come up with any. 
registry offices in1 .the Lower l .GaglardL said the opposition I new idea for 20 years.






1970 SKI-DOO 440. BRAND NEW 
motor, complete. Must be seen to be 
appreciated. Telephone 765-6126 after 
*:00 p.m, ■ tf
ONE 440. 38 H.P. ESKIMO SNOW- 
mobile, 6.00 or best offer. One' 30 b.p. 
18 inch track, electric start, like new,
1750. 765-7902. tf
1971 ELAN SKI-DOO, EXCELLENT 
condition. 6475. 24 h.p. Sea-doo water 
cycle. 6475. Telephone 765-8647 after 6:00 
p.m. 154
1971 POLARIS SNOWMOBILE. 795 CC. 
Excellent condition. 61.300. Telephone
762-6209 after 5:00 p.m. 152
FOR SALE — 8'x40’ MOBILE HOME 
set up in trailer park. Immediate pos- 
ession. For information, telephone 762- 
0370. __________  1S7
6O’xl2* FURNISHED OR UNFURNISH- 
ed. No. 105, Winfield Mobile Hemes. Tele- 
phone 766-3106. »
FOR SALE — 10*x45‘ MOBILE HOME, 
two bedrooms, fully furnished. Best offer. 
Telephone 762-6099. 154
46. BOATS* ACCESS.
THREE H.P. EVINRUDE OUTBOARD 
motor. Trail bike, 80 cc. Telephone 762- 
3948 after 5:00 p.m. or 762-2016 days, 
ask for Vic. Wanted: 6 h.p. outboard
creased dibstically.
INFECTIONS RISE
"Over the past six weeks we 
have seen an increase in the 
number of superficial skin infec­
tions of staphylococcus,” he 
said.
Dr. Campbell emphasized that 
none of the babies in the in­
fected section is in any danger.
maintain acquired possessions." 
And that’s what his lawsuit is 
all about. , -
The seventh baron is suing an 
art dealer for the return of 14 
books of bird paintings which he 
says his fourth wife, a former 
chorus girl, sold for £5,000. .
The 41-year-old peer denies 
the claim of his former wife— 
their marriage was dissolved in 
1969—that he gave her the books 
in a fit of remorse after attack­
ing her one night.
He- said the paintings, com­
missioned by the fourth baron 
in the 19th century, disappeared 
from a locked trunk in, the fam-
resources: •-
George Mussallem (SC— 
Dewdney) said the govern­
ment' should set up a non- 
withdrawable pension plan.
Harald Merilees (SC-Van- 
cou ver-Burr ard) said con­
struction of a third Burrard 
Inlet crossing should begin 
immediately and rapid transit 
should also-be introduced in 
the Greater Vancouver- area.
James Lorimer (NDP — 
Burnaby Willingdonl said
Babies in the infected area are ily home in Lancashire while he 
being bathed with hexachloror was living in his native South 
phene and then washed to pre- Africa following a separation 




Living Room • Dining Room
• Wall Components
NORDAN IMPORT
282 Bernard Ave. 763-3810 /
Save income tax now while 
saving for your retirement 
Up to $2,500 can be deducted from your taxable 
income when deposited in a registered retirement 
savings plan.
; Call ROYAL TRUST today.
Royal Trust
248 Bernard Ave., Kelowna, B.C.
762-5200
Other offices in Vancouver and Victoria
s
S'
44. TRUCKS & TRAILERS
1965 GMC HEAVY DUTY Vj TON. 8’ 
•tep eld# box, big ilx cylinder engine 
with four speed transmission. All new 
six ply 700x16 tires, also new paint job. 
Full price 61.095 or may accept snow­
mobile as part trade. Can arrange 




KELOWNA AUCTION DOME REGULAR 
sale* every Wednesday. 7:00 p.m. W# 
pay cash far complet# estate* and 
household contents. Telephone 765-5647. 




Wednesday, February 2,7:00 p.m.
Hide-a-bed, bedroom suite, chests of drawers, kitchen 
suite, hostess chairs, twin beds, rollaway, drapes, oof- . 
, fee table, lamps.
Yr Matching avocado refrigerator and range, electric hot- 
, water tank, 110 volt dryer, garbage burner, barbeque, 
Compact vacuum, electric heater.
Office settee and chair, reception counter, bookshelves, 
bookcase, desk, Venetian blinds, electric clocks, dicta­
phones, tape recorders.
^ Headboards, light fixtures, firescreen, hair diver, waffle 
iron, cutlery, coal* oil lamps.
☆ drill press, rock tumbler, chainsaws, battery charger. 
■ Album of. old Confederate bills and centennial dollars.
KELOWNA AUCTION DOME LIMITED
OPEN ALL DAY WEDNESDAY FOR VIEWING 
Auctioneers—HARRY KUSLER and STEVE DUNSDON
Hwy. 97 N. — Behind the Drive-In Theatre 765-5647
• . ' . 152
49. LEGALS & TENDERS
JAMES ALBERTON CRANE, 
late of 2257 Speer Street, 
: Kelowna, province of 
British Columbia.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN 
that creditors and others having 
claims against the Estate of 
the above deceased are hereby 
required to send them to the 
undersigned Executor at 540 
Burrard Street, Vancouver, 
B.C., on or before the 1st day of 
March, 1972, after which date 
the Executor Will distribute the 
said Estate among the parties 
entitled thereto having regard 




































Cards of Thanks 
Funeral Romes 
Coming Events 
Business and Professional Ser. 
Business Personal 
Personals 
Lost and Found 
Announcements * 
Houses for Rent.
Apts, for Rent 
Rooms for Rent 
Room and Board 
Accommodation Wanted 
Wanted to Rent





ChaaHled Advertisement* and Not­
ice* for this page must be receivnl 
by 4:30 p.m. (lay previous to publica­
tion, except 12 noon Saturday for Mon­
day publication. 1
Phono 763-3226
WANT AD CASH RATES
On# or two days So per word, 
huertbni.
per
Three . connecutlv# day*, 
word per insertion.
Six consecutive , days. 4o 
per Insertion.
Minimum char*# based on
Minimum charge lor any 






.. .. . ...... Marriage* 
8c per word, minimum 82.50.
Death Notice*. In Memoriam*. 

































Mortgages and Loans 




Articles for Salo 
Musical Instruments 
Articles for Rent 
Articles Exchanged 
Wanted to Buy 
Schools and Vocations 
Help Wanted, Male 
Help Wanted. Femala 
Help Wanted. Male or Female 
Teachers 
Salesmen and Agents 
Employment Wanted 
Building Supplies 
Pets and Livestock 
Machinery and Equipment 
Autos for Sal#
42A. Motorcycles
43, Auto Service and Accessorlei








Mobil# Homes and Campers 
Auto Insurance. Financing 
Boats. Accessories 
Auction Sales 




If paid prior to Initial billing, a 10% 
discount may b» deducted.
LOCAL CLASSIFIED DISPLAY
AppUcabl# within circulation ion* 
only.
Deadline 4:30 k»,m, day previous to 
Subllcatlon. except U noon Saturday lor 
londay publication.
On# insertion 81.69 per column inch, 
Three consecutive Insertions 61,62 
per column inch.
SI* consecutive insertion* 81.75 per 
column inch,
Read your advertisement the first 
day.lt appears, We will not be res- 
passible tor mor# than on* incorrect 
insertion.
BOX REPLIES
800 char** tor the us# of a Courier 
ba* number, and 50o additional U 
renllce are I# be mailed.
Ntntt* and address of Bnxholders 
held confidential.
A* * condition of acceptance of a 
ba* number advertlMment. while 
.ever? endeavor will ba made to for* 
w»td replica Io the advertiser as 
•non at possible, we accept no Ue- 
bUity in respect of loss or dam**# 
altered tn arise through either fail­
ure or delay in forwarding such re- 










Carrier w delivery ,6<w i*r week, 
i Collected every Iwo week*.
Motor Rout*
13 mcullva ...................... 8:v/*>
• month* ............... .. )JOh
* month* ....... . ......... IM
MAIL RATES
D C. ocUld# Ketewa* - City Zone 
enintb* ... .
















Rent Lew# ~ Purchase
Itutlnegt Fxjntpmcnt Ltd. 











expel t will show
vou samples, give
Add beauty warmth, zest and color
to ypur home. And at an affordable price. 
"Chaffipld 501 Quality Nylon Carpeting
Yes youAon afford to broadlooni your home! Think of how much more 
beautiful, cosier, exciting your rooms will look With a zesty new color 
> covering your floors. That's what you can look forward to when you Install 
"Chdtfield" in your home. This beautiful 3-lev6l sculptured, tipped sheared 
design will complement the most formal, elegant decor. Because it's 
fashioned of 501 quality continuous filament nylon, it'* ready to take on, 
the whole family and their friends, and keep on looking beautiful! Most 
stains wipe clean with a damp cloth. Mothproof. Non-allqrgpnic, so it's 
cspecia.ly good for children's rooms. Polypropylene primary backing, jute 
secondary backing, for added -stability and tuft bind. 12* width. 6 exciting 
home foshion colors available. Don't delay, order Today!
9' x 12' Size 
83.64
40 sq. yd*. ' 
Enough to cover on 
averogo size living, 









Simpnons-Segrs^Floorcovrrlnga (37) Phone Enquiries: Kelowna 763-5841.
s Park Free While You Shop Slmpion^Sear*, Orchard Pork, Kclowpa.
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DAILY CRYPTOQUOTE - Here’s how to wortc tt:
fo LONGFELLOW
One letter simply stands for another. In this sample A is 
ttsed for the three L’s, X for the two O’s, etc. Single letters, 
apostrophes, the length and formation of the words are all 
fcinit- FLieh day the code letters are different
A Cryptogram Quotation
N TBBA PUNAUJ FNI’Q TUQ QBB
TNJ NOUNA BY OSL YBPPBXUJL.-
TJNIEPSI A. JBBLUCUPQ
I Yesterday’s Cryptoquote: A CANNIBAL IS A MAN who 
LOVES HIS NEIGHBOR WITH SAUCE.-JEAN RIGAUX










5 EARS OF CORN 
















2,000 YEARS ASO 
FROM A SINGLE 
BLOCH OF STONE
Why Does Child 
Sit And Stare!
By George C. Thosteson. M.D.
Dear Dr. Thosteson: Can you 
tell me about the problem of 
staring in my child? He sits and 
stares almost to the point of un- 
awarencss of things about him 
for the space of a few seconds 
or a few minutes.
Is it true that this is a mild 
form of epilepsy? What is the 
cause and is there a cure?— 
Mrs. P.L.
it could be a seizure of the 
petit mal type of epilepsy. I’m 
not saying it is; I just say this 
sort of thing does occur with 
petit mal. In that form a person 
may have many quite brief epi­
sodes in a day—the patient 
may, for example, stop in the 
middle of saying something, and 
after a brief pause continue the 
sentence as though nothing had 
happened.
It is important to find out for 
certain whether that is the boy’s 
trouble. An EEG (electroence­
phalogram or "brain wave" 
test) is necessary to find out. If 
it is petit mal epilepsy, modern 
medications to control the sei­
zures are quite successful.
Examination may or may not 
disclose the original 'cause. Of­
ten no cause can be ascertained.
up to see hamj
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many, women sail through men­
opause with a minimum of trou­
ble.
Dear Dr. Thosteson: Do men 
have menopause? My husband 
has become so depressed.—Mrs. 
G.V.
No. men don’t have meno­
pause, because menopause 
means the cessation of monthly 
periods, or menstruation.
That does not mean men may 
not, have various problems 
which may be related to 
changes in hormone production 
in their bodies.
By the same token, it does not 
mean that men necessarily will 
have any such troubles. After 
all, some, although probably not
Dear Dr. Thosteson: I would 
like information and your evalu­
ation of a pessary being used by 
women. Is this sometimes pre­
ferable to having surgery?— 
Mrs. K.M.
A pessary is a device, made 
of various materials and in var­
ious shapes, for a number of 
purposes, but usually placed in 
the vagina for the purpose of 
supporting uterus or rectum in 
proper position. Sagging of 
these organs very often pushes 
the bladder out of normal posi­
tion, causing urinary troubles.
As you evidently surmise, a 
more permanent correction of 
such sagging is ordinarily done 
surgically, but sometimes sur­
gery is not advisable because of 
the patient's age, general physi-l 
cal condition, or whatever. 1
In such cases a pessary may 
be used. It doesn’t always do 
the job, but in most cases it 
gives sufficient support and 
makes the woman more com­
fortable.
A pessary should be removed 
regularly by the physician, and 
cleaned, which serves to pre­
vent irritation, which is likely if 
left in place too long without 
cleaning.
Dear Dr. Thosteson: A young 
relative who lives in a dormi­





raised for research purposes) in 
a cage in her bedroom. Will this 
present an unhealthy condition? 
—Mrs. K-D.
If there are no dormitory 
rules against it, and if she 
keeps the cage clean, the only 
problem I see is that it must be 
boring for the rabbit.
CONTRACT BRIDGE






















*Q 10 7'6 2
The bidding: 
East South West 
Pass ■ 1 NT ‘ Pass ’
North 
3 NT
often theThe opening lead is ____
most decisive play of a hand,
l/l 
UI
: By Phil Interiand!
ahd many contracts stand or 
fall depending upon the lead­
er’s choice.
This is one department of 
bridge that doesn’t lend itself 
to, flat rules that can be faith­
fully followed. Circumstances 
differ widely when it comes to 
selecting an opening lead, but 
the dominating principle that 
governs everything is that you 
must try to lead what is best 
for your side rather than what 
is best for your hand.
Take this deal where West
can lead the four of diamonds 
because it is the fourth best 
card of his longest and strong­
est suit.
Alternatively, he can lead a 
spade on the basis that he is 
more apt to find partner with 
spade than diamond length— 
because the opponents made no 
effort to find a major, suit con­
tract.
But both these leads stress 
the development of West’s own 
hand rather than the develop­
ment of the partnership assets. 
The lead most likely to hit pay 
dirt is the queen of hearts, and 
in the actual hand South goes 
down if West selects that lead.
There are compelling reasons 
for a heart lead. First is the 
likelihood of East’s having 
heart length on the bidding 
and second is the rapidity with 
which East’s hearts can be es­
tablished if he has either the 
king or the ace. '
East needs far more in high 
cards to support a spade or dia­
mond lead than he needs to sup­
port a heart lead.
As it happens, the heart lead 
results in declarer’s going down 
one, which merely buttresses 
and docs not prove the under 
lying principle, but note what 
happens if West leads a spade 
or a diamond. In the former 
case, South makes five no­
trump; in the latter case, South 
makes six notrump.
pa SEER AT THS b 
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FOR OKE OF 
"THE WIRE 
SERVICES.
YES, ,T DO FREELANCE 
NEWSPAPER WRIDNS.
CAN YOU USS A CAMERA? GOOP’ I THINK I’M ABOUT TO GET 
INTO TROUBLE. I'LL PAY SDU TO 
COVER IT IN PICTURES. ALSO, I 
THINK YOU MAY GET A NEWSPAPER 
STORY OUT OF IT.
GOOD.’ , 
LETS GO’
YOU HEARD ME, FRANKUbl. N I 
THIS TIME I WANT BOTH TOU 





I SUPPOSE I’VE 







AT a P.M;»WE BRACE THE SUCKER FOR TnE 
POUGH... ANP WITHIN 24 HOURS WE GET THE 
KIP BACK. BRILLIANT. HUH ?
I'M CONVINCED FRANKLIN 
HAS PROMISED HiS WIFE HE'P 
WIND UP WITH A1ONEY-xW4» 
THE BABY. THAT'S WHY I INSISTED 










I STILL- SAY IT® A 
STRANGE TIME TUH PROP* 
IN FOR CHECKERS I
YOUR HOROSCOPE
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 2
Your birthday today: Your 
life and work now are inclined 
to spread out onto a larger 
stage, to cover bigger issues, 
as a natural order of human 
phenomena. It’s up to you to 
see the possibilities and reach 
for their fulfillment. Today’s 
natives seek to feel rhythm in 
all phases of human experi­
ence,
Arics (March 21-April 10): 
Clear up delayed details in your 
work and housekeeping chores. 
Get rid of outdated materials, 
plan replacements, renovations.
Taurus (April 20-May 20): 
You must withstand a little irri­
tation or badgering arising from
; "I don’t know what to say, but I think wc just passed 
♦ the lodge."
* Parole Board Does Good Job 
Says The Director Of JHS
VANCOUVER (CP) — The! Mr, Justice lYohm, who is re- 
executive director of the John
Howard Society said during the 
weekend he could see nothing 
dfo remarks made last week by 
*Mr. Justice Thomas Dohm of 
the B.C. Supreme Court that 
could Improve the\ Nntlqnni 
Parole Board, '
Mervyn Davis said the parole 
board is 'doing a "Otai <><■ > 
protecting the public but it 
could, m some Instances, be
signing from ihc bench to be­
come president of the, Vancou­
ver Stock Exchange Feb. 1, hnd 
said in nn interview the only 
answer for violent crime Is con­
tinual incarceration.
Mr. Davis mild he knew many 
people who at one (line Inui 
, Im'cii guilty of "most heinous 




LONDON (CP) - An Interna- 
tionnl consortium including the 
Toronto Dominion Bank Is pre­
paring to bld for the giant, his­
toric travel firm, Thoinns Cook, 
which the British government 
lias put on the auction block.
Several bids are expected for 
Hie 100-ycar-old firm,’ national­
ized after the Second World 
War. The bids are to start at 
£15 million ($37.5 million).
Toronto Dominion is In a 
banking and insurance group 
headed by Britain's First Na­
tional Finance Company,
A First National spokesman 
confirmed Monday that the con­
sortium plans to make an offer
the moods and insecurities af­
flicting others.
Gemini (May 21-June 20): Be­
lated news may shake you up a 
little as you come up to date. 
Correspondence, budgets, shop­
ping lists and the like require 
review and conference,
Cancer (June 21-July 22): Up­
hill career effort brings better 
opinions than you had expected, 
Good news among relatives can 
be passed along cheerfully.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22): You 
are apt to come out ahead of a 
rival momentarily, perhaps for 
longer if you keep up the strug­
gle to excel.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Scpt. 22): 
Everybody turns out to bo in a 
helpful mood, You can put to- 
gother better earnings or great­
er capacity In most situations,
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22):
lie sold ftjr. Justice Bohmcrithmed ns imi'crfcct, s,'‘d oh
"It's fallible, just like the Su-|'vas ctihrr saying "human be- 
rremr Court bench. ... IL 'W change, or some|'M UH V IF l|l l Will IL < « • ■! . ’ I • ’'
everytime n judge were to mnkc beings don’t change,"
n imperfect decision I criti- l”'t nobody hui t'm ability to 
cited the whole bench I’d be nn *nto h? crvstnl bill and 
A, at," j recognize the pmoit who won't
' "'ll Hie Nntmna! Patole I be rehabilitated.
Board could Also Im criticized "The parole iaiard is doing a 
i ..<>1 releasing some erhni-'good Job." Mi. Davis said. "It 
I'ids on inirolr because It costs ‘ can be Improved, hut 1 don’t
taxpayers SI 0,000 a jear to keep [ Mee an>flitnc Mr. .lustier Dohin
▼them behind bare. paid that ml! improve rt."
but added that "matters 
just in the embryo stage.’’
APRIL 8 DEADLINE
nre
Closing date for blds Is April 
(1, when those competing for the 
old firm must dcixisit $2,r>(l,()0(»,
Cooks was founded In 1H71. In 
1928 1,1 was wk! Io a Belgian 
firm but when the Germans oc­
cupied Brussels in the Second 
World War, its assets were 
transferred to Britain’s cus­
todian of enemy property. '■
I alter, its shares wore distrib­
uted by Winston Churchill’s 
wartime government among 
four British railways, which 
were nationalized by . the jx»st- 
war f-nbor government.
The firm hiH a turnover' of 
about A'W million a \c,ir n<ld
Search for more resources; 
strive to gather and consolidate! 
what you have, Career news 
isn't quite to your liking, needs 
further checking,
Scorpio (Oct 23-Nov. 21): 
Pleasure Impinges on business, 
may require definite self-dis- 
elplino on your part, 1
Sagllurhis (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): 
An early gogetter pilch takes 
you up and onward. When 
you've done a reasonable day’a 
work, go on with sprqcing up 
your home.
1 Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): 
Orderly information well pre­
sented makes for an achieve­
ment. Your male, close associ­
ates have divergent ideas.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 1R): 
Now Is the time when things 
vou've done in the past bring 
belated results. A winning com­
bination can be put together 
for the nenr future.
Pisces (Fell, 19-Mnrch 20): 
Material benefits may come In 
driblets but there promise to 
lx* enough of them to fill nil 
real needs.
SQUARE DEAL FOR 
NEEDY BANKRUPTS
The Consumers' Association 
of Canada recommends that 
bankruptcy facilities be avail­
able tn needy consumers with­
out cost, Ihal nil types of small 
debtor financial problems Le 
handled bv one administrative । 
agency only and Hint wage gnr-j
net assets of nunc than £13 mil-1 nishmcnts he strictly aupcuu- 








LOOK, FW! 71 IF
WORLD 19 FULL 
OF pUAAB 
PEOPLE—.
fed And Wonderful Hats DKTDIfT p A£E African Guerrilla Leaders 
Brightened Youngsters’ Day Ask For UN's Assistance
lento to carry out -a- policy of 
genocide against Africans.'
Amilcar Cabral, secretary- 
general of the African Party for 
the Independence of Guinea Bis­
sau-Portuguese Guinea—and
■' Cabral. said 'Ms ergankatiort^^l 
controls two-thirds of Portu- " | 
guese Guinea. . ..........................’. |
Pascal Luvualo, representing |
the National Movement for the I
Liberation of Angola, said the |
RUTLAND (Staff) — A dis­
play of creativity, imagination 
aqd inventiveness was held at 
the Rutland Elementary School 
on Hat Day, under the direction 
ot principal C, J. Hallisey. This 
was put forth to divert the pu­
pils for a few moments. Children 
from Grades 1-7 came to school 
wearing every type of head­
gear that imaginations could 
conceive, With a tittle help from 
parents—hats in the form of 




with vegetables, snow men, a 
flower garden with a sign "Keep 
B.C. Green” and others equally 
as ingenious but too numerous 
to mention.
Grade 2 staged a dramatiza­
tion of the Three Bears.
Winner? in the primary divis­
ion were: Heather Haywood, 
who came with an extra head, 
complete with red hair. Dino 
Zol had a top hat covered with 
snow men. Wendy Gramlich 
won for the higher grades with 
a large Mexican hat showing 
the Lady of the Lake and her 
Princess” for Regatta 1972. 
Loren Piltingsrud’s orginal 
idea was a top hat decorated 
with egg cartons and string. The 
prize was lunch with Mr. Haiti- 
sey at a local cafe.
Judges were Mrs. Terry O’­
Malley and Mrs. Cec Joughin.
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Slightly Different Twist 
To Their Winter Worries
WESTBANK (Special)—John 
Paynter Jr. of the Agriculture 
College at Olds, Alberta, re­
cently bearded the train at Cal­
gary for Kamloops for a long 
weekend at home.
turned west.
And so the Paynters had an­
other trip to Kamloops to pick 
up their son.
(AP) — Some of Africa’s guer­
rilla leaders asked the United 
Nations Security Council today 
to help them fight for independ­
ence.
Half a dozen guerrilla spokes­
men addressed the council on 
, the fourth day of its special de- 
■ bate on African problems. And 
'1 an Egyptian ambassador in- 
jvited the council to visit areas
of Portuguese Africa under
the Cape Verde Islands, urged anti-Portuguese guer rill a rye 
the council to send a delegation would have succeeded already^’
to Premier Marcello Caetano of
guerrilla control. The areas, he 
said, "are being subjected to in­
tensive air bombardments."
Mohamed Fouad el Bidewy, 
speaking as head of an Organi­
zation of African Unity commit­
tee of guerrilla movements, told 
the council that colonial authori­
ties are 'using napalm, incendi­
ary bombs and chemical defol*
Portugal to set up talks on the 
removal 0! colonial forces.
-If Caetano refused, he said, 
the council should give his or­
ganization "all necessary help” 
in its armed struggle.
The' guerrilla leader thanked 
the Soviet Union. China and Yu­
goslavia for aiding his move­
ment and attacked Western 
countries for not helping;
but for aid givert Portugal by
the United States, West Ger> 
many, France and Britain.
PLAN SHRINE
ATHENS (AP) — The govern­
ment plans to build a $180,000 
religious shrine in northeastern 
Greece to mark the spot onj 
which the Bible says St. Paul 
baptized Lydia as his first con- 
vert upon entering Europe.
Scout and cub leaders from 
as far as Hudson Hope, near 
Fort St. John, and Blue River, 
near Kamloops, recently took 
f»art in a survival training 
course on Silver Star Mountain, 
near Vernon.
With only minimal food and 
shelter, the leaders spent the 
weekend on the mountain. The 
?7 people attending, including 
jwo women from Blue River, 
stayed in six shelters.
’ Course director was J. A. 
Norman of Vernon, a profes­
sional scouter. Representing 
Kelowna were Daniel Proulx, 
assistant district commissioner 
and venturer adviser; Rowlanc 
Davies, • scoutmaster of the 
First Glenmore Troop; Ron 
Fournier, assistant cubmaster, 
First Glenmore Pack: Kerry 
Davies and Tony Sampson, 






Aiderman and Mrs. George 
Meldrum are home again after 
a very pleasant winter vaca­
tion in Mexico.
• Fresh Meat 
Daily





The_J.ast Time I Saw Her
ILLKHMANN'S
Sausage & Delicatessen 





chandelier with' cut crys- (t » fy
tai cups, polished brass, ▼ fill
24” diameter...... .............. aj XDirect
763-3228
fir* box, flue*, furnace*, hot
WE
105-6F — 6-lilc chandelier, for
' How Much More Can Hhe Hland
*10-96polished brass. Illumina- Ca a a a tion that creates a luxurious * £ < 4 <4 atmosphere. .......  * Crystal.
«75
Hwy. 97N 763-7229 743-4735762-37903006 Pendoty 1627 Elik
RUTLAHD
\
Pay and Save Building 
Supplies, Hardware, 





Instant Patio Block* 
Stopping Stone*
CARPETS — DRAPES 
LINO —TILES 
CORLONS — CERAMICS 
Monomel and Broexe Point*
Many other models available in our showroom including Spanish cast brass,
and cold duct*, blower and 
motor*, burner and firebox.
ROD KING
EXCAVATION AT ITS 
FINEST
SPECIALIZING IN: 
Mobile Home Park*, all types 
of Cat Work, all type* of 
Trucking, Back Hoe and 
loader. Septic tanks, Water 
Lines, Drain Field*, etc.
Box 306, Weiibank 





See our selection of ELURA 
Wigs. Will not frizz, can be 





Repair* to wether, dryer*, 
refrigerator*, writer heatorg
Wo carry a full Una al 
Hoover part*. 
AH Work Guaranteed










The homo of flneit imported 
food. Wo *p«clallto In tint 
quality (outage and chceia.
KELOWNA 
DELICATESSEN




















Chimney*, fireplace aih pit,
1 liFCM —• Elegance 
your hall or vestibule at a 
modest price. Bohemian
Beat Inflation
Buy from the people 
who know
, a GMC Dieiel Part*
• Large (election of Volk*, 
motor parte and other 
moke*.






purchase of these 
sale items only.
THE LARGEST SELECTION 
OF TAPES IN TOWN 
ALSO A TAPE EXCHANGE 
A great idea
Leon at Ellis 7634306
For that extra 
touch replace your 
wall switch with 
a full range 
DIMMER
STORE HOURS: 8:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M. Dally including Saturday 
Industrial Square -r- 1096 Ellis St. — Good Parking
1096 Fills Street, Kelowna, B.C. Phone 762-2016
WHY WAIT? 
replace your windshield now! 
REPLACEMENTS TO ALL 
MAKES OF CARS .
1086 Glenmore 762-3526
CONTROL




Pies - Cokes 





1 Shop* Capri 762-3703
Over 200 Enjoy 
A Beef Dinner
WESTBANK (Special) — A 
baron of beef dinner was by 
the Westbank Centennial Com­
mittee in the Westbank Com­
munity Hall Sunday evening. 
About 230 people enjoyed the 
occasion.
Although a tittle late, the fin­
al event had to be carried out 
to finish paying the bills. The 
dinner7 was served on a long
table with many wilting help­
ers. The Teen Queen and her 
Princess helped with other 
young people to serve coffee 
and dessert. The Queen was 
called upon to draw the ticket 
on the aquacycle which was 
won by the Commodore of the 
Westbank Yacht Club, Al Hor­
ner.
His parents drove to Kam­
loops to meet him at 2 a.m., 
only to find the station in dark­
ness. After looking around, 
with the aid of a flashlight, they 
found a notice on the door 
which said the train had been 
delayed and to phone for fur­
ther information.
This they did and discovered 
the train had been stopped by 
a snow slide at Golden. So the 
Paynters turned around to go 
home, but as they approached 
the Larch Hill corner, they pas­
sed a car in a snow bank with 
its engine running. After going 
a short distance they decided to 
turn around and go back and 
see if all was well. Mr. Payn­
ter got out and tried the rear 
door, found it locked, and went 
around in the deep snow, open­
ed the opposite door and found 
an unconcious man in the driv-
A Snow Queen
t VERNON — A 17-year-old 
{volunteer hospital worker Sat- 
«irday was named Vernon’s 
"Queen Silver Star XII.
; Shelly Medynski, who enter­
ed- the contest as Miss Candy 
Striper, will reign over the 
‘city’s Winter Carnival which 
iruns Feb. 4 to 13. 1
* Anna-Maria W y s o t a, 17, 
who entered the queen con­
test as Miss Klondike Capers, 
was chosen as Snowflake Prin­
cess.
’ Miss Medynski was the first 
queen candidate ever nominat­
ed by junior volunteer hospital 
workers, nicknamed Candy 
Stripers for their pink and 
white apron uniforms.
’ Laurie King, Miss Kinsmen 
contestant, was voted Miss 
Congeniality by her fellow 
queen candidates.
‘Three eight-year-old girls, 
Gindy Houston, Terry Desim­





cial) — The Lakeview Heights 
Girl Guides have thanked the 
residents and drivers involved 
pf this community for their 
contribution to their recent 
bottle drive for the Guide camp 
trip, this year.
: ’ About $125 was made from 
1 — .the drive and for anyone that 
Was missed, arrangements can 
be made for further pick-up by 
calling Mrs. E. Chore at 762- 
7654. .
' .Plans are being made for 
Thinking Day. which is the 
founder’s birthday. Leadership 
training, which was taught in 
the Kelowna Senior-Secondary 
School during November, Dec- 
| ember and January nnd for 
I another two weeks in February 
I has been attended by both Mrs. 
I (jhot'e and Mrs. Logan.
I ■ ♦ This is a refresher course for 
I Guiders and for new Guiders. 
I The company leaders have also 
I been attending the last few 
I iheetlngs which has beeh Camp- 
I fire and Ceremonial. There arc 
I 36 Guides now in the Lakeview 
|, Heights Company.
REMOTE MINING
[DONETSK, U.S.S.R. (AP> - 
ftoVict researchers have devel­
oped a remote-controlled coal­
mining process that eliminates 
the need for workers , ni the 
^oal-face, the news agency Tusn 
yeixntcd.
Burning Rectal Itch 
Relieved In Minnies
Kxcludva Healing 6ub*tanc* 
Relieve* Pain Aa It 
ti brink* Hemorrhoid*.
If y ou Want m tirfactory rotirf from 
'Itching Pile*’--hera’a good naw*.
>■ A renowned roaearch laboratory 
■ baa found * unique healing oub- 
atance that promptly reiwvee the 
burning itch awl pain—actually 
hhrlnka hemorrhoid*. Thia aub- 
■lance ha* been shown to produce
, N moat effective rate of healing. 
: )ta germ-xillinx proiwrlica al«o 
. help prevent infection.
In one ca*e after another 'very 
airiking improvement’ wa* reported 
■ nnd verified. And mo*t Important 
'., , thia Improvement waa main. 
1 tained owr a period oC month*.
All thin waa accomplished by a 
healing miNtanco (lHo-Dyne)~- 
which qukaly helpo heal jnlurod 
ceil* and etimulat* growth of new 
Now lUo-Dyne kt offered 
1 in ointment and euppoaltorv form 
called Preparation if. Am ror i t • t 





Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Has­
kell drove to Kamloops over 
the weekend to visit their first 
grandchild. This special new 
addition to the family is a 
daughter for Mr. and MrS. 
Wayne Haskell of Logan Lake, 
and arrived Jan. 22.
er’s seat. The Paynters return­
ed to Salmon Arm immediately 
to inform the police and then 
headed home.
In the meantime son John 
and the passengers in the train 
were having a great time, so 
they said. The next day they 
were taken in five buses to 
Revelstoke where they were ex­
changed for the passengers in 
the east bound train, which re-
Friends and neighbors were 
pleased this week to see long 
time Peachland resident Ted 
Topham up and around town 
again. Mr. Topham, who under­
went surgery in the Kelowna 
General Hospital earlier in the 
month, has been convalescing 
at home, and been missed by 
his many friends.
Ladies please note the Peach­
land United Church Women’s 
Valentine tea date has been 
changed. Instead of being held 
Feb. 11 as first announced, it 
will be now held Feb. 18 at 2 








14 Shops Capri, 2- 
5302; 1131 Suther­
land, 3 - 3904; -16k 
Rutland Rd., 5-8633. 
All open 6 days, 
C a pr i Fri. till 9, 
Sutherland and Rut­







• Finest Upholstery 
0 Chargex
FREE ESTIMATES
PICK UP AND DELIVERY
2942 Pandosy St. 763-4903
Active Machine I 
Works Lid.
a Steel fabricating and 
installation
a Welding and Machining
a Plate shearing and forming
Glen Campbell
Ask for Rov or Hans -
$33.95
All models available while stock lasts -All sales fi
KELOWNA GLASS 
Ltd.
Throughout these advertisements 
you will find the names of three 
popular Country and Western Hits, 
you will also find the names of 
the artists or groups who recorded 
and made these songs famous.
In order tp win you must first 
read carefully through al) of the 
advertisements, pick out the song 
and artists and pair them up cor­
rectly. Send your answer* to West­
ern Music fastivol, Kelowna Dally 
Courier. The first five correct 
entries drawn each week win 0 




Port* & Service 
MF 




Hwy. 97N. Ph. 762-5203
116F — 3-lite foyer fixture 
to match a dining room 
crystal chandelier........ .......
Kelowna (ash & 
(any Lid.
TOWNHOUSE 
DISTRIBUTORS
